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DEDICATION 
To one who has begun 
within this school a new 
dramatic era, of which 
the students are justly 
proud; to one in whom 
we see an artist's sou], 
an understanding heart, 
a mind excelling, and an 
enthusiasm everlasting; 
to this constant friend 
of t h e students, Mr. 
Giles, with gratitude and 
admiration we dedicate 
this book . 

FOREWORD 
We, the Warbler staff, 
have tried to make for you 
a Jungle Book that will 
hold within its covers all 
the beautiful memories of 
your "good hunting" dur-
ing this year, 1929, at E. I. 
Here you have prepared 
yourselves to h u n t big 
game more skillfully. We 
present this book to you as 
a memory of the trails you 
blazed in the jungle before 
you left the Hunting 
Grounds 
ADMINI8TR~ION 
~LA~SF18 
ACTIVITIE1S 
~ ATHLIJTIC~ ~--r 
HUMO~ 
llulia Tllomas 
7lUSINI1SS 
M!NAGIJR 
K~ith Dorri~ 
For his expe ri ence l guidance, kindly advice, and unfailing help to us, th 
Warbler staff f '29. we wi h to xpress sincere appreciation to our advisor, Mr. 
S. E. Thomas. 
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Fir t Prize- Poetry Conte t Conducted by School News 
MY HEART'S DESIRE 
If plunging winds and beating rain 
Call me to battle, but in vain, 
Or if I am afraid tori 
And bear a burden of grey skies-
Th n to my sick heart requiem g1ve, 
I am too poor a thing to I ive. 
If han Is of mine forget to pray 
• nd torn feet fear a tony way, 
My heart grows weary of the quest 
And longs for an untimely rest-
Then cross my hand and let me be, 
Life i too fierce and weet for me. 
If 01 en Janel and windy skies 
Make not new wonder in my eyes, 
Or through the goodly world I go 
And love no friend and hate no foe-
Then , though my destined clays abound, 
Let me be lying underground. 
If while I draw exulting breath, 
To eek to run away from Death, 
And do not welcome him, nor strive 
\Vith him to keep my soul alive-
Then, in that hour, may Death strike deep, 
For I am only fit for sleep. 
But while I lov the wind that biO\YS, 
And scent a mystery in a rose, 
Or while my torn feet do not tire, 
And heart of mine seeks high desire-
Then, though a spectre, gaunt and wan, 
God , give me strength to struggle on. 
-ALITA WALTRIP . 
, 
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SENIOR CLASS 
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George Frederick Haddock 
Mahlon Jesse Hillard 
Ella Mae Jackson 
Mal el Ora :E ei ter 
Ida Mae Livingston 
Howard Haydon LoYing 
Robert Thomas Lynch 
Gertrude Lucile 1arker 
. \\1\\'\ 
JUNIOR CLAS 
Vivian Li ll ie Marshall 
Lawrence Allen McElwee 
Lyla nna Louise 1essman 
Andrew Edward Meurlot 
John Ferdinand Miller 
Bi_trl Kenneth Mitchell 
Hazel Elizab th Moore 
Gertrude Elizabeth Moseley 
Harold L. ewlin 
Eugene El worth Norton 
Harvey Aloysius Pacatte 
Ralph ustin Parkinson 
Harvey Martin P inkstaff 
Effie Fern Prather 
Edward V. Price 
Clyde Pau l Richmond 
Helen May Sheehan 
Howard alan im 
Morris Gerald Smith 
Eloise wearinger 
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Bertha \Varner 
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THE JUNIOR CLASS 
Ours is the largest Junior Class in the history of the school. Last year's 
Junior Class could say the same, but our class ~an reiterate the boast with greater 
emphasis, for eYen E. I.'s Junior Class increased its enrollment this year. Almost 
etll of our rr.embers started as green Freshies at E. I., but look at them now! 
Only the trials and triumphs of next year as Seniors are needed to round off 
the corners and supply the polish. 
As Freshmen and Sophomores we found time to have wiener roasts and 
engage in hard-fought class day battles, but this year we fai led to find an ideal 
night on which to substitute a bonfire and eats for our stacks of books and mid-
night lamps. · 
E. I.'s championship football team was led by Pete, a Junior, and we sent 
"Goodie" along to help manage the team in addition to Sims, Mill er, Creamer, 
Smitty, Norton, Dappert, Covert and Sallee. The big tug-of-war we lost as 
Freshmen and that we gained as Sophs aided in the development of such men 
as those mentioned. 
The executive office of the class has been very well filled by President Charles 
Frye. His staff of assisting officers is: 
Vice President.. ...... ----·---· ··-· -·-···-···-··· --·····--Edvvard P rice 
S ecretar:v .... ---- ------ -· ·-··· ···-····················-Ell a Mae Jackson 
Treasurer ..................... ................................... Ida Livingston 
Se?·geant-at-Arlils ................. .. ... .... ................ John M iller 
The future holds in sto re th e Junior-Senior banquet at which we will pre-
side as hosts and hostesses. Just now there are whisperi ngs of a stunt in the 
Student Council Carn ival. 
This year \Ve have been permitted to live in more seclusion than at any other 
time during our college years. As Freshmen we were laughed at and informed, 
and as Sophomoi·es the whole school knew the number of pages in our last lesson 
plan and which chapter in Education we had for tomorrow. As Seniors we will 
be known as high school student teachers, presidents of organ izations, and digni-
fied candidates for degrees. As Juniors our role is telling bedtime stories to 
sleepy Freshies, reca lli ng over and over for the benefit of the Sophomores all 
the teaching theories we learned of and the hard time we had in getting a good 
"preparation step," and helping friends, neighbors and restaurant chefs prepare 
meals rich in brain food for the Seniors who eat at their tables. It is impossible 
to estimate the ability and thinking power of us Juniors until next year shall 
roll around and all ow us to stand on the topmost round and disclose some of the 
gleanings from our search at E. I. U ntil then we must accept our fates of being 
neither "babes of E. I.," busy Sophomores, nor cap-and-gown Seniors, but just 
plain Juniors with our minds set on Th e Principal and His S chool, I . Q.'s, and 
master essays on Succ ess and Life! 
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E~\RL AND'F.RSON A DAMS 
Ashmore, Illinoi s 
EMMA P AU LI NE BALL 
Charleston, Illinoi s 
Hockey Team (I), Players 
(2); Warbl e r Staff (2) . 
"'- _;tt:;;L.. I f ,. , - ,_ 1 .,..z.,.(,.1, •• -
/\4 J oN>: LucrLL>: B>:RTOL>:T 
~. Charleston , Illinoi s 
~ ~;cff .tt . .J. '4... 
~- ,..'L.t3 
L>:LAND FR:£0 CHA NllY 
Yale, Illinois 
The Players ( 1, 2); College 
Quartette (1, 2); Glee 
Club (I); Moustache ClulJ 
(2); ~A~ (1, 2). 
GLADYS L>:oN>: CooNs 
Mattoon, Illinois 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
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H!L>:N A l<DllRSON ALISON 
Westville, Illinois 
LAURA BARN!lS 
B>:RNIC:£ MARl:£ BRADDOCK 
Harrisburg, Illinois 
Southern Illinois State Nor-
mal (1); Orchestra (2); 
Mathematics Club (2). 
J>:NNI:£ FRANC>:s CoL>: 
Allenville, Illinois 
R UTll CRABTR>::£ 
Decatur, I ll inois 
OTIS OTTO DAPPERT 
Stewardson. Illinois 
Football (1); Basketball (1, 
2); Track (1, 2); Baseball 
(J, 2); 6 A l: (2); ar-
'ity Club (2). 
GLENN Dono 
Paris, Illinoi s 
Domafian Art Club (I, 2) ; 
Players (2). 
EDNA GRACE DRY 
Palestine, Illinois 
Player (2). 
NAOMI PutLLts HoN:ECAR 
DULCAR 
Mattoon, Illinois 
Ff.RN GF.NEVA DUNHAM 
Vandalia, Illinois 
WEND£LL KEITH DAVlS 
Brocton. Illinois 
Domafian Art Club ( 1, 2); 
t..Al: (1, 2); niversity 
of Michigan. 
DoNALD KEtTI! DoRRIS 
Taylorville, Illinois 
Warbler Staff (2); Domafian 
Art Club (1, 2); Tennis 
(1, 2). 
DoROTHY ADELINE DoEY 
Springfield, Illinois 
Glee Club (1); President 
Glee Club (2); Class Trea-
surer (2); Chorus (1, 2). 
RAY CAMPBELL DuNCAN 
Flat Rock, Illinois 
CLAUDE EoCENE DuNLAP 
Mode, Illinois 
Players (1, 2). 
l\IERRIL THOMAS DUNN 
Charleston, lllinoi 
Class Vice-president ( 1, 2); 
Student Council (I, 2); 
Players (1, 2); ~A :1; ( l, 
2). 
R unv CLEo EvANS 
Ramsey, Illinois 
EDNA DELILAH FI'I'ZPA'rRlCK 
Kansas, Illinois 
RuTH MURIAM FRANCIS 
Charleston, Illinois 
Band (2). 
VERA VELMA FRITTS 
Harrisburg, Illinois 
Southern Illinois tate 'or-
mal (I); Players (2); 
Mathematics Club (2). 
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CHARLES ARTHUR ELLIOTT 
Charleston, Illinois 
Band (I, 2); Warbler Staff 
(2). 
!'LORENC£ MAy FARIS 
Lerna, Illinois 
Domafian Art Club (2); 
Hockey Team (2). 
HARRIETT ANNA FouLK£ 
llfaroa, Illinois 
Players (2); Mathematics 
Club (2). 
JIIILDRED ELIZA FRANKLtr< 
1\Iattoon, Illinois 
Glee Club (I). 
l·'LORILLA USAN CARD 
Casey, Illinois 
DoROTI!Y ULLAIN££ Gu£Rr. 
Arcola, Illinois 
Domafian Art Club (1, 2) 
E u :<I CE LEO:<ORA GinnoNs 
Saint Elmo, lllinoi 
AI."EATJIA VIRGINIA Gwr N 
Charleston, Illinois 
Players (I, 2). 
LARA SM IT II HAVERSTOCK 
Stewardson, Illinois 
VELMA PAULINE HEATH 
~Iattoon, Illinoi s 
THELMA GILLIS 
Brocton, Illinois 
LAURA AucuSTA GROTH£ 
Decatur, Illinois 
WESLEY HAVERSTOCK 
Steward~on, Illinois 
i\[At'RI NE LEN ORE HAYES 
Ca ey, Illinois 
GLADYS CLEO HELM 
Tusco:a, lllinoi!i 
ERLA I-lALLF.EN I-l£N DREN 
l\f.attoon, Illinois 
HAZEL f'AY£ HoLS.\PPLE 
Mattoon, Illinoi -
Vf:RA FLORENCE HosTETLER 
Oln ey, Illinoi s 
Mathematics Club (2). 
y 
t,_,)-BuRL Icu IvEs 
\( Newton, Illinois 
f>.A2:: (1, 2); Student Coun-
cil (!); Varsity Club (1, 
2); Football ( 1, 2); Band 
(1); Players (1, 2); Col-
lege Quartette (1, 2). 
G£NEVA FLORENCE JARED 
Robinson, Illinois 
University of Illinois; '-.Do-
mafian Art Club; Glee 
Club (I, 2); Chorus Girls' 
Quartette. 
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RuTH PEARL HILL 
Mattoon , Illinois 
Glee Club (1, 2). 
OLiv£ hEN£ HoLSAPPLE 
Toledo, Illinois 
EDITH MARY HOVIOUS 
Mattoon, Illinois 
CLARA LEE JACKSON 
Charleston, Illinois 
Warbler Staff (2); Class Sec-
retary (I, 2); Domafian 
Art Club (I, 2). 
VIOLF.T GR.\C'£ Jt: N NE R 
Parker burg, Illinois 
' VAND.\ i\IAREEN J OI-l KSOS 
Lawrenceville, Illinois 
PAt:Lt:<E lc£LET J ossERAN :J 
Oakland, Illinois 
Band (1, 2); Y . \V. C .. \. 
Cnbinet (1) . 
YIRCIL KIXC 
JuLIA ELLEN Kxvrr 
)[attoon, Illinois 
FANNIE liAUD:£ LECIINF.R 
Beecher City, lllinoi , 
-40-
\Vt LLIAY J£NNINGS ]ONES 
Rose Hill, Illinois 
Football (1, 2): \ 'ar ity Club 
(1, 2); .. l.\~ (2). 
RAY CLIFFORD KING 
Rose Hill, lllinoi s 
FLORA )!ARG ..  RET KNIGHT 
)Iattoon , Illinois 
IRv i N Tooo LANMAN 
Ashmore, Illinois 
Players (1, 2). 
LOLA MAB£LIN£ LtLI..Y 
Sullivan, Illinois 
AI.nl:RTA SLATF:N MAR£ INC 
Mattoon, Illinois 
Lois EDNA McCLELLAN 
Martinsville, Illinois 
FRANCI:S GRAY McNuTT 
Charleston, IJlinois 
HAROLD MIDDLESWORTH 
Charleston, Illinois 
Class President (2); \\"arbl er 
Staff (2). 
LAWRENC£ HARRY MIDDLETON 
Paris, Illinoi s 
--1'-
UARTHA AIL:££N MARL£Y 
Tuscola, Illinoi s 
Players (1, 2); Glee Club 
(!); Chorus (1). 
llfARY ELIZABETH McKNJCHT 
Paris, Illinois 
Hockey Team (I); Y. W. C. 
A . Glee Club (1). 
CHRISTINE i\IERCER 
Paris, Illinois 
LEAn XAOMI l\1IDDLESWOP'tH 
Charle ton, lllinois 
DORIS MAXlN:£ l\IJLUURN 
Charleston, lllinoif-1 
VERA KATE MILLER 
Martinsville, Illinois 
Mn.DRED HAZEL i\loNTCOM£RV 
Shelbyville, Illinois 
EMMA L£An MuNDAY 
King burg, California 
Chorus (I) : Y. \V. C. A. 
(1, 2); Fresno State Col· 
lege. 
ANNA BERNICE N[CK£Y 
Decatur, Illinois 
HEL£ N PARKI:R 
Paris, Illinois 
S.\MU£L PoucHER MITCHELL 
Charleston, Illinois 
Players (l, 2); Band ( 1, 2); 
Glee Club (l); Choru (1). 
Lors EorT 11 l\[ov:ER 
Arcola, Illinoi s 
DELBERT PEARL XA\'E 
~Iartinsville, Illinoi 
Players (2); Domafian Art 
Club (2). 
:IIARCARET ELIZAB£TII Oo>:LL 
Lerna. Illinois 
Glee Club (1). 
\\.ILLIAM FRANK P£T.ERS 
Bingham, Illinois 
C .\ROL RA \' P£TTY 
Sumner, Illinoi s 
ELSIE 1\[ARGARET PIERCE 
Charleston, Illinois 
GEORG I A I,AnE ANDREWS 
PRtTCHETT 
Flora, fllinoi s 
CYNTHIA JANE RENN'£1.5 
Charleston, Illinois 
HAROLD AMPSON RonUJ KS 
Charleston, Illinoi 
Class Treasurer (I); Student 
Board of Control (I). 
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)lAR'I'li A \\~JLl[A PETZINC 
Altamont, Illinois 
Student Boa rd of Control 
( l). 
JoH x GERALD PowERs 
Charleston, Illinois 
l'ootball (1, 2): Varsity Club 
(I, 2); Baseba ll (!). 
L'EOVOTTO DELPHINE RAY 
La llelle, Missouri 
Hand (1, 2); Orchestra (1, 
2); Glee Club (I); Y. i\I. 
C. A. 
)lARY LOUISE HEADil'EAD 
:!\It. Zion, Illinois 
:'liAR I AN ELIZABETH 
RosBOROUGH 
Lawrence\·ille, Illinois 
lii•s. Rove£ 
Charleston, Illinois 
HILDA JuA ITA ScHMID1' 
1\Tulherry Grove, lllinois 
Mathematics Club (2). 
GRACE GERTRt:D"£ CHWARZ-
LOSE 
West Salem, Illinoi 
PAuL TuoM PSON" SniELvs 
Charleston, Illinois 
Domafian Art Club (1, 2); 
Players (1, 2). 
JOHN \YtLKIN SIMS 
Charleston, Illinois 
Warbler Staff (2): Sews 
taff ( 1 ,2): ;\lou tache 
Club (2). 
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HoLLIS RAYMOND SALLEE 
Arthur, Jllinois 
Football (1. 2); T•ack (2); 
Varsity Cllub (2). 
.Ati.\IA ANNA SCHOTTMAN 
\\'heeler, Illinois 
LOIS HlELDS 
Hindsboro, Illinois 
Domafian Art Club (2). 
RoYAL L1 NcotN rEFFEK.MAN 
Albion, Illinois 
Band ( 1, 2) ; Orchestra ( 1, 
2). 
BERNIS Ess1 E M ITu 
De..:atur, Illinois 
""'~~ 
~ ~~u ~ELIZA SMITH 
Arcola, Illinois 
Student Council (2); Hock-
ey Team (1, 2). 
Rurn SNIDER 
Robinson, Illinois 
JlfARY ELEANOR TEPHENSON 
Mattoon, Illinois 
De Pauw University ( 1); 
Players (1, 2); Warbler 
Staff (2) _ 
JutrA IsABEL THOMAS 
Charleston, Illinois 
Editor Warbler (2); Glee 
Club (1); Players (1, 2). 
ll£ULAII 'MARIE TRIMBLE 
:\[urdock, Illinoi 
-4.5-
LAURA ETHEL SNIDER 
Robinson, Illinois 
GLADYS ELIZA SQUIRES 
Casey, Illinois 
James J\Iil li kin University 
(1) ; Glee Club (2). 
uSANE Lours£ TABER 
Oakland, Illinois 
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (1); 
Band (1, 2); Orchestra 
(1); Glee Club (1); Cho-
ru s (1) . 
RussELL HrCHARD TRIPP 
Charleston, Illinois 
Track (1, 2); Varsity Club 
I, 2); ~A~ (2). 
CoRA V>:LVA TuRN>:R 
Hindsboro, Illinois 
News Staff (2). 
·v,Rci>: EsTALENE \V>:sNER 
Flat Rock, Illinois 
ADA RuTu \VITTERS 
Charleston, Illinois 
Ru-rn ELIZAn'ETH \YoooARD 
Springfield, Illinois 
Glee Club (I); \\'arbler 
Staff (2). 
~fAnEL Lams>: \VEna 
Benton, Illinois 
Glee Club (1, 2); Chorus 
(1 ). 
HAROLD LEE \VHITACRE 
Lerna, 111inois 
Track (1, 2); Varsity Club 
(I. 2): Warbler Staff (2); 
News Staff {2); Moustache 
Club (2). 
YrRGINIA liiARIE \VoLF 
Edwardsville, Illinois 
Orchestra ( 1, 2). 
i\IAJJEL CLARICE ADAMS 
Charleston, Illinois 
HOWARD KENNETn AMES 
i\lattoon, Illinois 
i\IuRVIL BARNES 
Brownstown, Illinois 
KATHRYN LOUIS£ BRANDT 
Charleston, Illinois 
\\' ILLIA>< JosEPH CARTn 
~Iattoon, Illinois 
LYMAN FERREL COMBS 
Oblong, Illinois 
RonERT KENTON CONRAD 
Cowden, Illinois 
YERLON RICHARD FERGUSON 
Charleston, Illinois 
FREDA ELLEN CARD 
Casey, Illinois 
EMMA 1\fARIE GRAOOWSKI 
Decatur, Illinois 
RAYMOND RALPH HILL 
Robinson, Illinois 
LEML"EL BYRD HoLLOWAY 
FillmO're, Illinois 
VIOLA MAY HUNDLEY 
Olney, Illinois 
FLORENCE LELA JunNI<E 
\Vindsor, Illinois 
\'rRGIL DEWITT KING 
Dundas, Illinois 
LESLTE GEORG'E AIKMAN 
l\Iattoon, Illinois 
HAROLD BRANIGAN AR.MS'l'RO?\G 
Charleston, Illinois 
CHARLES DONALD BETEB.EN XF.R 
\Vest Salem, Illinois 
URSVLLA ELLEN CONLEY 
BROWN 
Charleston, Illinois 
R u1' H ELIZABETH CoLLINS 
Robinson, Illinois 
ELEANOR COMSTOCK 
Ashmore, Illinois 
EowiN DONALD Co1~BJ N 
Charleston, Illinois 
Ct I FFORO CHARLES GALBRI:AT ll 
4..\rthur, Illinois 
FRANK \VILMONT GIBSON 
Arthur, Illinois 
CARL )JAnvr N HALL 
Robinson, Illinois 
RAYMOl'(D RuFus HIATT 
Brownstown, Illinois 
liiiLDREn ZELMA HoPKINS 
Charleston, Illinois 
JEROME VAN 111F.TER JoNES 
Danville, Illinois 
\VILLIAM CARR KEMPER 
Casey, Illinois 
LoRENE EsTHER LATNGOR 
Casey, Illinoi 
CHARLENE BRANHAM LESTER 
Tuscola, Illinois 
CAnL 'ru"Eo LvcAN 
)larshall. Illinois 
ROBERT EMMETT liiATTIX 
)forrisonville, Illinois 
MARGARET McGAHEY 
Oakland, Jllinois 
STELL.\ L U CI LL'E PEARC£ 
)[arshall. Illinois 
ANDREW PoRTER 
Louisville, Illinois 
IvoRY PAuL Rt~NNr:Ls 
Charleston, Illinois 
GLENN R L"THCRFORnSnEPHERo 
Oakland, Jllinois 
HARRY ODIN STOGSDILL 
Oblong, Illinois 
NoRMAN AuoR.tY STRAD£R 
Charleston, Illinois 
DONAI.D LEE TAYLOR 
Charleston, Illinois 
DFAN llERTRANO NEAL 
THOMASSON 
Sandoval, Illinois 
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1\1ARY MARCARt't THOMPSON 
Palestine, Illinois 
JAMES LEWlS \V ALLACE 
Dudley, Illinois 
ALICE GENEViEvE \VuiTE 
Springfield, Illinois 
Joy LINCOLN 
Mattoon, Illinois 
MARY ETTA liiARSHALL 
1\Iattoon, Illinois 
?I[ARJORIE CHARITY 
McCoLLOM 
Louisville, Illinois 
BERYL LEoN A McMILLAN 
Charleston, Illinois 
lRMA CLOTEEL POPHAM 
Charleston, Illinois 
Ct.ARA MAt PROPECK 
\Vestervelt, Illinois 
TnoMAS LELAND RouTLEDGE 
Marshall, Illinois 
JorrN \VrLLIAM SHOEMAKJ!R 
Charleston, illinois 
RICHARD CRAIG STORY 
Charleston, Illinois 
DEVONA MAE SwiNFORD 
Charleston, Illinois 
LAWRENCE CHARLES TAYLOR 
Tuscola, Illinois 
JOYCE MARIE TnoMPSON 
Charleston, Illinois 
PAut Roo 'l'rNNEA 
Charleston, I11inois 
GERALD LESTER WALTRIP 
Charleston, Illinois 
THEODORE LEWIS \VHITESELL 
Charleston, Illinois 
GEORGE CLARENCE 
\VILLENHERG 
Teutopolis, Illinois 
ARLEN GLEN \Vooo 
Charleston, Illinois 
DOROTHY MARY 'vVOMMER 
Muskegon, Michigan 
MARJORIE EoiTH You"G 
Altamont, Illinois 
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS 
La t year the two hundred ninety-eight member of the class of '29 started 
on their long journey through the dense jungles of learning. For two years 
they have been rambling through the wearisome and sometime delightful forest 
to get to an open pace where they can clear the tangling vines away and get a 
broader and better view of life than they had before they started their journey. 
Some have dropped out along the way, while others have been climbing on and 
on. Some have felt that at the end of two years they will not be ready to leave 
the forest's denseness and go out in the open world and they will stay two more 
year to ramble among its vines and trees. 
Teaching and lesson plans have been great diAiculties this year. Sometimes 
they have made the jungles so dense and black that many have given up in despair. 
The making of the great jungle book, "The ·warbler," has been another great 
task for the class of '29. But it i a law of the jungles that each class shall make 
such a book. 
There have certainly been ome good times in the jungle. Many friend 
have been made along the way. Last year in February and thi year in ovem-
ber, the journey was brought to a top and most of the member gathered about 
in their jungle way for parties. Then there was the banquet given by the class 
of '29 to its jungle brother and si ters. The forests were all in bloom and they 
all at about feasting and forgetting the fore t behind them and what was yet 
to come. Then came the tug-of-war. The class of '29 suffered defeat, for it 
wa the first time that its folk had ever come to uch a lake since it had been 
in the jungles and its waters seemed to have an attraction for them. Cia s day 
was a great day and the picnic at Pat·adise Lake was greater still. 
Harold Middlesworth (pres ident), has l· een a very successful leader and 
Merrill Dmm (vice president) ha helped him to choose the paths. Dorothy 
Duey (treasurer), has helped to gather the treasures a long the way. Clara 
Lee Jackson (secretary) has recorded the great jungle deed done by her folk, 
·while Bud Ives ( ergeant-at-arms), has kept Ia w and order. 
On and on they haY rambled until they shall come to the end of the jungle 
where they will go into the great plains of life beyond. 
Acklin, Helen I rene 
Ad::~ms, H azel Jan e 
Adkins, Neal Ashl ey 
Ahlberg. Dorothy Mari e 
Alexander, Ruth Berni ece 
All en, Dorothy Jane 
Allison, 1\Iyra Gertrude 
Altom. Pauline Fern 
Anderson, Lora E. 
Andrews, ·Helen Marga ret 
Andrews, Irma Louise 
Arm trong. Leota Hope 
Ashmore, Charles, Jr. 
Atteberry. W illiam athan 
Austin, ~lary AuC!Usta 
Bail ey. Geneva ~Iildred 
Baird, Charle Harland 
Baird, Ethel Edna 
Baker, Au~tin Burrill 
l~artimus, Olga 
Bateman, 1\Jary pal 
Bechtel, Newton 
Bell, E lizabeth Sherrard 
Bell , Gladys Irene 
Berkley. Martha Katherine 
Best, 1\ farga ret Lucill e 
Biebe r , Gertrude 
Biggs, Velda 
Bi({gs, \\'alter Ru•,ell 
Billman , Cleola Faye 
'Bisho1>, Donatta Jeane 
Bisson, Jane Ann ·· 
Bisson, Max \Vi llis 
Black, Helen 
Black, Luther Joseph 
Bobrue, Clara Armilda 
Holt, Minnie Iren e 
llolt, \ Vinnie Allene 
Bozorth, Audrey Verle 
Brackebusch, Lillian Evelyn 
Brading, Lois Edith 
Brauer, Edwin Samuel 
Brauer, Franklin William 
flraynard , Ruth Lucia 
Breeden, Frances Harri son 
Hrinkerholf, Kathleen Elizabeth 
Bro\\ n , Georgi e RandolJlh 
Brown, Loi s Estella 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Brownin~ , Eli7.abeth i\larie 
Bry."nt, Lou El!yn 
Buckler, Roscoe Ston ton 
11unrh. :\ fahel Georgia 
Bu . cham, Opal Frances 
Burnett, Velma Burnice 
Buser, Estel l\Iin e t va 
lluzzard. ~{argie Violet 
nuzza rd , ~el l e Vanice 
Callahan, E leano r ~Iary J o 
Call ahan, ::l[ary E li zabeth 
Cantwell, Juanita R uby LaVangc 
Car ruthers, ::lfarie Alta 
Car on, J ohn Loyd 
Cassell, Opal Jean Hunt 
Catlett, Kathleen Marie 
Chatman, Goldie Gertrude 
Cheek, Ethel Lucille 
Cherry, James Harrison 
Chesser, Gene 
Chi ldress, Rh ule William 
Clui stian, Mildred L aV ern e 
Chr istman, ~fary Anna 
Christner, Eleanor Berni ece 
Christner, Warren Frederick 
Clark, Vern ice E lzie 
Claypool, n uhy L eah 
Clin e, Lucille Erma Hammack 
Coburn. Chlora Bernadin e 
Cole, E llen Amazetta 
Collins. Robe rt Willi s 
Con nell, ::lfildred Agnes 
Connell, P ea rl Couj!'ill 
Connelly, Kenneth \Vii on 
Connett, Bernal Man ford 
Coover, Eliza )[ary Fern 
COOJler, Madge Lena 
Corbin, Edward 
Co rl ey, Ruth 
Covalt, Fern Sarah 
Covert, Esther Adelia 
Cowger , Charles Car r 
Cox. Ca rri e Erl en e 
Craighead, Ella Mae 
Cramer, Ernest Fre mont 
Craven, Tessie Elizabeth 
Crean, cbarlotte Ceci li a 
Cul berson. Opal Isabel 
Cu lbret h, Edna Virginia 
Cumm in s, Geoigl! Harold 
Curry, Earl Donald 
Curtiss, :Mary Catherin e 
Cutler, Carlo Dale 
Cutshall. Alden Denzel 
Cuttill. Ralph Edmond 
Dalton , H arold I van 
Davi s, Dorothy T-4eota 
Davis, l~usse ll Edwin 
Dehl, Hilda Lita 
Deverick, Eugene R. 
De \Verff, Vera 
Dollar, Frances ::lfathilda 
nolton, Freda Elizabeth 
Dooly, Daniel Paul 
Dorsch, Hallie 
Drum, L esli e Clayton 
Dunham, Nelli e Druie 
Dye, Lucille Alberta 
Earl, Raymond K eith 
Frlwarcls. H elen ~faxin e 
E llio tt, Theron Linn 
Engel, F lorence Loui se 
Engle r, ll eulah Fae 
En sor, lrene H elen 
Bpperson, Dorothy ~{arie 
Evans, Ualph Francis 
Farn. Ed ith Elizabeth 
Faught, Bernice 
Feller, Clara ~Iarie 
Fie ld, ~fary Virginia 
F itrh, Mary ~Iagdaline 
Fithian. Angela Regin a 
Foley, ::l[adaline Estin 
Ford, Bernice Christine 
Foster. Hubert Samuel 
.Fox, Rhea Olive 
Frame, Daniel Glenn 
Free man, John Burkett 
Freeman, Thelm a Edna 
Fromm e, Frank Fred 
Frommell, Albert Edward 
Funkhouser, Mildred L enore 
Gabel, K enn eth Eugene 
Ga rri son, Lloyd Hudson 
Geiger. LPona Gertrud e 
Gibbon , J ohn Robert 
Gibson, Byrtice Aver y, Jr. 
Glathart, H azel 
Glathaar, l\lildred 'Louise 
Goble, Ferne Bell 
Goble, \Vilma Lucile 
Goddard, Mary Ro e 
Goff, Doris Verdine 
Goodman, Gwendolene E li zabeth 
Goodwin, Clellan Presley 
Goodwin, Helen 
Gordon, Beulah Ruth 
Gorham, E lma l\lyrtle 
Gould, Doris Elizabeth 
Grant, Margaret Elizabeth 
Graven, Rosy Gertrude 
Gray, Agnes Kathryn 
Gray, Vera LaVerne 
Green, Mildred :Habel 
Greever, J uJia J\Iaxine 
Griffin, Bertha 1\lay 
Grime , Ogreata ).Jay 
Grubb, Edward Lee 
Gwinn, Emma Comvton 
Haire, E lmer John 
H all , Floyd Gross 
Hall, Genevieve E li zabeth 
Hall, Joseph Hubert 
Hamer, Alice Elizabeth 
Hance, Carl Dickson 
Hannappel, Merle Ralph 
Harrison, Lois ~laur ine 
Hawkman, 1\Ieh·in :\Jack 
Hayes, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Haye , Essie lomia 
Hay , Delmas Lowell 
H effiey, Kathleen ~Ieli sa 
Henderson, Lyle Earl 
Henry, Dorothy Frances 
Henry, Marguerite Charlotte 
Hester, Eugene Dale 
Hickox, Doval Oliver 
Hilgenberg. Helen ~Iarjorie 
Hill, Dorothy 1\lildred 
Hill, Ralph H ar old 
Hill, Thelma Al een 
Hinton, Dori s 1\[urel 
Hogu e, Ruth Ellen 
Holloway, Carie Evaline 
Homann, Charles \Villiam 
Honn , Thelma ~farie 
Hopkins, Carolyn Belle 
Hubbard, Captolia ~laxine 
Huckaba, Berdina France• 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
I:uddlestun, Eugene 
Hudelson , Llpal Marie 
Hunley, Blanche I rene 
Hunley, Edward H arlan 
llunter, }{annah 
Hurst, Pari I ee 
Hutton, Edgar Everett 
H yde, Thomas Eugene 
Ingram, Francis Graydon 
Ingram, Ruth Elizabeth 
Ivy, Eugene Frederic 
Jackson, ;\Iildred lva 
James, Dorothy ~!argue rite 
Janes, Stella ~ay 
Jennings, Loi Fern 
Johns, Ethel ~Iae 
Jones, Christine Alicia 
Jones, Ralph Layle 
Keister, Floy J osepbine 
Kellam. Claude Pier on 
Kelly, Glenn David 
Ke sler, Lola Ruth 
Keyes, Lillian Grace 
King, 1\Iary Catl1erin e 
Kingery, Edna :Maisie 
Kinni kin , Dorothy Luvene 
Kirk, Cha rl otte Byrle 
Kirk, Joseph Stephen 
Kite, Carl L. 
Koelling, Mildred ~Iartha 
Kroeger, Edna Elizabeth 
Lacey, Dale \\'infred 
Lackey, Dorothy E li zabeth 
Laingor, Janet Arline 
Lantz, Enid ~faureen 
Lantz, Evelyn ~Iaxine 
Lantz, Natalia Virginia 
Lattig, James :\Iii ton 
Lawrence, Lucille Lucy 
Ledbetter, L etha Feme 
LeFever, Ethel Hortense 
Leitch, In a 
Lewis, Anna :Mildred 
L ewis, J ean Loui e 
Lewis, Marie Delphia 
Linn, \Vilma Lill ian 
Lovett, Lovadna Lovin?. 
Low, Ethel Hutson 
Lowe, Margaret L . 
Lubbers, Anora Dena 
Lumbrick, Margaret 1\I ae 
-SO-
'f ~non. Catherine ~{argaret 
~farshall, Leona Pau!ine 
:\fason , Juli a Dawson 
"!\fcKain, Grace Avis 
~IcClain, Arthur L ee 
McCoy. Helen Coleen 
llfcG rilli s, H azel Irene 
McDowell, Catherin e E . 
McKinley, Enid Elizabeth 
1\f d f orri s, Rex 1\Ierrill 
::lfcl\Iullen, \\'alter Elmer 
~fc. 'utt, Dale William 
McReynold , Elmer Loren 
l\Ic\Villiam , Helen Juanita 
1\ferold, Agnes Irene 
~Iilam, Clara Emilie 
~Iilewski, Y era Jennie 
Miller, Byron Benepe 
1\filler, Edna Ro anna 
lllill , Mildred Belle Bar r 
1\Iilnes, 1\Iary Catherine 
Milone, \\"alter 
Mitchell, Ivan Joel 
1\[oler, l\Iaurice Tinch 
~Iontgomery, Forest Eugene 
Moody, Bertha Winifred 
Muchmore, Claren ce Edwa rd 
1\Iuchmore, Nora E ll en 
Myers, Marguerite Marie 
f yer , lllildred Elizabeth 
Nay, R ita Opal 
*):ecce, :\Iary Lucille 
Neisler, Naomi La Rue 
Newman, Charl e Cox 
Norton , Opal Pauline 
O'Connor , Emily Mae 
Ohlsen, Emily l\Iarie 
O'Kelley, Elma Elmyra 
O'Kelley, Letta Annetta 
Oliver, H elen ~faxine 
Olm tead, Susie Faye 
Osborne, l\J arian Frances 
Parrott, Linde) 
Pennington, John Paul titt 
Petty, Estel 
Petty, Mildred Odell 
l)etty, Priscilla Frances 
Phelp, Evelyn Yol a 
Phipps, Helen Glendora 
Pittman, Pearne Lucill e 
Pontiu , Mildred Annette 
Poorman, Mary Elizabeth 
Porter, Linden 
PoweJI, Frances Stella 
Prater, John Rolin 
Pyle, Enid Elizabeth 
Ragsdale, Gladys Lucile 
Ralston, Mary Eva 
Rand, Wayne Edward 
Rasplica, Arna Helen 
Ratts, Mabel Marie 
Reasor, Charles Gramesly 
Redd, Alice Genevieve 
Redden, Hazezl Nettie 
R edenbo, Vivian LuciJie 
Reed, Eula Blanche 
Reed, Opal Fern 
Reed, Raymond AJien 
Rei sner, Edith Viola 
R ennels, Marian E leanor 
Rice, George Cha rles 
Richards, Margaret Juan ita 
Riddle, Virginia Esther 
Riley, Howard Phila11der 
Riley, i\Iary Barbara 
RiJ>Iey, Dwane Alford 
Robrock, Ruby Rachel 
Ruth, ::Uartha AJln 
St. John, Paul 
chofie ld, Evalyn Jua11ita Gilmore 
Schouten, Bruce Raymond 
Schraut, Ida )farie 
chuetz, Alfrieda Marie Augusta 
Schultz, Elmer Fred 
Schuyler, Lora Eliza 
Schwartz, Flossie EBen 
Seidler, Vivia11 :Mildred 
Shepherd, Henry Shelby 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
heuring, John JoseJ>h 
Shoulrlers, Jesse Eugene 
eigman, Gladys Irene 
Simmons, Te)lie Emeline 
ingler, Irvin Victor 
Slinn, Helen Edna 
maJI, \ViJiiam Burl 
mith, Cleta H. 
Smith, Helen Margaret 
Smith, LuciJie Marie 
Smith, Marie Emma 
mith, Nellie Mae 
Smith, Virginia Elizabeth 
Smothers, Lillian Beatrice 
Snider, Gertrude Merle 
Speaks, 1.1argaret Louise 
pittler, David Luther 
Svringer, James Edw in 
Squ ire, Lydia Jane 
tory, ~1ary Genevieve 
Strobl, \ Valter Dale 
troud, Rupert Loran 
Stulginski, Berniece ~1arion 
Summers, ~Iary :Margaret 
Swearingen, Christine 
Talhert, Beatrice Bernadine 
Talbert, Dorothy )Jaurine 
Talbott, )1erri11 Davidson 
Taylor, Frances Elizabeth 
Taylor, Inez Ruth 
'l'aylor, Richard Orval 
Thomp on, David Crigler 
Thompson, Hazel Lucinda 
Thornton, Vivian Lucile 
'l'hudium, Bernice l\lae 
Todd, Rosa Gladys 
Tolch, Vera BeJie 
- 5I-
Tracy, Mabel Lula 
Tucker, Norene Gertrude 
Turnipseed, Artella Franci 
Tyler, Mary June 
Underwood, Irma Pearl 
Veeck, Blanche Alma 
Vermillion, Geneva Katrina ~1octlena 
Wakefiield, Harold Orval 
Waldrip, John Eugene 
\\Taller, 1ina Ambia 
\Valtrip, John Chester Theodo re 
\Varner, Rella Blanche 
\ Varren, Dorothy Eleanor 
\ .Yasem, Stan ley Vincent 
\Vaters, Lillian Marie 
Weaver, M ild red Chle rean 
Webb, Donna Alice 
\ Veich, Myrtle Pauline 
\ Velch, Teressa ::\larie 
Westrup, Helen Louise 
\•Vestrup, Henrietta Emelia 
Whitlock, Pau line Lucretia 
\Vhitney, Harold Dean 
Whitney, Ralph Clyde 
\Vhitten, :l!abel Kathleen 
Wilken, Irene )[atilda 
\Vill ett, l\Iarian Clarine 
Williams, Dortha Edna 
Wilson, Enid Faye 
\Vil on, 1\Iarguerite Irene 
Win.ter, Ruth Edna 
Wiyatt, Alta )Jae 
\Vood , Jessie Esther 
Yantis, :\!elvin Rhoades 
Zimmerly, Vesta Eileen 
• Left school 
Boys 118 Girls 289 Total 407 
Children of the camp are we 
Serving each in his degree 
Children of the yoke and goad, 
Pack and harness, pad and load. 
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FOOTBALL 
Sims. Ashmore, Hall , Cove rt, Thomason, Gibson, Shoulders, h es, Gilmore, Che sc r, Lycan, 
J ones. 
Chaney, Ki rk, H enderson, Adkin , Sall ee, Gibson, Huddle ton, Baird , Kelley, :\Ioler, Riley, 
Kemper, Creamer. 
Smith, Wassem, R utledge, P owers, Denrick, McElwee, Phi llips, Stone, Fenoglio, Coach 
Lantz, Kinsel, Pa rr, Atterbe rry, Barnes. 
SCHEDULE 
October 6 .............. ...... .... ...... ........ £. I. 12 Millikin .... ........................... ......... 12 
October 13 ..... .... .... .. .. ..... ........ ........ £ . I. 30 Shu1·tlefL .......... .. ....... ........... ...... 7 
Octobe~- 20 ....... .. .. ... .. ................... ... £ . I. 19 Indiana Nonnal... ......... ............... . 0 
October 27 ....... .. .. ..... .. ........ .. .......... £. I. 39 Rose P oly ......... .. ................ ........... 2 
November 3 ... ............................... £ . I. 26 St. V iator. ................. ... ...... ........... 0 
ovemcer 10 .................................. £ . I. 19 ormaL ........ ............. .................. . 0 
ovember 17 ...................... ............ £ . I. 18 Southern Normal .. ........... ........... 0 
oveml:::er 24 ............... ... ..... ........... £. I. 75 Lincoln ...................... .... ................ 0 
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Tackle 
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Captaill 
Coach Lantz Chuck A hmore 
E11d 
APPRECIA TIO OF OUR CHAMPIO SHIP TEAM 
Har Baird 
The whole school, faculty, students and alumni are justly proud of our foot-
ball team. Through their fighting ability, their intelligent football sense and 
their grand team work, they pulled down a co-championship in the Little N ine-
teen Conference, tying with Millikin. They tied Millikin the first game on the 
schedule before they had hit their stride. However, our boys did their best, 
and we can't help feeling that they are worthy of all the praise and admiration 
we can express. 
E. I. opened its 1928 football campaign on October 6 at home with Millikin. 
E. I. scored a touchdown in the second quarter and another just before the end 
of the game, while Millikin scored in the first and fourth quarters. either team 
could score after the touchdown and the result was a twelve to twelve tie. 
On October 13, E. I. took sweet revenge upon Shurtleff for their victory 
of 1927. The seconds started the uame, but were removed when Shurtleff scored 
easily in the first quarter. The regulars had no trouble in pushing over five 
touchdowns to make the score thirty to seven. 
On October 20 the blue and gray swept Indiana Normal off its feet, final 
result, 19-0. Hall made three touchdowns and Kinsel-Ashmore scored the first 
extra points of the sea on. 
E. I. journeyed to Terre Haute on October 27 to swamp Rose Poly in their 
first game away from home. Rose light linemen had little effect on Parr and 
Fenoglio in the mud, so it was a good practice game on a vv t field. E. I. accumu-
lated six touchdowns, three extra points and several penalties, while Ro e was 
making a safety. Final score was 39-2. 
On November 3, E. I. climbed one step closer to the Little ineteen cham-
pionship by defeating the fast t. Viator eleven 26-0 at Bourbannis. fter check-
ing a first minute scoring threat of St. Viator, the varsity, headed by Powers 
and Parr, were untameable. 
-sL 
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In a very slow game played on a wet field, E. I. attempted to celebrate home-
coming by defeating Normal, 19-0. All the points were scored in the first half 
and the game was marred by several fumbles and incomplete passes. However, 
there were some good end runs and Sims made a brilliant forty-five yard run 
for a touchdown. 
On November 17, E. I. stopped Carbondale's winning campaign and title 
bogey with an 18-0 victory. This was the muddiest and the hardest-fought game 
of the season. Both teams fumbled frequently, but the blue and gray kept on 
their feet long enough to smear S. I. N. U.'s plays and show a really hard-
hitting team. 
To terminate the most successful season of football E. I. has ever enjoyed 
Lincoln was massacred to the tune of 75-0. Some comparison between E. I. and 
Millikin can be gained from the fact that Millikin only beat Lincoln 62-0. E. I. 
could have made the defeat worse except for the fact that the backs were worn 
out running punts and intercepting passes back. 
PERSONNEL 
Captain Pete Bernard Fenoglio was known to football fans as "The Rabbit." 
Not only was he able to run circles around most bunnies, but his south-paw pass-
ing has never been surpassed on this field and his drop-kicking seldom equalled. 
As a field general he was superior to a combination of Foch, Pershing and Haig. 
His passes were usually made while on a dead run, making it impossible for the 
enemies to anticipate a play with Pete in possession of the ball. He was unani-
mously selected by Illinois sport writers as quarterback on all-star teams. 
Charles Perry Lantz has been president of the Illinois Intercollegiate Athletic 
association for several years. He is the oldest coach in the Little Nineteen and 
one of the most successful in the state, considering size of the school, material, 
etc. His coaching classes and teams have turned out many of the most capable 
high school coaches in the state. Mr. Lantz has clone more than any other indi-
vidual to bring high school athletics in Eastern Illinois to their present high 
plam;. 
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·william Prentice Stone, four-year man and last year's captain, ended his 
career in realizing his ambition to bring a championship to E. I. Bill was an 
inescapable tackle that has saved E . I. many times and his abi lity to open holes 
in the line paved the way for many of our touchdowns. The graduation of Stone 
marks the pas ing of an athlete and general good fellow, the equal of whom is 
seldom to be met. 
Charles A hmore, tall, massive freshman, with the speed of a deer, the 
strength of a gorilla and hands as large as hams, made an excellent running-mate 
for Sims at end. It was impossible for a pass or an invading back to elude his 
grasp. Chuck was chosen as all-conference end by several Illinois new papermen. 
Harland Baird, former high school fullback , had speed enough to discourage 
mo t attempt to cross our goal line. His weight and peed will enable him in 
filling the vacancy of Stone or Routledge next fall. 
Jol;mnie Powers, halfback, made himself dear to the hearts of all E. I. foot-
ball enthusiasts through his deceptive line-plunging. Whenever two yards were 
needed, he invariably made three. We were seldom held for downs when Johnnie 
was in the game. As far as defen e was concerned, Johnnie's motto was "The 
bigger they come, the harder they fall." 
Burl Ide Ives, the pride of Newton, was considered one of the best guards 
in the conference. being selected by "Brick" Young and others for all-star teams. 
Those who have seen him in action can testify as to the accuracy of their judg-
ment. Burl says that when bigger holes are made, he'll make 'em. He was an 
artist at smearing plays before they could get under way and he always wore 
his "Bonnie Blue Bell" smile while playing. Burl' ab ence next year will be felt 
a poignantly as his presence was this. 
This year marks the passing of Rue] Hall, one of the greatest open-field 
runners in the history of E. I. athletics. His left-handed passing was deceptive 
to most opponents and he could pick passes out of the air a readily as Mr. 
Waffle picks lopsided periods out of Engli h themes. For four years he was a 
relentle fighter who reached his pinnacle in the Millikin game. His open-field 
Jones Gilmore 
End 
• 
Shoulders 
Tackle 
Atterberry 
running and defensive work were an invaluable factor in determining the score. 
Leland Thomas Routledge was considered by many to be one of the best 
tackles in the Little Nineteen Conference. Rout was the fastest man on the 
team. His speed allowed him to clown many of Creamer's punts near the enemy's 
goal line. Many of these turned out to be touchdowns for E. I. Routledge held 
the coveted post of captain in 1926. His picture hangs in the city hall of Mar-
shall. Rout's graduation this spring means an inestimable loss to the team. 
Freel Creamer, punter and passer extraordinary, spelled doom to every team 
he played against. He consistently punted seventy and eighty yards and each 
of his passes were good for thirty or forty yards. It wa Creamer's three passes 
in the Millikin game that brought us from our five-yard line and defeat to the 
other side of Millikin's goal and a championship. Tuck earned himself a berth 
on the all-conference eleven. 
Stanley Wassem, halfback, although having no previous football experience 
before entering E. I., proved to be a stellar defensive backfield man. 
Henry Kin el, diminutive halfback and quarterback, ended four years of 
brilliant football at E. I. This year was by far his best. His playing was fea-
ttired by clever open-field running after skirting the ends of the opposition. 
Although of small stature, he was impregnable on defense, and seldom failed to 
bring down his man. However small are Henry's shoes, they will be very hard to 
fill in the future. 
Goodie christened Earl Goodman, was one of the best trainers and managers 
that E. I. has ever had. s a charlie-horse specialist he has never been sur-
passed. As a water boy, he was better than Gunga Din. Unfortunately, his 
part as water boy was not restricted to the field. He thought the boys needed 
a little poured into their beds, now and then. He prescribed one pint of water 
for each shoe found in the hotel corridors. Dear old Goodie, may he be with 
us forever. 
Morris Gerald Smith , universally known as Smitty, although a kind and 
patient man among his associates, was a rough and tough stumbling block to 
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anyone harboring aspirations fo r the E. I. goal line. If all the holes mitty has 
torn in opposing lines were placed end to end, they would reach from here 
to San Francisco. He was one of those exceedingly rare characters that play 
at top speed from the start to the finish . 
Joe Kirk took enough time from his drive for the honor roll to make him-
self a letter in football. Joe is an student and an punter. He proved him-
self to be a \\·orthy warrior while Creamer was incapacitated. 
William Nathan Atterberry, like Kirk, was an honor student as well as a 
good football player. He was a low, stocky, driving tackle that could ruin plays 
as they were made. Bill will come in very handy to fill the vacancy of Rout-
ledge or Stone next fall. 
\ Vi lliam Tecumsah herman Gilmore ended hi fo urth season at encl. Like 
Galbreath he was injured so se riously before the s ason opened that he got in 
very few games. H e marked the last game of hi s scholastic career with a 
touchdown against Lincoln in the last game of the season. 
Gene ~ hou lders \\·a a f re hman who not only rendered invaluable rescue 
work at the tackle position, but also gave promise of being a second tone when 
the original Bill has left us. 
Five-Yard Deverick certainly earned the nickname. He was good for at 
least that much every time he got his hands on the ball. Dev seemed to glide 
along the ground and there were few openings that were too small for him to 
slip through. Being a freshman, much is expected of him next year. 
Unfortunately, Cliff Galbreath was injured so seriously in pre-season practice 
that he got into very few games. His playing this year as well as last was fea-
tured by heady generalship at the quarter position and by good kicking and line 
picking. 
Nolan Sims has but few peers in E. I. football history. Very few yards 
have been gained around right end in the last three years. Endowed with a pow-
erful physique and terrific speed, Nolan made some of the hardest tackles ever 
seen on Scharer fie ld or any other gridiron, in the Little Nineteen. He was 
uncanny in his ability to run passes into long gains. E. I. i fortunate in having 
him for another year. 
Huctdleston, former Okaw Valley all- tar end, made a valuable add1tion to 
the team. Hudd was the youth that snatched Tuck's pass out of the air and 
made the touchdown that gave E . I. her first championship. Fortunately, Hud-
dleston will be with us again next year. Lon a- may he wave! 
Frank Wi lmont "Hoot" Gibson was without doubt the most outstanding cen-
ter in the conference and the be t pivot man E. I. has ever produced. His spe-
cialty was breaking through the line and mearing plays before they could get 
into motion. No man ever broke through center and Hoot' passes were always 
fast anct accurate. Not sati fied with wrecking Carbondale's title hopes. he 
scooped up a loose ball and scored a touchdown against them. 
Johnnie Miller, huge and brawny Junior, could always be depended upon to 
fill in at tackle or guard. His playing was pleasing to the eye as his poetry is · 
to the ear. It is such men as he that make it possib le for E. I. to win cham-
pionships. 
Harry "Stormy" Parr was a tall, muscular halfback with an abundance of 
stamina and fighting spirit. Stormy was the outstanding stiff-arm artist on the 
team and also one of the toughest ball-carriers · to down. His long arms and 
large hands enabled him to snare difficult passes which realized impressive gains. 
'Villiam Jenning Jones, understudy to Gibson at center, had little difficulty 
in getting his letter, due to his ability to fill admirably the center position when 
Hoot was resting on the sidelines. . Jones was an enthu iastic, indefatigable 
worker who would be welcomed on many teams. 
Personal Write-Ups, by CHARLES FRYE Al'\D v\ ILKIN SIMS 
BASKETBALL SEASON 
The Blue and Gray opened its basketball season by defeating Rose Poly, 
36-24. Gilmore led the scoring with four field goals. Riley and \i\Tasem, playing 
their first game for E. I., cored three baskets apiece. 
The Alumni convinced the under-grads that they had not forgotten all their 
basketball by handing them a Christma package on December 28 when they 
defeated the varsity, 34-29. 
With St. Viator otf to an early lead, E. I. was trailing, 15-6, at the end of 
the half. In the overtime period St. Viator could not hold the E. I. tars, so the 
final core wa E. I. 31 , St. Viator 29. 
On January 15 E . I. entertained Sparks Busines College for forty minute , 
showing them the ut of collectino- point in a ba ketball game. Even the second 
team displayed unusual ability. The final total was E. I. 66, Sparks 37. 
Captain Meurlot, with nine baskets to his credit, led the Blue and Gray to a 
36 to 22 win over Carbondale on January 19. 
E. I. wa no match for th e Lombard giants on February 1, so they took a 
drubbing, 49-21. Meurlot was high-point man with eight point . 
On February second E. I. vi ited Shurtleff. There was no que tion in their 
mind when they left as to whether they could "hit 'em," for Shurtleff collected 
twenty-three field goal and seven free throws. The home boy did well, though, 
with eighteen goals and twelve free throw . Final core, 55-48. 
E. I. defeated the Normal Red Bird on February 8, 30-24, in a thri ller fea-
tured by many fou ls and no decisive lead by either team. 
On February 12 E . I. took the Rose Poly Engineers for a second cleaning 
of the season. The final score wa 35-20. 
·what proved to be the bigge t upset of the season came on February 15 when 
Carbondale beat E. I. 
\ \ ith Meurlot, Hall and Gilmore playing their last game for E. I., Shurt-
leff was stopped on February 23 by the score of 38-30. 
TRACK 
Russel, Story, Tripp, N . Sims, Coach Beu, Hall, Lemnen, Ballard. 
Miller, Sims, Elliott, Phipps, Hughes, Whittacre, Covert. 
SCHEDULE 
April 11-Carbondale ___________________________ .72 
April 20-Rose Poly _______________ _____ ____ ______ 96 
April 27-Indiana NormaL _________ ________ 82 
May 5-Shurtleff ________________________________ 86 
May 12-Normal Meet. 
May 26, 27-State Meet. 
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E . L ----------------------------------------65 
E. L __________________________________________ 42 
E. L ------------------------------------------56 
E . L ----------------·-------------------------52 
TRACK MEETS 
I DIA A ORMAL, 82; E. I. , 56 
Sims was the high-point man of thi meet, coring fir t in both hurdles 
and running in the relay team, giving him 11 _%: points. Other point-winners 
were Ballard, Warren . Tripp. Story, Hall an I Hugh s. 
CARBONDALE, 72; E. I., 65 
This ·was an interesting meet, and E. I. had the lead until the distance runs. 
Then Carbondale obtai ned lams in the half mile, mile and two-mile. These were 
weak points in the team all year. E. I. won even first to ix for Carbondale, 
but lacked seconds and thirds to back them up. E . I. obtained firsts in the hun-
dred yard dash , two-twenty yard dash, pole vault, high hurdles, low hurdles, 
broad jump and discus. Carbondale obtained first in the high jump, eight-eighty 
yard run, one-mile, two-mile, javelin and four-fo rty yard run. The shot put was 
a tie between Warren and Schmidt of Carbondale. 
SHURTLEFF, 86 ; E. I., 52 
Shurtleff had the best-balanced team of any we met during the eason. They 
took firsts in the two-twenty yard dash, one-mi le, two-mile, eight-eighty yard 
run, javelin, discu and shot put. The only fi rsts obtained by E . I. were in the 
two hurdl es where . Sims placed as usual , 100 yard clash . pole vault and broad 
jump. 
ROSE POLY, 96; E. I ., 42 
This meet was rather one-sided, as the only first \\·on by E. I. were in the 
two hurdles, pole vault, shot put and the high jump. Tripp ran the be t race 
of the season, placing second in 53.2 for the 440 yard clash. The relay team was 
an easy victor in the half-mi le. Rose won firsts in the 100 yard, 220 yard, half-
mile, mile, two-mile, broad jump, discus and javelin. 
INDIA A ORMAL, 79; E. I ., 54 
E. I. won fir ts in the dashes, hot, javelin, broad jump, pole vau lt and di -
cus. gain they lacked men in the half-mile, mile, two-mi le, four-forty and men 
to place second and third places. 
ORMAL MEET- ORMAL ., 48; CARBONDALE, 39; 
E. I ., 38; WESTER NOR iAL, 14; DE KALB, 9 
The best work of the season was in the Normal meet when Carbondale barely 
beat E. I. out of econcl place in the meet. 
This year (1929) , E. I. has left Sims, Baird and Phipps in the hurdle ; 
Routledge and ewlin in the clashes; Routledge, Sim Tripp and Wassem in the 
two-twenty ;Tripp and Mattix in the quarter; Newlin, Porter and Mattix in the 
eight-eighty yard run; King, Porter and Ingram in the mile; Porter, tt rberry 
and Ingram in the two-mile; E lliott and Hall in the pole vault Connett. Cutler 
and Corbin in the shot put; Cramer and hoemaker in the discus; Ray, Power , 
Corbin and Ashmore in the javelin \\' hiteacre and Hall in the broad jump; Hall, 
Whiteacre. Phipps and Elliott in the high jump; and other men trying out for 
places; ~ orton, Miller, Sallee, Halloway, Pennington, Rea or Carson. Homan 
and Lanman. 
BASEBALL 
GAMES 
Apri l 4-E. I. ···········--------------------------- 3 
April 20- E . I. -------------------------------------- 1 
Apri l 25- E. I. --------------------------- ----------- 2 April 27-E. I. ___ ____ _______ ____________ _________ _ 5 
April 28-E. I. -------------------------------------- 6 
May 2-E. I. --- -- --- -------------- ---- -- ----------16 
May 3-E. I. ------------------ ------------------- ---3 
May 5- -E. I. ---------- ------ ----- ----- ------------ 5 
May 17-E. I. ---- --------- -- ------ -- --- -- --- -- ----- 1 
May 19- E. I. ------ --------- -- ---------- ------ ----- 6 
May 25-E. I. ---------- -- -·------------------------ 3 
Rose Poly, Here ______ _________________ ____ ___ 3 
Normal, at NormaL_ _____________ ____ _____ 4 
Millikin, at Decatur__ ____ _____ _____________ 5 
Shurtleff, at Alton ______________________ ___ _ 6 
Illinois C., at Jacksonville ____ __________ 8 
Shurtleff, Here ___________ __________ __________ .l 1 
Indiana ormal, at Terre H __________ 13 
ormal, Here __________________________________ 7 
Rose Poly, at Terre Haute ___ _____ __ __ 9 
Millikin, Here _________________ _________________ 13 
Illinois College, Here ______ ___________ ___ __ 5 
PERSONNEL 
Pitchers-Brady, Reed, hipman. 
Catchers-Weber, Blaase. 
First Base-Jones, Meurlot. 
Second Base-Galbreath. Powers. 
Third Base-Lynch, Rhyne. 
Shortstop-Reden. 
Left Field-Miller. 
Center Field-Gilmore. 
Righ Field-Strader, Hall, Van Dyke. 
THE 1927 BASEBALL SEASON 
Although E. I. won only one game, there were many exc1tmg games and 
exhibitions of good ball -playing. The team couldn 't hold up in the tight places, 
losing five games by one or two points. Although baseball is not so popular as 
some other sport , the members of the team worked hard all season. 
VARSITY CLUB 
Kinsel, Smith, Newlin. Story, Dappert. 
Sim , Phipps, Miller. Gi lmore. Rutl edge, Jones. a ll ee. 
Meurlot. Po\\'ers. Fenoglio, Coach Lantz, Stone, Hall. 
OFFICERS 
PresidenL ............................................. William P. Stone 
Vice President ...................................... ..... . Morris mith 
S ecretary ............... .. .................................. .......... ..B uri I ves 
Treasurer .... .............................................. ] ohn G. Powers 
The E. I. Varsity Club was organized in the fa ll term. 1927, for the purpose 
of bringing the letter men of our school into closer comradeship and to uphold 
the honor of our monograms. 
All letter men attending at the time of the first meeting were cha rter mem-
bers. Any student in our college is eligible for membership as soon as he wins 
a letter in any major sport, and any one who ha earned a Jetter but is not in 
school is eligible to join as an a ociate member. 
The Varsity Club has made rules regarding the wearing of letters, which 
has raised the value of our monogram. 
The Club has very successfu lly handled the Boys' Formal Dance and every 
spring gives a letter men's banquet. 


STUDENT COUNCIL 
Jack B ridge . Merrill Dunn , Bob Gibbons. 
Sherman Gilmore, Ida Smith, Lora Ander on. \Vi lfred Sims. 
Andrew Meurlot, Hallie Whitesel, Mar don Grubb, Je e Voigt. 
OFFICERS 
President ....... ...... ....... .. ... .. ..... ..... ........... Sherman Gilmore 
Vice President .... .......... ........... .. ... .......... Andrew Meurlot 
S ecretary ...... -----------···----------------- ·---------·------ -·I essie Voigt 
T reas urer .... --- --·-------·------ ------- --- ----------- --- -·---- -·Merri I Dunn 
H istorian .......... --- -- -------- -- --------·-- ------- ------- Hallie \ hitesel 
The Student Board of Control was merged with the old Student Counci l 
in the fall term of the yea r, 1928-'29. The new Student Council ·was organized 
as a means of communication between the faculty and students and a way by 
which students may aid in school discipline and the general control of school 
affairs. 
TEACHERS' COLLEGE NEWS STAFF 
McCarthy, Dun lap, S nid er, Pearce, T run er. 
M r. Col ema n, Reynold s. Fry. Mattix, ims. 
Digby, Grubb, Voigt. Hostettl er , Bertolet. 
COLLEGE EW STAFF 
Editor ___ ______________ ---------- ________________________________ Genel le Voigt 
Business 11! anager ____ _________ ____________ ___________ Marsdon Grubb 
Circulation AI anager ... ·-- ------ -- --- ...... ... Burnis Hostettler 
.Vews 1 Vriter __________ ____ _________________ ________ _________ Ione Bertolet 
Pandora ______ __________ ________ ___ ---------------------- _________ Wilkin Sims 
rlssistant X ews ll'ritcr ____________________ __________ Cora Turner 
F eature Story TT 'riter __ __ ______ _________ ________ ..... Laura Snider 
Literary C ritic ___________________ __ ____________________ __ ___ Stella Pearce 
Sports Writer __ ___________________________________ __ ___________ Bob Mattix 
Sports Write?' ________________________________________________ Charles Fry 
Facultj• Adviscr ______________ __ ____________________ Charles Coleman 
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COLLEGE GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
McCoy, vVhittcn, Faught, Ruth, Todd, Chrisman. 
And rew , Sq uire , Meyers, Webb, Jared. Hill. 
Me Williams. Parker, \N elch, Kroeger. 
Green, Duey, Major. McNary, McKn ig ht, Ney, Taylor. 
MEMBERS 
Helen Andrews Miss Ma jor 
Mildred Meyers 
Helen 1cCoy 
:\1ary 1VIcKnight 
Dorothy McNary 
~Iabel Webb 
Rita Ney 
Mary Anne Chrisman 
Dorothy Duey 
Bernice Faught 
Ruth Hill 
Geneva Jared 
Rosa Todd 
Edna Kroeger 
Mabel Whitten 
Helen McWilliams 
-7 r-
Helen Parker 
Martha nn Ruth 
Gladys qUtres 
Inez Taylor 
T eresa \Yelch 
ORCHESTRA 
INSTRUME JTATIO 
Director-Mr. Hassburg 
Piano-Francis Hale Weir 
First Violin-Levotto Ray 
Ed\Yard Thomas 
Gladys Bell 
S econd Violiu-Virginia Wolf 
Jack McClellan 
Max White 
Clarinet-Mr. Rai lsback 
Corn et- Vvayne Thrall 
Max Bisson 
Cel!o- 1r. Stover 
Bass Viol-Ca rl Hall 
Trombone-Bob Gibbons 
Flute-Mrs. Rai lsback 
H elen Shinn 
COLLEGE BAND 
Secretary and Librarian Third-
JAMES LATTIG Max King 
Business Manager 
0. L. RAILSBACK 
CORNETS 
Solo-
Alvin Pigg 
\t\layne Thrall 
Robert\ hitefort 
Max Bisson 
First-
] ames Lattig 
Helen Acklin 
Second and Third-
Lowell Monical 
Charles Spooner 
Parker Sandmeyer 
Frederick Miller 
MELLOPHONES 
First-
Kenneth Gabel 
Pauline J o erand 
S econd-
Chlora Colburn 
Frank Day 
PICCOLOS 
Florence Railsback 
Helen Slinn 
BASSES 
Ralph Evans 
Harold Wakefield 
Juanita Cantwell 
DRUUS 
Bass-
Leovotto Ray 
Snare-
Veri on Ferguson 
Claude Durgee 
CLARI ETS 
Solo-
Ora Railsback 
Louise Taber 
First-
Vivian Marshall 
Ruth Francis 
Second and Third-
Thomas Chamberlin 
Grace Bainbridge 
Ralph Mcintosh 
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Evelyn Harwood 
Mary Riley 
Katherine Walker 
Florence Harlan 
Daisy Icenogle 
SAXOPHONES 
Y enor-
Theron Elliot 
Janet Laingar 
Alto-
Royal Siefferman 
Paul Pennington 
C Melody-
Cora Turner 
BARITONE 
Robert Gibbons 
Ernest Stover 
TROMBONES 
First-
Kermit Dehl 
Second-
Jessie Voight 
Third-
Samuel Mitchell 
Billie Rite 
Clarence Abernathy 
ART CLUB 
Farris, Marker, Zimmerly, Knupp, Newman. 
Brick. Jackson, Benepe, Mr . Moore, Halt. 
Taylor, McCoy, McKinney, Dorris, Davis. 
hields . Hall, Dodd, McDowell, \Vhitesel. 
The Art Club was organized in the Fall of 1927 with Hallie \Nhitsel as 
President, Opal McCoy as vice president, Thompson hields as treasurer, Clara 
Lee Jackson as secretary and Ruth Zimmerly wa later elected representative to 
the News. 
The name, Domafian, i representative of the three arts departments-DO 
for domestic arts . MA for manual arts, and FI for fine arts. Each of the 
departments does its part in making up the programs at regular intervals which 
range from bu ines meetings to social meetings. 
A trip i planned each year. Last year the members went to St. Louis. 
Through the rt Club, exhibition are brought here, among them being the exhi-
bition by the American Federation of Arts and the Japanese rt Exhibit. 
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MATHEMATICS CLUB 
Back row ( left to right)- trader. Stogsdill , Adkins. Penn in g ton , Birch, Clark, Schmid t, 
Hostet tler, Snyder, Norton , Bell. 
Second ro w-Cutshall, Peters, Small , Tay lor. Voigt, Sheehan, Smith, Geiger. Gray. 
O'Connor. 
Third row-Yanti , Mitchell, Ho tetler. Sims, 1Ir. Taylor. McMillan. Fitch, \Vood, 
LiYingston. 
OFFICER 
Pre side1'1 t ---------- ----- -------------------------------------------Nolan 1 ms 
Vice-president.. _____________________________________ Burn is H o tettlet· 
Secretary-Treasurt?r __ ____ __________________________ Beryl McMillan 
Fa cui ty 1 dvisor ------------------ --------------------- ______ l\I r. Taylor 
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Charles Frye 
Charles E lliott 
ewton Bechtel 
MOUSTACHE CLUB 
Frye, Elliott, Doreman, Grubb, Sims, Aikman, I s ley. 
Bechtel, Mill er. Waltrip, Whitacre, Miller, Rutledge. 
Taylor, Davis, Chaney, Waltrip, Carter, Etnire. 
Beatty, Adams, D everick, K ell ey, Corbin . 
ME 'IBERS 
John Miller William Carter 
Gerald Waltrip Paul Etnire 
Harold Whitacre Donald Beatty 
Charles Foreman Byron Mi ll er Earl Adams 
Marsdon Grubb Leland Routledge Glenn Kelley 
Wilkin Sims Donald Taylor Edward Corbin 
Leslie Aikman Fred Chaney 
Wayne Isley Charles Waltrip 
PLAYERS 
Row one (back)-Dunlap. Pennington, Hall , Ingram, Nave, Elliott, Dodd, Calla han, 
Sheets. 
Row two-Mitchell , Miller, La Fever, Isley, Summers, Mill er, Hartman, Lanigor, Fitch. 
Row three- ey. Gwinn, Taylor, 11r. Giles, Turell, Dehl , Hilliard, Beatty, Mitchell, Dehl, 
Turner. 
Director ..................................... ................... H. H. Giles 
S ecretary to Director .............. .. ............... .. .. ... Hi!da Dehl 
President.. ............ ............................... .......... .Kermit Dehl 
S ecretar)' .... .......................................... Thompson Shields 
Business M anager .................................... Franklin Turell 
A ssistant Business AI anager .. ........... .. ......... Mary Fitch 
Publicity Director ...................................... Marcia Rozell 
S cenic Designer ........................ ...... .............. H. H. Gi les 
Costwne Director...................................... il een Marley 
Costume Designer ........................................ Lena T errell 
Costume Makers.. ...... Dorothy Dunlap, Myrtle Dunlap 
H ead Electrician .................................... Samuel Mitchell 
Property Uanager .................................... ...... Don Beatty 
Construction U anager ........................ Maurice Springer 
1 Mahlon Hillard 
Stage Managers--Fall T erm l Elmer Shueltz 
Stage Manager-Winter T erm ....... ......... Eimer Shueltz 
Mistress of Uake-Up .................................. Emily Brentt 
Chairman of Entertainment Committee ........ Emma Ball 
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DELTA LAMBDA IGMA 
Haire, Chaney, Davis, Dappert, Kin el, mith, Shepherd. 
Grubb, Haddock, Fry, Gi lmore, Stone, Rutledge, Jones, Meu rl ot. 
Creamer, Ive , Bridges, Mr. Stover, I sley. ims, Hall , Fenoglio. 
OFFICER 
President ........... ............... .. .......... .. ........ ."~Iar don Grubb 
Vice President..................................... herman Gilmore 
S ec1·etary ..................................................... . Henry Kinsel 
Trcasurcr .............................. ................... ..... Pau1 Bridges 
C!taplaii! .............................................. . ...... . Wi ll iam Stone 
S ergeant-at -Arms.. ..................................... . Pete Fenoglio 
H ottse }.1 anager ............................................ Wayne Isley 
Historian .................................. .............. George Haddock 
Wendell Davis 
Glenn hephercl 
Leland Rutledge 
Tonv Haire 
Fre l Cream r 
Rue! 1 [all 
Andrew Meurlot 
Kay Conrad 
Clyde Richmond 
Verlon Fergu on 
MEMBER 
PLEDGE 
Charles Fry 
olan Sims 
Otis Dappert 
v illiam Jones 
Burl Ive~ 
Maurice Smith 
E. L. Stover 
E ugene H uddleston 
Gerald Waltrip 
Russell Tripp 
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WARBLER STAFF 
Edit 01'-in-C hief-..... ........ .. ........... ........ ......... J u lia Thomas 
A ssistant Editor .... ................ Mary Eleanor Stephenson 
Business .lf anager .......... .... ..................... ... .. Keith Dorris 
Circulation Jfanager .... ..... ..................... Ed\\·ard Corbin 
Literm-y Editor ...... .................................... Ruth \\ oodard 
Art Editor .... .. ..... ... .......... .................... Ciara Lee Jackson 
Art Editor ..... ..... ................ ..... .. ............. Harolcl \ i\f hitacre 
Joke Editor ..... ............ ........ ................... ...... \ ilkin tms 
S ociety EditO?' ..... ................... ......... ............ ... 1ary Tittle 
Atlzletics Editor ......... ..... ..... .... .......... ..... Charles E lliott 
Snapshot Editor .................... .............. ..... .. ..... Emma Ball 
Typist ... .............. ........ .. ........................... 1ary McKnight 
Typist ....... ................. .......... ... ......... Harolcl Middle worth 
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LEADERS OF THE PACK 
Among the pack of we school-going banderlog, as in every other field of 
work, there are those who are outsta nding. Vve honor these all-star members 
because of what they have done for E. I. and her children. 
Hally, we remember you as one who began and finished on the football 
team, on the basketball team , on the track and on the diamond. We have felt 
your influence through your actiYities in the Senior class and on committees. 
Jude, because of the like of you, the class of '29 will be remembered and 
a new standard erected for "the book". 
Bill , with pride we call you one of E. I.'s true ons. Though quiet you are 
mighty. You haYe moved people by your acting ability and-by your fighting 
ability on the football field. 
Grubb, the school is a better place for your being here and activities a 
little better carried out when you are behind them. 
ell, through your kind and happy influence E. I. has a school paper that 
is read. 
Haddock, E. I. ha educated you, but you have helped educate those 
around you. \ i\ hen we are welcomed back to E. I. next year may you make 
the speech! 
Lat:~Gubb 
LEADEI[3 of tbe> ll\C~ 

NIGHT SONG IN THE JUNGLE 
Kow Rann, t he Ki te. bring home the night 
That Mang, the Bat, sets free-
The he1·d are shut in byre and hut, 
For loosed tiil dawn are we. 
Thi i the hour oi pride and power, 
Tal n, and tush, and claw. 
Oh, hea r the call! Good hunting all 
That keep the Jungle Law! 
-Rudyard Kipling. 
CAMPUS MEMORIES 
Bill Stone and Rue! I-:Tall sat lookin g steadi ly into the flames of a dying 
fire. Bill puffed con tentedly at his pipe and Hally restlessly threw his legs 
up over th e arm of the deep leather chair. fter a lonrr s il ence in which each 
man's mind was wandering through a maze of thoughts, Hally spoke up: 
"D'you know, old man, tonight it eems I can't help remembering our 
last year at old E. I. Does it ever come back to you?" 
" Taw-Yes, it doe . Darned good time we had, ·wasn't it?" 
Silence, the snapping of the fire, and both men' memories turned to the 
same thing. 
"Gosh ! Remember how at the first of the year we fe\\· stragglers of the 
old gang sat back and looked over the new bunch?" Hally \Yas launching full 
into his old memories, reliving and reloving them. "They looked pretty good 
didn't thev? Best-looking boys and girls that had been there for years. 01' 
Dunn:v would say, 'There goes a keen-looker': and Ossy would pipe in, 'Take 
a look at that', and you'd see one coming in, and say. 'Nice. nice'. Some 
one else would say, 'Have you seen the Lantz i ters? Boy, they're wows!' Then 
the old g-irls got us introduced to the new girls and we helped 'em out with the 
men, and evervone started dating right and left." 
"Yeah, but I can't remember when I didn't know Gi lly. Mary Virgi nia Fields, 
Hetty Browning. Madge Foley, and a few more of 'em. Why. they're my friends, 
Hallv. But the wen were the 1·eal ones-Y'know those trips we made after Gib-
on, Parr, and Schmitty. How the old football field got us acquainted with the 
new men, Wassen, Riley, T hompson, Ashmore, and then littl e Doc Goodman 
and George Rice and their rubdowns. Let's not talk about it . I wish I was 
back there with the old crowd." 
"Where's your Warbler for 1929, Bill ?" 
"Over there, Hallv! Oh. Jeez, I don't know. Hally, d'ya reckon I've lost 
it? aw, I couldn 't have. Had it out just the other clay showin' someone." 
Hally got up to rummage fo1· the annual and Bi ll settfed back to stare into 
the fire, a worried frown on his forehead. Hall found it and came back to his 
comfortable chair. He leafed through the book with only the fire for a light. 
But what need had he for stranger, each face was pictu red clearly in his memory. 
Each event came back with all its trailing of thought. The book led him on 
and on, back into that dear last year at E. I. The good times since were for-
gotten. He lived in the past. 
"Boy, I thought I'd pulled a rough one when I landed Miss Ragon for a 
critic," laughed Bi ll. "But say Hall , she was keen . Just a peach! I sure learned 
a lot under her, and I'll never forget the agony of each plan and football at the 
same time-whew!" 
"Yeah, uh-hu! Hall wa bent over, looking at the football picture . 
"Say, Bill , do you ever get over feeling proud of being on that Champion 
football team? Seems as if we just kept on trying to win each game, even if 
we didn't get the breaks. Y' know, that's one thing might have helped us win 
so much. ·when I meet a tough proposition now, I just remember the fight in 
that old team, and I grit my teeth and go on. I just wonder how many of the 
fellows on that team realized what a darn good thing that did for them. The 
muddier the field the better the team worked. There's big old Ives! Remember 
that chap with the beautiful voice, that could play the guitar and sing. Lord, 
J can still here the echo of "The Love Song of Alsace and Lorraine." And he 
played good football, too. There's Ashmore-that's a real man for you. Sweet, 
and kind to everyone, and as damned independent as you please. But boy! Did 
he stick right there in a football game! I hear he's a financial power now. I 
knew he could do her. Here's Gibson, that keen center we had. Good-lookin' 
devil- you know, he had a big appeal for women. Kensil, Joe Kirk, Routledge, 
Gilmore, Powers! Damn! They look good to me. Here's good ol' Pete Fenog-
lio. That fe llow had a lot to him. I'd like to see Pete again." 
Bill's deep voice slowly rumbled, "There's another big thing that helped us 
p 1ay football. That school band! D'ya !mow it? That ban l. the cheer leaders, 
Conrad and Waltrip, and the good ol' pep. Oh- Hall! Don t make me remem-
ber. It hurts too much." 
They settled back to listen to the slovv hiss of the fire and to watch the pipe 
smoke eddy in the ruddy glow. Bill started singing to himself. 
"When my Pals turned me clown, 
You're the best pal I found, 
You're a real sweetheart." 
"I haven't thought of that song for years. Everything' coming back so 
clearly. Remember the old Inn gang, Hall? \Ve fellows used to get together 
and sing all the old songs that would harmonize well. Sit out in front in George 
Moore's car and just sing till the tears would nearly choke our voices, just with 
the emotion of perfect harmony with the world. Every damn one of us should 
have been at home studying. We were crazy fools. It was good, though, Hall, 
let's sing a little now. I believe I could." 
"Can't do 'er, Stone. I can sing a lot less well than I could in those days 
and that's not saying much. But, can't you just feel those times when we fellows 
and some girls would pile in cars and start out for nowhere and sing? Gee! 
Our good times came easy then. No business, no family cares, no money troubles, 
no hectic, stilted entertaining. Just a damn sweet gang with big, young ideas. 
\Vhy, we used to thrash out the old world's troubles night after night. I was 
<>o eager to get into the kids' minds, see what they thought about love, marriage, 
social problems, religion! My, the arguments we had on religion! Funny! Not 
a one of us was an atheist. I wonder how many are now after meeting the knocks 
of the world. Stone! This is a queer night. I don't know when I've felt this 
way since school was out that June." 
" h-hu! It's queer- Good though. I like it. Last night I was at a dinner 
dance at the Granada and I don't know why, hut I thought of all those keen dances 
we used to hit around Charleston. the De Molay dances, the K. C. dances at Mat-
toon, and our good ol' Saturday night frolics in the gym . That funny little gym-
the tinny orchestra playin' red-hot stuff and the kids all jumping around like 
puppets on strings. Gee! The rhythm we used to get! 
I never could do that skipping step. Johnny Powers, and you, Hall, and 
Edward Thomas, Dale McNutt, Dunny, Corbin, Tripp, and the rest just scoot-
ing around with the girls. Those girls could dance-Margaret Odell-Gilly, Madge 
Foley, Lena Terrell, Stephanson, Dodie Benepe, Marge Digby, the Shaffer girl-
Lord! There were lots of 'em. Remember that time you and Chuck and I pulled 
that stunt by bringing those Carbondale girls to a Saturday night dance? That 
was good! Made the girls o m:..d! Ha! Ha! 
"Stone! Remember those ickening fads the girls used to pull? Those 
boot-shoes, and those silly anklet tockings of bright wool. Yeah, and the way 
we fellows u ed to dress, old sweaters, shabby trousers, painted slickers-no 
neckties and hirts open in warm weather. Oh, those were the day to live and 
be happy. But we could dress up. We all looked like a million dollars at the 
two formals. I've never seen a bunch of women at any formal affair look as 
beautiful as those college girls did at our formals. They were really gorgeous, 
and so young and sweet. I wonder if the crowds still look that way down at 
the old college.' · 
"By the way, Hall, I heard that they've g-ot three fraternities there now 
and two sororities. Uh-hu! nd the old ll A 2: has gone National. They call 
it the--- now. They're steppin' some. But, Hall, our gang put that frat. on 
its feet. I'll never forget it and the good times we've had in the old house. 
Remember where we got initiated? Thrown up in blankets-torture of all kinds! 
But we sure put our pledges through it, moth-balls in their pockets, rolled-up 
pant legs, ear-muffs, straw hats out of season. And that big time when we ent 
Conrad and the rest to dinner at Pem. Hall in girl' dresse . Think of the 
crummy things we used to make Tripp and Middlesworth, Powers, Gibson and 
Kirk and the rest go through at the Frat. house. 'vVe sure were inventive cusses." 
" ay, I met Isley the other day and you can't gue s what he is now?" 
" o-What?" 
"He's boss of a big stock company workin' on Broadway now." 
"You don't say! V\ ell now, I knew he had it in him. \\ell , I came acmss 
Edith McDowell and l\.fario:1 Hambo the other clay managing a little million-
dollar tea··room :n Chicago. Yes, and I read that Harry Phipps and Hilda Dehl 
were married in the First Presbyterian Church in Chicago. V\lhat ever became 
of Hallie "Whitesel and Paul Etnire ?" 
"Oh, didn't you know? Hallie is head of the Art Institute. Paul has made 
his money managing all the yellow taxicab companies in the nited tates. Did 
you read about Thelma Gillis? She's repre enting the United States in swimming 
at the Olympic Meet, and Emma Ball is doing exhibition fancy ice-skating at 
a Cwadian Nig-ht Club. Boy, you should see her. Sh really goes to town." 
"\Vell , I've heard about quite a few old tudents myself. I've got 'em all 
written clown in a notebook omewhere. \Vait-." He goes rummaging through 
drawers, throwing things right and left. 
"\Vhat you need, Stone, is a wife to keep your things in order. Why don't 
you get married ?" 
"Oh--what's the use-·I don't want a woman me sing around with my 
rooms. Here it is. Oh, yes, Otis Dappert, you've read about him! He's in 
training camp now in the Big T en Baseball Club. But did you ever think Tuck 
Creamer would make anytl1ing of himself? Well he's the coach that put Illinois 
into the championship Est again. Dunny's starring on Broadway now as the 
best clap dancer in the country. Harriet Foulke and Clara Lee Jackson have 
been married these many year . Oh, and \Vanda Johnson and Pat Chenney finally 
aot hitched. \\ illiam Jennings Jones got into that big booze crap in Cleve-
land and he's dropped out of the public eye for awhile to let things cool clown. 
He was a wild one for you. Burl Ives- but every one know about Burl! Why, 
his records are on every phonograph, and you simply can't tune in on a radio 
without getting his voice. I got a big kick out of going to hear him, in person, 
the other night. Same old Burl, a little thinner, but his smile is as good as ever. 
I met Mary McKnight the other day. She and Charlie just got back from Europe 
ar:cl she looked stunning. His re earch work certainly pays goorl money." 
"Did you vote for Harold Middlesworth for Pre ident, Stone? I did, regard-
le s of ticket. I'm glad the old boy got it and I know we'll have a good adminis-
tnLtion. Lord! Think of the way the old crowd has come up in the world. Just 
you and I left out of the limelight. and we're making big money. Most of the 
girls are married, there's Dodie Benepe, Margaret Odell, Marion Rosborough, 
Louise Taber. Ida Smith. Mary Tittle, all of 'em making keen wives. Dam 
weet girls. all of 'em." 
"But the surprise of all ! \iVhat did you think when you read of Lena Ter-
rell dra\\·ing huge crowd twice a day in that big evangelical meeting in Cali-
fornia? ·what life will do to us!" 
"By the way, Hall, whatever became of Gilmore, Grubb, Genelle, Voight, 
Charles :Frv. and all tho e? There are so many of the old crowd one loses 
sight of. dee, these memories!" 
Again, the two mt'n lapsed into memories, their hearts beating fast from 
the excitement of reliving ohl times. Bi ll knocked the ashes from his p!pe 1.nd 
refilled it. Rue] sighed and settled deeper into his chair, stretching his legs out 
to the dying fire . A tower of a vivid fire castle fe ll with a shower of sparks. 
Hall jumped up. 
"Bill Stone I Homecoming at E. I. is next aturday! l've got to go back 
and see the dear old school again. Come, go with me. \11/e may meet some of 
these folks we haven't seen for years." 
"I believe I'll go, Hall. I believe I will." 
As dawn was breaking the wolf pack y lied-
Once twice and again! 
Feet in the jungle that leave no mark, 
Eyes that can see in the dark- the dark! 
Tongue- give tongue to it! Hark! 0, Hark! 
Once, twice and again! 
Ruov ARD KIPLI G 
VARSITY CLAN HOP 
On Friday, December 22, some eighty-four couples assembled in the gym-
nasium to spend one of the mo t enjoyable evening in the history of the school. 
As the couples entered the door, the sight that met their eyes was a pleasing 
combination of fir boughs, barberry, and pine beneath a winter's sky-an atmos-
phere charmingly in keeping with the season. The warm reception by the chap-
erones, Mr. and Mrs. Lantz, Mr. and Mrs. Giles, and Mr. and Mrs. Beu, assured 
each person that a g od time was in store for the evening. And then the orches-
tra started! Don Richmond and his Campus Serenaders f rom the University of 
lllinois proved the cl-owning feature of the affair. 
Much praise is clue William Stone, president of the Varsity Club ancl g-en-
eral chairman of the dance, and the various committee for managing so success-
fully this splendid C.:ance. 
THE GIRLS' CINDERELL BALL 
"v\ alk into our parlor," aiel the huge golden spider to the one-hundred 
twenty couples who entered a transformed gymnasium on the night of March 
16 and lined up for the grand march of the Cinderella Ball. Yes, a large Cin-
derella slipper concealed the entrance steps, while all about were trellises with 
Yining pring flower , butterfly lights, and magic pider-webs, carrying out 
the color-scheme of lavender and gold. During the grand march a tiny prince-
charming and a fairy Cinderella gaye the boy , a guests, fayors of pigskin 
billfolds with the E. I. seal. The programmes of purple suede with silk cords 
were especially rich and in keeping with the dominant colors. The Deames 
and Coney B lackcats of Peoria were the delight of the dancers and fulfill ed 
every guest's expectations. Refreshing fruit pun ches were served throughout 
th e e,·ening by four junior hig h school girls. 
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beu, Mr. and Mrs. William 
Schneider, Mr. and Mrs. A lbert Moore, Mr. Lord, and Miss Besteland. Miss 
M ary Lynch graciously presided as hostess. Her assistants and chairwomen 
of the yarious committees who co-operated to make the event so successful 
were Dorothy Benepe a nd Emma Ball, decorations; Thelma Gi llis, music; 
E ll a Mae Jackson, im·itations; Margaret O'Dell, favors; and Ruth \i\Toodard, 
refres~:1:1e n ts. 
CAN YOU IMAGINE 
1. A schedule without an eight o'clock? 
2. Ka_v Conrad keeping hi s mouth shut? 
3. Ida Smith actin g like a la dy. 
4. Tim Shoemaker in love? 
5. Dorothy Dunlap on a neckin~ pa rty. 
6. Mary McKinght being- "easv to rret "? 
7. Bill S tone agreeing with anybody . 
8. Chuck Ashmore driying- sanely. 
9. George Haddock flunkin g out. 
10. R outl edge as a cake eater ? 
11. T onv Haire w ith out his bloomers? 
12. Bill -Carter in overall s . 
13. Tulia Thomas w ithout some excuse. 
14. ·B ill R owland with out a line ? 
15. A really peppy ra ll y again? 
16. The facu lty not always looking- for troubl e? 
17. M r. Railsback with out hi s smile? 
18. Margaret Odell giving an organized speech. 
19. George Conrad being shocked? 
20. Dunny not g iving a free F ri sco exhibiti on . 
21. Lena Terrell not enjoying poor health . 
22. Thelm a Gilli s not gigg-ling? 
23. Miss Ewalt with out tha t responsible a ir ? 
24. A SeniOl- with practice knowledge of anything? 
25. ~A~ becoming a ational? 
26. E. I. havin g- a Sorority? 
27. A ny Pem Hall g-irl smoking! 
28. Bu~l I ves reducin P." to a 100 lbs. net . 
29. Bill a nd Chuck willing t o agree? 
* * * No, Pem Hall isn't on fire! That's cigarette smoke. 
FAVORITE EXPRESSIONS 
1. Uh-hu! 
2. Ni-i-i-ce- 1'\i-i-i-ce ! 
3. Yes sir!-You bet ! 
4. Row-de-dow! 
5. What not -
6. ·wha t haH you. 
7. · Who's got ~1y tie ? 
8. H ave you got a guest ticket? 
9. I'll ta ke mine straight. 
10. Got a cig.? 
11. \Yhat's the lesson? 
12. I hope I don't !:ee Miss McAfee! 
13. D'ya hear this one? 
14. Gotadate? 
15. The Scotchman who-
16. D'ya k11ow who this is? 
* * * Don't take a girl t a game. \Vhd 
Reason 1. "vVha t is th a t man doing? 
"vVarming up." 
"vVhy, how si ll y ! It's not cold here!" 
(Reasons 2, 3, 4 and 816 on application.) 
BEAUTY HINTS 
It is every womans' desire to become beautifu l. Popularity and beauty 
run hand in hand, so a "hint to the wise" is sufficient. 
1. Exercise a t least four hours daily. (Wax Aoors, wash windO\\·s. run 
three miles, etc.) 
2. T eyer retire before three . M. 
3. Eat abunda nce o f sweets-it's good for the complexion . 
4. Take a good stimu lant before breakfast each morning. 
5. Teyer smoke less th an fi\'e packages of cigarettes daily. 
6. Apply masca ra to th e eyes before weeping. 
7. L.Jse rouge freely- a slight pat 0 11 the tip of th e nose giYes a tone of 
natural color there. 
8. Always use plenty of perfume. I wou ld adYise Woolworth Emporium 
if allowance is limited . -(Mo rTA ·A STATE) 
ADVICE TO BACKWARD GIRLS 
1. ~e\·er require an introd ucti on t o men. 
2. Acquire expen ive tastes. 
3. Expose a poetic soul with a passion for moonli ght ni gh ts and auto-
mob iles. 
4. Be able to lie, but do it pleasingly. 
5. D on't be bashfu l-anything is yours for the asking. 
MEN'S RIGHTS 
Indeed it is u nusual when a case arises where men must defend them-
selves against the encroaching designs and ruth les desires of the fair, but 
none the less dumb, female of the species. 
It used to be that men could Yote for men. Now what is it? \\7 omen can 
vote for and elect w omen. Think of it! Let it sink in on your delicate amount 
of understanding. In other words, smoke it in your pipe. I admit it will burn 
the tongue. 
Then what about that old smoke? Is it not terrible to think that this is 
no longer a man's privi lege but a woman's right! I can see th a t the future 
holds no priYi lege for the rapidly weakening stronger sex. 
EXPENSES OF STUDENTS 
BOARD AND ROOM 
Pem Hall is conveniently maintained by the state where anyone can live 
anywhere from $100 to $1,000 a month. 
• 
FEES A rD DEPOSIT 
Registration fees of 00 will be charged. All deposits are forfeited to the 
college as soon as you pay them. 
CIGARETTES 
The College Inn is located near the Main Building. 
DEPOSIT FOR MAL TE rcE OF CHARLESTO 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
A general fee is set aside as reserve to keep students in jail who have 
prO\·ed themselve ineligible through arguing with officers of the law in-
ability to gracefully indulge, and other misdemeanors. 
MISCELLA EOUS 
A Yariable fee is set aside for clothes pressing, compacts, damage cau ed 
by either intentional or unintentional rcckle ness, cleaning and resoling walk-
ing shoes, etc. 
OUR OWN STUDENT'S DIRECTORY 
BY THEIR SO GS YE HALL KNOW THEM 
My Man .............. ......... ............................................... ... ............................. Bill R owland 
I Wish I Had Died In My Cradle ........ ................. ............................... Marge Digby 
After You\·e Gone ................. ................................................... ................ \ Vayne I sley 
Dream Train ........ ................................. .. .................................. ... ...... .............. Ruel Hall 
I Love You ............. ......................... .................................... ... .......... ......... Madge F oley 
Sweet Sal ly of My Dreams .. .. ..... ......... ... .. ............................................. Russell Tripp 
Lover, Come Back .... ................. ............................................. ............ Mary McKnight 
The ew St. L ouis Blues .... ....... .................. ............................................... Bill Stone 
You 're a Rea l Sweetheart.. ... ................................................................. Dodie Benepe 
Marie ... ............... .............. .... ........................... .... .. ...... ................. Mary Virginia Fields 
I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Babv ............................ .................... Kensil 
A L ove T ale of Alsace Lorraine .......................... : ............... .... ..... ....... Enid and Les 
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow ........... ....... ..... ... ... ...... ............... ........ Pem Hall 
Caroli na Moon ... .................... .............. ........ .. ..... .... ....... ..... ............... ..... ... ......... Gilmore 
Big Bad BilL ........... .......... ......... ............ .. ..... ........ ................ \ Villiam Jenning Jones 
I Get the Blues ·w hen It Rains ........... ·--- -· -·-·---·-- -·- ----·---··- ----···-··-·-········-·----Burl Ives 
Nobody Knows What a Red Headed Mama Can D o ............ .... Hallie \\ hitesel 
My Pal J eH Y-·-·····------····---··················--···--·-···- -···-------·-·----··---·--- ·--------Charleen Lester 
The Song- of Songs for Me ........ ---· -··-····--·-----·-··-·-·-------·-·-- --·-·-····--- ·-·Jim hoemaker 
I'll Get By A L ong . s I H ave You ........... ........................... Marian R osboroug-h 
Wedding Bell s Are Breaking Up That O ld Gang of Mine ............ Steve Corhin 
Sonny B Y·--····---··---········-··-·----·----·- -·· ······--··---· -··--·--- -- --· ---- ---------------·--·-J oh nny P owers 
Somebody Stole My Gai ............. ·-······-·-··-·-···-----·-----·---·-······--·-···-·-·-·----Pete Feno'{li o 
It 11 Depends On You ...... ·-··-·--·---··------·-----·-·--· -·--······--·--··--·----·-··--------------Dick Story 
Anythin g- You Say ........ ·--·-···· ··--· -·-- -- --· --- ------ -·-···--·-- -------·--·····-··----- -·- --·-·· ···Mary Tittle 
If I Had Y ou .. ·---·- ---- -··-·-- -·-··-··· -···-·-···--············---- ---·-·---·-- --- --· --··-------·---··--·Loui se Taber 
That's How I Feel About You, Sweethear t.. .. ·-··- -·--- ----- ----------··---·-Rex Me 1orri s 
THE RETlJRN TO THE PACK 
On Saturday, November 10, E . I. celebrated a homecomin:;, a glori ous home-
coming. for the halls were crowded with graduates from the ye:t rs 1900 to 1928. 
What joy we had in seeing the eyes brighten and the faces light· up as some 
homecomer grabbed her friend and cried, "My old roommate! And we haven't 
met for years !" There wa revelry, for youth was recalled to those who, fo r 
long years had forgotten they \\"er college co-ed once, and our classmate of 
last year forgot that they were t1·ying to l' e digni fie:::! school teach ers. 
Yes, our brothers had returned and we were happy to be ab le to "kill the 
fatted calf" for the events in honor of their return. With what pride we looked 
and listened as our classmates put forth their best for our guests. 
The three chief events were chapel, E. I.- annal game, and "You Never 
Can Tell." 
In chapel Mr. Lord gave an address which sincerely showed his affection 
for and appreciation of the student body, former and present. The musical pro-
gram was excellent and well-appreciated. George Haddock welcomed the visitors 
in a manner which made them glad to have attended this school, happy to have 
us here now, and sure that we were appreciative of their presence. Miss Ethel 
Brown responded, telling us of the high ideals built up in this school, clue to the 
unusual ability of Mr. Lord and the facu lty. 
The football men seemed to have gotten the spirit of the success. in every-
thing and played an excellent game. On a muddy field in a difficult game with 
State Normal, E. I. walked off with the big end of a 19-0 score. 
In the evening the players presented "You ever Can Tell" in a manner 
worthy of professionals, adding a last successful touch to a thoroughly success-
ful day. 
·when the last person had bade his friends good-by, it was with a sigh of sat-
isfaction that we turned the page of I ovember 10, 1928, for satisfaction comes 
with the knowledge of success. 
THE DELTA LAMBDA SIGMA 
The heart of this organization is always pledged to the highest good of Jur 
school. The idea uppermost in the minds of the founders was that E. I. ought 
by all means to have a fraternal organization if she expects to maintain her high 
respectability in the family of colleges. Such a motive is no less patriotic than 
it is egoistic. Like all ideas of high caliber, the significance of this one is not 
grasped easily, nor are it's far-reaching effects readily seen, nor its merits uni-
versally appreciated. Vve believe that the expression of good resolutions and 
high sentiment is not only practically futile, but bitterly ridiculous without the 
accompanying activity which is the only sure test of sincerity-and energy. If 
asked our "raison detre," we need only point to our members, no one of whom 
can be questioned in respect to his school loyalty or contribution to school life 
and that element of school life which was once painfully conspicuous by its 
absence. We are not so foolish as to think that individually we have done more 
than anyone else. But we prefer concerted effort expressed in fraternal fashion 
to the scattered kind, because we believe it is not only more effective, but also 
more expressive. And "thereby hangs a tale." 
Members of the Fraternity are at home in a handsomely furnished house 
at 1006 Tenth Street. The silver-gray resiclence; a most vital center of fraternity 
life, is a source of much pride to all. 
In the society world the annual Delta Lambda Sigma dance in the spring 
of '28 was quite the most exquisite surprise of the year. ander' Orchestra, 
nestled in a corner of the Pemberton Hall Annex, peeped through a veritable 
fairy land of fresh spring blossoms, blue and gray streamers, and Greek letters. 
A large number of guests came from the Alpha chapter at Terre Haute. 
September 28, 1928, the Fraternity staged a banquet and theatre party which 
was a credit to the reputation of the school as well as the ociety. Red and White 
streamers and the Delta Lambda Sigma banner furnished a clecorou background. 
Zennias and asters bloomed more lustily than they ever did in their native haunts 
- and so did the couples. 
Fraternities mean youth, and youth means looking with a jolly glow at the 
future. At press time whispers of a house party and second annual dance fill 
the air. 
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THE PLAYERS 
One of the most successful and progressive organizations in school is the 
Players. From a mere handful of students with dramatic aspirations they have 
grown to the impressive membership of ninety-four, with forty-eight in the acting 
d partment and forty-six divided among the other eight production staffs as fol-
lows: Business, four; Publicity, three; Stage, five; Scenic, one; Construction. 
five; Costume. eight; Electrical, five; Property, one; and Make-up, three. 
Twenty-eight oi the players are full members, which honor entitles them to 
wear the Players' key, bearing the Players in ignia. Among these twenty-eight 
are the officers of the club. Of the other sixty-six members, thirty are associate 
meml-ers and thirty-six are probationary members. The e member ' promo-
tion depends upon the quantity and quality of the work they do for the Players. 
Each member of each department has given his work all his time outside 
of cla ses purely for the pleasure of doing a worth-while and creative work, 
and the resu lts have been unusual in their perfection. E. I., through the endeav-
ors of the P layers, has a stage, one might a lmost say a theatre, with professional 
standards and professional equipment. The stage has been raised twelve inches, 
so that everv action is visible, even in the rear of the auditorium. For each 
production a·n extension is made on the stage to accommodate the stage proper-
ties. • ew velour curtains, edged with gold, were purcha eel at the fir t of the 
year. " ·ith soundless slides. They have a beautiful, rich finish. and give the stage 
an air. Through the untiring efforts of Sam Mitchell and his department, an 
all-new electrical equipment has been conceived, made, in tailed, and arranged. 
They have made dimmers, putting all the lights on a standard basis and build-
ing stationarv switchboards, the panel being concealed in the west end of the 
stage. The Players have much to thank !J:r. l'viitchell for. 
It always has been the aim of the P layers to produce plays on a professional 
scale, measuring up to professional standards. Everything is sacrificed to that 
aim. The P layers' productions are never spoken of as "home talent show " or 
"amatenrish productions." The actors are all omewhat experienced, have made 
extens:ve research in order to understand their parts better, and have been coached 
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untiringly before allowed to act before the public. The r suit has been that the 
Players is backed by the town of Charleston, and is applauded by all the sur-
rounding towns. People come long distances to see a P layers' production. 
For this year the P layers have produced a comedy, "You ever Can Tell," 
by George Berna rd Shaw, and a comic opera, "King Harald the Cold ," by H. H . 
Gi les and Frederick K och. Both have met with marked success. The plans for 
the rest of the year are to produce a Commencement play, and several one-act 
plays coached by members of the P layers. 
"YO JEVER CA TELL" 
The greatest success of the year probably was the production by the P layers 
of George Bernard Shaw's celebrated comedy, "You I ever Can Tell ," on Home-
coming, ovember 10. It was a comedy of a mother, who never having known 
love herself, taught her daughter to believe there was no uch thing. The parts 
were ideally cast and admirably played by: 
Mrs. Clandon ... .... ......... .. ..... ..... ..... .................. ................. Helen Mayfield 
Dolly, Her Daug-hter ..................... ......................... ......... _T ohanna Grant 
Phillip, Dolly's TwiiL .............. .. .. ................................... Delbert Nave 
Gloria Clandon .. .............. ......... ........... .... ···----- -------· -·····- ··Mary M . Summe1·s 
Valenti ne .......... .. .......................................................... ..... Wi lliam Shoemaker 
Crampton ------ ·-----·------------·---------··-------·------·-···---------······· -Th ompson Shields 
Finch M cCom us ............... ·-------------------------·--·------···-···-----Theodore Whitesel 
Vlaiter .............. ....... ............................ ............ .. ................. Kermit Dehl 
Young Waiter.. ............. --------- -------·· ·············-----·· ---------Ralph Parkinson 
Bohun ... -----·-----------·----------·-----·----- ·· ··········--··-···--·----·-··-·----George Rice 
Director ... ------ -- -- -- -----------·-----······-------·--·--·-------·------··---------H. H. Giles 
Not only was every seat sold for this production, but standing room was 
sold too, and it probably could have been given the second night with profit. 
"KING HARALD THE COLD" 
For the fir t ti me in E. I. ' history a comic opera ha been written, com-
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posed and directed by members of the facu lty. and has met with the co-operation 
and acclamation of school and townspeople alike. The book of lyrics for thi 
superior piece " a written by H. H. Gi les of the English department, director 
of the Players, the music was composed by Frederick Koch of the Music depart-
ment. The e two, talented men, deserve the highest admiration and E. I. rightly 
takes pride in them. 
"King Harald the Cold" was produced at an enormous expense; and o 
no profit was made, de pite the fact that every eat was sold. The setting for 
this piece was Tenth Century England, and exten ive re earch was made into 
the customs of that period. All the costumes and tage properties, as well as 
the scenery were authentic of that period, and were made very beautifully, 
some by the Players' Sceni c and Costume staff , ome ordered from the Fritz 
Schoultz Company of Chicago. 
There were over sixty people in the cast, the stage having been extended 
to accommodate the large number. Contrary to most comic operas , the char-
acters had speaking as well as singing parts, and th language was modern and 
easily understood by a popular audience. 
The cast in the order of their appearance was: 
Prince ........ ............. ....... ..... .......................... . Mr. Eugene Dressler of Chicago 
Tury, the King's Fool... ............ ................. Mr. Kermit Dehl, '30 
Two Hunting Dogs ........................ ... .. ~ .... MMr. APatdtl Goopdman , :3301 
t •..• r. n rew orter, 
Princess Ethelrede ... .................................... Mi Ruth Major 
Angula ............................. ............. .. ............... Miss Martha Ann Ruth, '32 
Queen Emma ............................................... Miss Helen McWilliams, '29 
King's Man, Cuthbert... .............................. :Mr. Ralph Parkinson, '30 
King Harald ...................... ..... ..... ................. 1r. Harlan Hassberg 
Cat ........ .... ............ ............................ .............. Itself 
Scullery Boy ..... ............................................ M r. Paul Pennington · '31 
Biggs, Chief Coun ellor.. .............. ..... .... ... .. h. Thomp on Shields. '29 
Second Counsellor.. .................... ........ o •••••••• Mr. George Rice, '31 
Third Counsellor.. ........................................ Mr. Burl Mitchell , '30 
Blond Scullery Maid ........................... -...... . Miss Mary Margaret Summer~ 
Cellarer ... ....................................................... Mr. Fresco Shipman, '29 
Swedish Ambassador. ............................ ... ... Mr. W. tone, '29 
Armorer.. .......... ....... ...................................... 1r. Pa ul Bridges, '30 
Armorer's AssistanL ........................ .......... Mr. W. P. Stone, '29 
Watchman .......................... ............. .............. Mr. Paul Bt·idges, '30 
First Scullion, Erie ..................................... Mr. W illi am Stone, '29 
First Kitchen Maid, Ingrici ....... .. .. ............ Miss Aileen Marley, '29 
Second Kitchen Maid .............. .... ............... Miss Jane Anne Bisson, '32 
Third Kitchen Maid .............. .................... Miss Alfrieda Schultz, 30 
Fourth Kitchen Maid .. ............. ..... ............ .. Miss Maurine H ayes, '29 
Cook ....................................... ........................ Mr. W. Prenti ce Stone, '29 
Strolling Mi nstrel... ..................................... Mr. Lawrence Taylor, '30 
Messenger.. ....................... ................. ........... Mr. ·william Prentice Stone, '29 
Dragon ........................................................... Trained by Vv. Shoemaker, '31 
Warriors-Attendants to the Prince: 
Messrs: Theron Elliott. '30; Delbert I ave, '29; Merrill Dunn '29 · Paul 
Bridges, '30; John Miller, '30; Lyman Comb , '31; Carl Hall '29 · Bvrd Hollo-
way, '29. ' ' -
Maidens-Attendant to the Princess : 
Misses: Emma Gwinn, '32; Martha Ruth. '31 ; Maurine Hayes '31 ; Mabel 
Whitten, '30; Leah Middlesworth, '31 ; Virginia Gwinn, '29. ' 
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Mcm goes to Man! Cry the challenge through the Jungle ! 
H e that was our Brother goes away . 
H ear now, and judge, 0 ye People of the Jungle, -
A nswer, w ho shall turn him, - who shall stay? 
Man goes to Man ! H e is weeping in the Jungle : 
H e that was our Brother sorrows sore! 
Man goes to Man! (Oh, we loved him in the Jungle !) 
T o the Man-Trail where we may not follow more. 
- Rudyard Kipling 

/ 
I . 
CALENDAR 
SEPTEMBER 
·8-10 Registration day. Brace up, Frosh! 
You can't learn everything at the 
infm-mation desk! 
"Good Hunting." 
11- 14 Froshies forced to show just how 
much they don't k'Ilow in the intelli-
gence tests. 
12 "Who'd you get? Who'd you get?" 
Oh, yes, the Sophs are assigned to 
critic teachers. 
"To each his own fear." 
Every sweet has its bitter- a big 
change! The faculty and Senior 
College entertain the Freshies with 
a tea. 
15 Dance in Gym. 
19 Classes elect officers at cia s meet-
20 
21 
22 
22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
mgs. 
Come on, E . I.! The enrollment is 
increased 23 per cent over last year 
- 905 enrolled. 
Students have their dramatic ability 
tested fo r the Players. School band 
drill s on Schahrer Field. Get going, 
boys, the School's preparing to back 
you! 
"For us aro e our walls and towers" 
-We finally sang the school song. 
Mr. Ha sberg, our new music in-
structor, played "Conzonette" in 
chapel. 
To band rehearsal. Band reaches 
to 53. 
Enrollment to date is 920. 
Orchestra practice at 7 p. m. We 
have something to look forward to in 
chapel soon. 
Pete Fenoglio leads the Lantzmen 
this fall. Three cheers for Fenoglio. 
Delta Lambda Sigmas make social 
debut with a banquet and theatre 
party. 
Rah! Rah! Check Waltrip and Kay 
Conrad elected cheer leaders at pep 
meeting after chapel. 
Mr. Hassbert teaches us new school 
song after chapel. 
Green caps? Oh, yes, the new 
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we:- !I FIND TUAT 
AFr~R . ALl. 
EDUCATION 
IS JUST A 
MATTe-R OF 
A DOLLARS 
ttND S~HSF:-
----=it= 
TRY-OUT.S 
S~P. 21. 
-~-
Fre hies are going full force. 
Dance in the gymnasium. 
OCTOBER 
2 \\'arbl er taffs in full swing. 
3 Mr. Lord tells us that E. I. will have 
its 30th birthday in Jw1e. 
4 Dorri i tennis champion. 
5 Plan going strong for Homecoming. 
Pep meeting after chapel-Beat Mil-
likin? Yea! 
6 Sounds of "Our dear old E. I. T. C. 
-we' re loyal to you-Hit 'em hard 
- Rickety, rickety-Hit 'em low-
Rah! rah! wow! Beat Mi ll ikin" rang 
through the corridors at 9 :30. 
Hats off to the band who lead us 
in the parade at 1 p. m. E. I. tied 
with Millikin here, 12-12. 
College dance in gym. 
7 Mr. Ha sber<Y married. 
12 Everybody happy? Why? o 
school-The Division of Illinois 
State Teacher ' Association meet 
here-total attendance 1 ,819. 
13 Kay and Check in charge of pep 
meeting at 9 :30. "Speech ! Speech!" 
Band out in uniform. We're proud 
of you. YOG helped E. I. to over-
whelm Shurtleff on Schahrer Field-
30-7. 
Mr. Giles selects cast for Home-
coming play, "You Never Can Tell." 
15 Two-piano recital by Mr. and Mrs. 
Boguslowski , the first number on the 
entertainment course, did not quench 
our thirst as Mr. Giles predicted, but, 
as one tudent said, it merely aggra-
vated it. 
17 "Have you seen them? "Seen what? 
"Oh, the new stage curtains in the 
a sembly room are here. My, they're 
the prettiest I ever saw!" 
18 Frank Turrell elected business man-
ager of the Players. 
20 E. I. \\in over Indiana Normal, 
19-0, on chahrer Field. 
Saturday ni<Yht hop. 
- IOO-
27 Hallowe'en Party, a howling success. 
"Softly, my chi ldren, softly." 
Blue and Gray swamp Ro e Poly, 
39-2, at Terre Haute. The Band 
and many students ~harecl 111 the 
victory there. 
31 Math Club have \\ ei ner roast at 
Wilson's woods. 
F.ntire Coll ege body accept the new 
Student Council at class meetings. 
OVEMBER 
2 Mr. Lord reads one of Jungle Storie 
in Chapel. 
ever mind, brother, your tail hangs 
clown 1:-ehincl. 
A pep meeting to arouse enthusiasm 
9:30. 
The future "Little 19" champions 
embark for t. iator. 
3 E. I. paddles the Irish , 26-0. 
Mr. Kock entrocluces zith er to Fresh-
man. We like it , too. 
5 News Staff publi shes a special 
Homeromin..,. Edition of the News. 
Players have dress rehear al for 
"You ever Can Tel l. " 
6 573 absent because they went home 
to vote ( ?). 
7 Seniors erect a scoreboard. 
9 few of our loyal tuclents hang 
the blue and gray over the light posts 
in further preparation of the great 
day. 
"Look, look well. 0 Wolves." 
10 The prodigal sons and daughters of 
E. I. return for Homecoming. 
E. I. Wildcats make a meal on the 
ormal Redbirds, 19-0. 
The Players give "You Never Can 
Tell" m a way that would have 
made Bernard Shaw proud of the 
fact that he had written it. 
13 Why th e little black kettle 111 the 
hall? Oh, we're trying to send our 
band to Carbondale. 
16 Mr. Stover takes in a flock of little 
algae to board. 
Team leaves ior Carbondale with 
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l.llTLE "OlrvtPLE;"~T"JLL 
WANT:S A Oot-\-t E' 
- FoF; CH RIS"T 
Gene Hyde and Murvi l Barnes act-
ing as brakemen on top. Too bad 
you lo t your hat. Gene. You may 
need it. 
17 E. I. spoils Carbondale's Homecom-
ing 18-0. 
ims and Grub run into a rotten 
apple barrage. 
Due to the efficiency of the C. I. 
P. S. Co., the band gets to Carbon-
dale in time to lead the victory march 
back to town. 
23 The Training School gives a musical 
program in the auditonum at 7 :30. 
24 E. I. annihilates Lincoln, 75-0, win-
ning Little 19 championship. 
In chapel, Edward Thomas played 
a violin solo, "Kolnidrei," by Max 
Bruch. 
Frolic in the gym. Everyone f eling 
peppy over E. I.'s championship. 
26. 27, 28 For once the students get more 
than their money's worth for their 
room rent. Premium taken out in 
extra electricity. 
Final term exams. The pencil deal-
ers have something to be thankful 
for-but , oh , we students! 
28, Dec. 3 Term-end vacation punctuated 
with big lie s of turkey and mid-
day ri ings. 
DECEMBER 
3 Registration day- Advisors have 
hopes for the Freshmen. 
4 C. C. C. compliments the champion 
team with a banquet. 
6 In chapel, Mr. Lord read an address 
by William Lyon Phelps, entitled 
"Happiness." Phelps says that the 
happi est person is the one who 
thinks th e most interesting thoughts, 
but we think the cow has the easiest 
8 
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time. 
Mr. Giles, in charge of chapel, makes 
a plea for the unusual man. 
Andy Meurlot to lead the college 
five. 15 rah for Andy! Dance in 
Gym. 
10 Basketball schedule published m 
News. E. I. IS to meet strong 
teams. 
13 E. I. overcomes Taylorville Indees in 
a practice game, 51-10. 
Domafians enjoy artistic Christmas 
party. 
17 Mr. Carl Sandburg, great American 
poet, recited a number of his poems 
as a number on the entertainment 
course. 
Pem Hall girls hold tea dance. 
18 The faculty and a turkey have their 
annual dinner . 
19 Andy's five wilts the rosey Poll Par-
rots, 35-20. 
22 Boys go on cracker and water diet. 
Why? Oh, the girls had to have 
flowers for the Varsity formal. 
23 Three bu ses wrecked as students 
make mad ru h for home to spend 
Xmas vacation. Merchants run out 
of stock on oversized ho iery. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
11 
JANUARY 
Buzzzzzzz-Yes! Santa came to my 
house, too; but go on-not many 
lessons wi ll l::e gotten on the first day 
back. 
Have you heard anything about 
"King Harald the Cold?" Ask a 
Player. That's the new operetta 
composed by Mr. Giles and Mr. 
Koch. 1'he Players are in full swing 
on it now! 
Rah! Rah! We beat Ro e 
Poly! Are we downhearted? No! 
Captain Andy Meurlott has his jaw 
broken. 
Come on team! Don't say "Age 
before beauty" in basketball! 
Alumni beat Varsity, 34-29. 
Just some tuff luck. ormal de-
feated E. I. 21-19. 
Vengeance IS sweet. vVe evened 
ourselves with St. iator by taking 
them with a 29-31 score. 
Miss Johnson told the Players a~o·Jt 
her travels. Don't you wish you 
were a P layer? 
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12 
14 
16 
18 
19 
21 
22 
z:. 
26 
29 
30 
31 
Andy's right on the job. Isn't he? 
E. I. walked over Carbondale, 30-22. 
Whom are you asking to the girls' 
formal? Yes, plans are being made. 
I think I'll start going to this Math. 
Club's meetings. It's getting prac-
tical. They are discussing "Love 
Mathematics." 
Throw out your chest and look like 
a man! Mr. Lord read the names 
of those on the Honor roll! 
We are proud of our girls' glee club, 
who sang so beautifully in chapel 
today. 
Oh ! I'm so nervous! I'm going to 
try out for the opera. 
Good Luck- and it was. 
The \i\Telsh singers were fine! Did 
you know a male quartet could do 
so well? 
We see disaster for the boys of the 
Blue and Gray. Defeated by Lom-
l' ard, 49-21. 
Give the boys a rest, they're worn 
out. How can tired men play 
against that hot team of Shurtleff? 
They did, but how? 
Defeated , 55-48. 
The Stratford P layers put on "Julius 
Ceasar," but it was so good we 
couldn't appreciate it. 
We have some real talent at E. I. 
Miss Christman sang in Chapel "The 
Lord Is My Shepherd." 
Mr. Lord read Breakfast With. Dr. 
Holmes. 
The ninth grade win in the ciphering 
contest- proving the young minds 
are the most plastic. 
Mr. Lord affords us a laugh in 
chapel. W ith apologies to Mark 
Twain, who once saw a lawyer stand-
ing with his hands in his pocket-
"How glad I am to see a lawyer 
with his hands in his own pockets." 
FEBRUARY 
1 Buy your Warbler today. Save 25c! 
2 Mr. Lord reads Aeneas Africanus. 
7th and 8th grades give two three-
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part songs in chapel 
Some students are aware for the 
first time that we have a Training 
School here. 
Pem Hall Dance i a howling suc-
cess! 
4 E. I. Homecoming date for 1929 is 
set for Saturday, November 16. 
The football game that clay will be 
with Carbondale. 
6 Mr. Allen led chapel and during the 
free period at 9:30, he met ali ex-
pectant teachers, giving them infor-
mation and advice. 
7 Mr. Lord reports from the Board 
meeting. We want a new gym and 
library. Get busy, you loyal E. I. 
students! 
8 E. I. scores against Normal Red 
Birds in a close game Friday night, 
30-24. 
Our school band was at the game. 
'Afhere are our cheer leaders? 
8-21 Domafians secure art exhibit by the 
American Federation Arts. The 
walls of the reception room are 
beautifully decorated. 
9 College trio played two pieces in 
chapel and the Girls' Glee Club sang. 
Freshman Frolic in the gym at 8 
o'clock. The Freshies are looming 
up! 
12 Lincoln's birthday-no school. Glad 
Lincoln wasn't born February 29th! 
College quintet wins over Rose 
Poly Engineers, 35-20, in Rose's 
gym. 
16 Girls' Dance set definitely for March 
16. 
15-16 Mr. Taylor in charge of chapel 
while Mr. Lord is away. 
16 Miss Gladys . Squires, a piano stu-
dent. played Romance. 
Mr. Hassberg directed the orchestra 
in an overture and waltz from the 
ballet music of Th e Sleeping 
Beauty. 
Southern ormal " ·ins over E. I. 
by accuracy, 38-26. 
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Student Council to a ive dance in gym after the game for the weater fund. 
19 The preparations for Girls' Dance arc complete. 
22 In chapel Mr. Thomas read biographical sketches from Walter Rollo 
Brown's book entitled Lonely People. 
23 E. I. beats Shurtleff in the last game of the season, 38 -30_ 
Dance in gym after the game_ 
Mr. Railsback, in charge of chapel gave a review of the work of the 
housing bureau. 
25 Band concert date set for March 1 5_ 
26 Mr. Allen read an 0. Henry story in chapel. 
Students burning the midnight oil again. Psychologists tell u we shouldn't 
cram, but we've forgotten our psychology! 
27-28 March 1 - Finals - and then - a peaceful week-encl. 
"The vVolves are a free people_" 
MARCH 
4 " \Vhere do we go from here?" Oh ye ! Ask 1r. Langford_ I always for-
get how to regi ter. The freshies are doing pretty well. If they take a 
cour e in registration they may be able to take the place of this year's 
So phs_ 
7 \\' ho are you supposed to be? That certainly i a darling co tume. Who 
are you supposed to be? First cl res rehearsal takes place at 7 :30. 
g Mr. Lord gave us George Eliot's idea of Faith and Reason. 
13 Regular class meetings. A committee was appointed to decide on a date 
for Junior-Senior banquet. 
15 Mr. pooner gave u some good points on the migration of birds. 
Boom! Boom! The band gave their concert and not a foot moved_ The 
Sophs win gym meet. But why wouldn't they with Ida Smith 0:1 their 
team? 
16 From whom did you borrow that beautiful necklace? The girls' formal 
fulfilled our highest hopes. 
Coming events: Minneapolis Symphony Concert, Class Day, Freshman-
Sophomore t:anquet and then Commencement. 
:': * * 
TABLE DON'TS 
1. Don't reach across the table unless you ha \'e at least mw foot on the 
Aoor. Disregarding thi rule is considered un-fair to the other members_ 
2 Don't permit butter patties to fa11 on the Aoor when sliding them across 
the table_ 
3_ Do not leave the ~poon in the cup. To swallow a spoon · s worse than 
a fish bone. 
4_ Do not butter large pieces of bread. It might tempt you to tak~ too 
large a bite_ 
5. Don't rest your arms on the table if its Jegs are weak. 
6. Don't criticize the food during the meal. "Blessed are they which 
hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled_" 
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JOKES 
To Wed Or Not to Wed 
To wed or not to wed, that is the question , 
Whether it is nobler in the mind to suffer 
The jeers and jibes of those outrageous females 
Or to take arms against a sea of loneliness 
And by proposing, end it, to court, to marry. 
To be a bach no more. and by a wedding end 
The " ·orries and the terrible expense that 
A courtier is heir to, 'tis a con umation devoutly 
To be " ·ished . But the dread for what may folio\\· 
Makes us rather bear th ese ill we have 
Than Ay to those we know not of . 
* * * 
"Know why twin beds were designed?" 
"No. W hy?" 
"Onions." 
"You don't moke ?" 
"No." 
* * * 
"You don't drink?" 
"No." 
"By George, I'm coming to see you some time. You must do something." 
* * * Registrar: " arne. please." 
Frosh: "\ Vhose ?" 
* * * 
Parson : "Do you regul arly attend a place of worship?" 
Rex : "Yes, I'm on my way to see her now." 
* * * 
"That girl vou've started going " ·ith is a well-known gold-digger." 
"\Veil. all I've got to say is that she i a darn poor geologist!" 
He: "Please." 
... he : "No." 
He: "Oh, please." 
She: " o." 
* * * Tobacco is a dirty weed, 
I like it! 
It . atisfied no normal need, 
I like it! 
It makes you thin , 
It makes you lean, 
It takes the hair 
Straight off your bean. 
The worst darned stuff 
I've ever seen-
I like it!!!! 
* * * 
He: "Oh please do." 
She : "Positively no." 
He : "Please just this time." 
She: " I said no." 
He: "Aw, Ma, all the other kids are barefooted." 
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Profs is those which : 
Ta lksodam f asttha tyoucan'ttakeanote. 
Spend three quarters of an hour and one box of chalk explaining, and 
then after you have taken four pages of notes tell you it is not important. 
Wear red neckties and horse collars. 
vVait until you're jammed with work and then throw a quiz. 
Think their course is the only one you are taking, and hand out problems 
as if thev were giving away German Marks. 
Te!l vou not to hone for exams l' ecause it will be general and then ask if 
you agree with the statement on page 247. 
Give vou the C's and the other fellow the A's and B's. 
Call t.he roll the clay you cut. 
* * * A freshman girl so quaint and meek, 
Lost her heart to a Sophomore shiek. 
The Sophomore boy, his head in a whirl. 
Made desperate love to a Junior gi rl ; 
And the Junior girl (with a bi~ sedan). 
Fell madly in love with a Senior man. 
But alas. the Senior, so worldly and wild, 
Secretly loved the Freshman chi ld. 
* * * 
"Do you know why they call sai l boats 'she'?" 
"Sure, they make a better showing in the breeze." 
* * * Hopeful ath lete: "I have a chance for the football team." 
Co-ed: "Are they going to rafflP it off?" 
* * * Ding-Dong says that the best thin<; he li kes about a rasketball game is watch-
ing the ludi crous efforts of the referee to swall ow his little tin whistle. 
. * * * 
Mr. Thomas : "The Queen of Spain was .... well, she was ... " 
From the rear: "A sprightly dame was she." 
* * * Gladys Bell: "Oh my clear. You should have seen the hands I held last 
night." 
Mary McKnight: "In bridge, love. or self-defense?" 
* * * Just remember- Love is like a mushroom. You don't know whether it's 
real until it's too late. 
* * * 
"Wassa matter? You look as if you had lost your last friend." 
"It's the work- work. work, work! From morning till night. alla time. 
No rest-nothin' but work!" 
"How long have you been doing it?" 
"I start tomorrow." 
* * * As synonym to antonym, 
As darkness is to light, 
As bovine males to scarlet, 
As morning is to night, 
As Cadillac to flivver, 
As enemy to fr iend, 
As hatred to affection , 
As starting is to end, 
As taller is to shorter, 
As "Flunk" to A or B, 
So am I to my teacher-
And my teacher is to me. 
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BOOKS FOR EVERYO E: 
Madge Foley 
Burl Ives: The Jazz Singer. 
Ida Smith l 
Thelma Gillis 'fhe Wild G es . 
Margaret Odell 
Dode Beneoe 
Judy Tho~as 
Dale Me utt: The Patent Leather Kid. 
The Lantz Sisters: The Children. 
Russell Tripp: The 1an in the Brown Suit. 
Doc Jone : The Man \ Vith the Club Foot. 
Ruel Hall: The Man the Women Loved. 
Stan \ Vassem: Bachelor Husband. 
Mary McKnight: Contrary Mary. 
Leota Armstrona: Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. 
Johnny Powers: The Petter. 
George Rice: Six Feet Four. 
Judie and Dodie: Partners by Chance. 
Bill Rowland: The Hunted \ Voman. 
Chuck Ashmore: Money to Burn. 
Pemberton Hall : The lad House. 
The Senior -Legion of the Condemned. 
Freshmen: The Crowd. 
The Faculty: The Enemy. 
The Main Building: The Mill of Many Windows. 
Exam Week: Dangerous Days. 
Lena Terrell : The Good Bad Girl. 
Kay Conrad: When a Man Loves. 
Mr .. Lord, Miss Ford, Mi s Ewalt and Mis Besteland: The Big Four. 
Bill Carter: Speedy. 
charer Field after Night: "The Garden of Allah. 
Hassburg's Band: "Spoilt Music. 
Charlene Lester: Peacock Feathers. 
Behind the Staircase: The Tryst. 
Andy and Elouise: Love Bound. 
Sophomores: Roads of Doubt. 
Henry Kinsel: The Eternal Lover. 
Stella Pearce: Toward the Flame. 
* * * 
FA YO RITE OCC PA TION 
Mr. Coleman: Blue penciling "Page Pandora". 
Tuck Creamer : Studying. 
Leland Routledge: Making the honor roll. 
t.lr. Lord : Loitering in the hall. 
rchibald Thomasson: Sleeping in cla 
Marsdon Grubb: Paddling pledges. 
Kay Conrad: Getting paddled. 
W. Jenning Jones: Making love. 
The Other Jones: Love making. 
Mr. Taylor: Skipping chapel. 
* * * \Vandering along the road to ruin, the modern lad generally stops to pick a 
few daisies by the way. 
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EW vVAY OF EXPRE SL G IT 
Extract for a term paper written by a boy named Morris for English 44: 
"And there came to me a desire fo r a little cottage, around which roses and little 
Morrisses grow." 
* * * Nice Old Thing-: "Don't you know you houldn't play strip poker?" 
S\Yeet Young Thing: "Oh, it's all right. It isn't gambling. You see, we get 
our clothes back." 
* * * Dorothy: "Your car looks pretty well worn out. 
Davy: " It ought to. It's the sole survivor of four love affairs." 
* * * Faculty meeti ng- Just a little forget together. 
* * * Gilmore : " o gi rl ever made a fool out of me." 
Tuck: "vVho was it then?" 
* * * Mr. Beu: "Any questions?" 
Andy: "Yes, what course is this?" 
* * * Ash : "What's th e charge for this battery?" 
Mechanic: "Three amperes." 
Ash : " H ow much is that in American money?" 
* * * Women's hearts a re smaller than men's. writes a noted phy ician . It 's 
time some one wa finding that out. 
* * * Riley: "Did you hear about Shoulder being t\\'o-thirds married to his gi rl ?" 
Norton : "H ow come?" 
Riley: "Shoulders i willing and so is the preacher. 
* * * Papa: "How did the Players play "The ComedY of Errors?" 
Dehl: "Fine. '0/e put twice as manv errors in it as Shakespeare did." 
* * * Tripp: "May I have the next dance with You? 
Lena : " If you press." 
Tripp : "v\ ait till we start dancing." 
* * * Pem Haller (wiring the boy friend): "\Vill you come down for the Girls' 
Dance next week?" 
B. F. (wiring back): "I'm dead." 
... * * F1·osh: "I 've lea rned my lesson. I'm through with women." 
Senior: " I 've lea rned mine. I'm throug-h saying I'm through with women." 
"What wi ll you have, sir ?" 
"A toasted cheese andwich." 
"On toast, si r?" 
"No, bring it on horseback. . 
* * * 
* * * Imagine how Mr. Spooner felt when out after butterfl ies and a small lad 
asked, "Are you the dog-catcher, mister?" 
* * * 1 r. Thomas: "Why did oah take two of each kind of animal into the 
Ark'" -
Hally : "Becau e he did not believe in the story of the stork." 
* * * Pembertonian: "Why don't you kiss my neck like .•ou used to?" 
Delta L. Sigma: "\ hy don't you wash it like you used to?" 
* * * Jackan: " I think a wheel is coming off." 
Djean: "0. K. with me. I'm kinda tired of that out-of-gas gag myself." 
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Jake: " I hear the Juniors are getting beer hats instead of blazers." 
Ub: "Yeh, they're great . . . keep the foam out of your hair." 
* * * Smitty: "The coach got some new waterproof pants for th e football team 
today." 
Eleanor: "Oh, the big babies." 
* * * Pem Haller: " I don't like your moustache." 
Moustache Clubber: "Well, 'vou don't have to use it fo r a toothbrush." 
. * * * 
Co-ed: "I use lipstick, but I don't need it." 
Brute: ' 'I'll say you don't, a bum road needs no stop signs." 
* * * Mr. Crowe: "The ancients celieved that there were only four elements, earth , 
air, fu·e and water." 
Doc Jones: "Chemistry must have been a snap course ·when you were in 
college." 
* * * Telephone: "Jingle-bang-bang." 
![iss Ford: "Hullo-ullo. Whadya want?" 
Voice: "Is your house on the car line?" 
Miss Ford: "Yes." 
Voice: "Th en ~·ou'd better get it off. The car's coming." 
* * * Mr. Spoone,- r in Hvgiene 21) : "vVhiskev kill s more people than bullets." 
Rutledge: "That's because bullets clon't drink" 
* * * Ruth: "Why don't you put on your slicker?" 
Francis: "I can ' t. I got a rook i!1 one hand and it won't go through the 
sleeve." 
bit." 
* * * Pledge (at dinner table): "Must I eat this egg?" 
Brother: "Absolutely." 
Silence for a time. 
Pledge: "The beak too?" 
* * * RUBAIYAT OF A COLLEGE MAN 
It puzzles me, sitting beneath the tree, 
'And Thou' on my Lap, the Wine in m_v Head , 
\i\Thy. you. jolly Persian of Fancy free, 
\ Vanted the Book of Verses and Loaf of Bread. 
* * * Iceman: "Any ice today?" 
Tsely (frat house manager ): "No thanks. we broke our shaker." 
* * * oph: "vVa it a minute, Dap. I want to go up to the room and wash up a 
Roommate : " ll right. And while you're up there, you might as well 
change my shirt." 
* * * WARBLER'S HALL OF FAME 
Cutest Girl : Miss Me fee. 
Cutest Boy : Mr. Major. 
Worst Fli.rt: Miss Beste!and. 
Worst Flirt: Mr. Crowe. 
Windiest Boy: Mr. Thomas. 
Windiest Girl: Miss F ord. 
Most Conceited Male : Mr. Gi les. 
Most Conceited Female: Miss Ellington. 
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TO A LABORATORY R AT 
Dainty little brute, 
Eye o pink 
Snoot o cute, 
I really think, 
\\ ere you less the rat 
A~d more the ass, 
As sure as scat 
You'd teach the clas 
* * * 
Kermit: "\\'hat have you th ere?" 
Goldie: "Some insect powder." 
Kermit : "H eavens. You ar n't going to commit suicide?" 
* * * 
Latigue: " I want to go west, where the women are tried and found willing." 
* * * 
Miss \Yell er: "\Vho li covered America ?" 
Kensil: "Ohio." 
Mis W.: "You're wrong. I t was Columbus." 
K.: "Yes, I know. But I didn't think it was necessary to gn·e the gentle-
man's fir t name." 
* * * 
Mary : " I \\"aS terribly disappointed in Rue!.' 
Etta : "Didn't he measure down to you r standard ?" 
* * * 
Wasem: "You guys lon't know ho\\· to get along " ·;th fllr. Lord. You 
ought to go in and humor him like I do." 
Hester: "You don't humor him ; you amuse him ." 
* * * 
Mr. Crowe: " \Vhat happens when sodiur.1 is put in water?" 
Deverick: "It gets wet." 
Rice : "Do cats go to heaven ?" 
\ i\faffie: "No." 
* * * 
Rice: "Then where do they get their harp strings?" 
* * * 
lVI r. Schneider : " \ Vho was Eve?" 
Rambo: "The fir st chicken that ever ruined a man 's earden.·· 
* * * 
wk Loving: " I'd go through anything for you." 
Margaret Thompson: "Let 's start with your bank account." 
* * * 
Railscack: '·\\hat i a molecule?" 
J ennings Jones : "'It is something so small that it can't be seen through a 
microbe." 
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THE PEM HALL 
GIRLS 
"They're Mild 
and Yet 
They Satisfy" 
•..•...................................•••• , 
I(AY and 
VIRGINIA 
"Eventually-
Why Not Now?" 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•• ~ 
' "BABIES CRY 
FOR 
WASSEM 
or 
CASTO RIA" 
• 
• 
V erlon Ferguson 
Says 
"It's the Cut 
of Your Clothes 
That Counts" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ruthie Woodard 
for 
"The Man Who Cares" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
BURL IVES 
"NO 
SOX APPEAL" 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• . 
. 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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CROW'S NEST 
* * 
" What a Whale of 
a Difference a Few 
Scents Makes" 
..•...........•...........•...........••... 
,,HASN'T 
SCRATCHED 
YET" 
Christine Jones 
........................................... 
THE GOLD DUST 
• TWINS 
" Mter Dirt" 
Terrell Stephans on 
. . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
NATALIE LANTZ 
DICI( STORY 
* * :;: 
" The Flavor Lasts" 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••• • 
• 
• 
G'EVERY BITE 
A DELIGHT" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
COLLEGE INN 
EATS 
••..••••.••..•.....•........•..•..••••.... 
- SEES ALL -
.. 
- I( OWS ALL -
* * ~-
Wilkin Sims 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••o• o•• •••••••••••••• • • •••••••••••••• •••• •• • •• • •• •••••••~ • • •••••• • • • 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
• . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• . 
• 
LOVE TO TOUCH" 
* * * 
Clara Lee Jackson 
•••••••c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Economical 
T . '' ransportat1on 
Dutch Loving 
. ..........•.............•...•.•.......... 
"BODY 
BY FISHER" 
* * * 
Eleanor Callahan 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• $ 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
"Two Years Ago I 
Couldn't Sing 
a Note" 
Pete Fenoglio 
: ..................••....................•. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
''I(eep That 
School Girl 
: Co111pl . : exlo11 ,, 
. 
. 
• 
: . Weav-er 
; Chlonne 
. ........................................ . 
"TIME TO 
RETIRE" 
• 
Charles Fry 
8 
• 
• 0 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 0 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
0 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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On the trail that thou must treltd 
To the threshold of our dread, 
Where the Flower blossoms red ; 
Through the nights when thou shalt lie 
Prisoned from our Mother-sky, 
H earing us, thy loves, go by; 
In the dawns when thou shalt wake 
To the trail thou canst not break, 
H eartsick for the Jungle's sake : 
Wood and Water, Wind and Tree, 
Wisdom, Strength and Courtesy, 
]zmgle-Favor go with thee 
- Kipling. 
The Only Son lay down again and dreltmed that he dreamed a dream, 
The last ash dropped from the dying fire with the click of a falling spark. 
T h e E nd. 
- Kipling. 
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LENA B. ELLt ' GTON 
Senior Class Advisor 
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Dedication 
As a token of our appreciation for her 
friendly co-operation through our 
high school years as faculty advisor, 
we dedicate this annual to 
Miss Ellington. 
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E MILY R. O RCUTT 
High S chool Pri11 cipnl 
~ (.! - ~~ 
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HIGH SCHOOL STAFF 
James \ . Reynold s ......... . ····----·-·--··--··· Edito:·-in-Chicf 
Frances IIale \ Veir... ___ _______ .. ···-- ... ···--··-·-- -· ··.Litcrar)' 
R u ell Kellam ..... .... ... ............. ···-------Busi::css !I f a11agcr 
Betty Shaffer.. .. .... ...... .. ... -·-·- ... -··· ··-· --·- ---·· ----·--··--S ocicty 
Velda Ti ttle ___ __ __ ____ --· -·-- ·-- - .. . ......... ... -- ·-- ·-·--·.Snapsho ts 
Frances Redman ...... ---- --- ··-- .... -···---·· --·-·· -··---· ... . 1 okes 
\\ 'a yne Th ra ]!___ _____ ___ · ------ --···-- · ·-- --· ····--- · ----- · -·- --· · I I It! etic s 
Fred Foreman. __ _____ ___ -··-------- ---· -- -·--------- ·· ·--·-·- ··--·-·--·-A rt 
Ma urine Swango ......... . .... -·--· .. ... ...... -·-· ·--·· --·-· T)I pist 
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BYRON BF.ST 
CAROLYN 'BROWN 
. M AUR!NF. DAVIS 
H AR RY Dr LLARI> FRED FoR£MAN 
Mn. DR ED H ANOLF.Y R uss~:-:t L K r.u.AM 
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~fiLnRF.n PurLLIPS 
FRAN CF.S RF.IlMAN 
JAM f.S RF.vNot.ns 
~fn.uRF.JJ RussF.I.L llE1'TY SnAFFER 
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HEI.F.N TAYLOR 
EnWARO THOMAS 
\V.H 'N F. THRAll. 
FRANCES HAl. I\ \VF.I R 
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LAST WILL AND TEST AMENT 
We, the Senior Class of Teachers College High School, being of sound ( ?) 
mind and body, do make, publish, and declare this document to be our last will 
and testament. 
After payment of our debts of gratitude to Mis Ellington and Mr. Cole-
man, we give, devise and bequeath all property, real or unreal personal, or imper-
sonal, wheresoever situated, if situated at all, whether in theory or elsewhere, 
to those who are below respectively listed. 
If any of the following are deceased at the time of the reading of this 
document, our will , their wi lled property we hereby will and l::equeath to James 
Reynolds, who will I e under the protection of the sheriff while this will is being 
read. 
We, the Senior Class, hereby wi ll and bequeath: 
To the Faculty, the admirati n and respect of the lo\Yer classes which the 
class of '29 has commanded. 
To the Juniors, the various and assorted "poni es," translations, etc., which 
have so assisted us in our climb to glory. 
To the Sophomores, the wisdom, maturity and achievements with which 
the class of '29 has been blessed. 
To the Freshmen, the modesty and cu lture which has been so notoriously 
outstanding in the famous class of '29. 
\ e, the en ior French Class, bequeath \Vallace Cavins to Miss Johnson 
to perpetuate our memory. 
I , Edward Thomas, bequeath my moustache to Mr. Coleman. in hope that 
between the two of us, we may have one man-sized moustache. 
I, Harry Dillard, bequeath my argumentative powers to Harold Sanders. 
I , Grace Bainbridge, l::equeath my Rat-heeled shoes to Lucille Ennis. 
I , Frances Hale Weir, bequeath my girlish figure to Mary Jane ichols. 
I , Wilfred Brandt, bequeath my perfect football physique to Carroll Herman. 
I. Madge Moore, l::equeath Bi lly Blake to Gale Freeland. 
I James Reynolds, bequeath my altitude to Ervin Paszalek. 
I, Mildred Handley, bequeath my manly stride to Identa Moler. 
I , Fred Foreman, l::equeath my naturally cu rly hair to Frances Irwin. 
I , Louise Bell, bequeath my domineering personality to M. Digby. 
I , Mildred Russell, bequeath my penmanship to Dorothy Winkleblack. 
I , Carolyn Brown, bequeath my blue and green sweaters to Ernestine King. 
We, the Senior Class, bequeath ·wallace Cavins and Wayne Zimmerly to 
the Juniors as examples of our aclventurou spirit. 
-
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CLASS HISTORY 
"Grandmother, please tell us a story," begged a bright-eyed lad , one of a 
group of children sitting about a glowing fireplace. The kind white-hairf!d old 
lady laugh ed, and said in a gentle voice, "Goodness ! What a chi ld! I'm afraid 
I've told you all my stories. But I'll tell you ! S ince you're all Freshmen, and 
about to enter your first year of High School why not listen to the tale of my 
High School life. Maybe you can learn a thing or two." 
"Just the thing!" exclaimed a studious-appearing girl. "That would help 
a lot." 
"Well ," began grandmother, in her v.reet voice, "My Freshman yea r was 
one of the very nicest. Everything was so different, and relieved the drudgery 
in th e grades and all the monotony. In the first place, we were allowed to sit 
in the opera chairs in chapel. That was one of the biggest events of the yea r. 
How dignified we felt, and how the other classes smil ed a they passed us. Our 
class always assembled in room stx. O ne night we gave a party for ourselves, 
and it , on the whole, was quite successful, considering th fact that it was th e 
first party we had ever given." 
"Did you have anymore parties," inquired a gay, curly-headed girl. "My. 
yes, I believe we did. But it was for th e whole High School. There were sev-
eral drawbacks in that year, though. Goodne s only knows that the path wasn't 
always strewn with roses in the form of parties and chapel privileges. There 
were always so many 'Don'ts ' poking their heads about corners at us, and laugh-
ing at us when we didn't mind them. 'Don't walk in such an unbusiness- like 
manner,' 'Don't get away from Room six,' 'Don't loiter in the halls,' 'Don't waste 
your time in study periods,' and all kinds of 'Don'ts.' More than once a scared 
quaking beginnet- held mysterious council with the Faculty because he had not 
recognized a misch ievous 'Don t'." 
Then came our Soph.omo t-e year. This was marked by the initiation of th e 
ex-Freshies into Room 29. Now, at last, did we feel that we were indeed a part 
of the real T. C. H. S. We certainly had some great times in that assembly. 
One Saturday night , I believe, yes, I know that the date was April the ninth, we 
gave a party. Th e gymnasium was all decorated in green and white. Not long 
after that, we all went to \Vilson's woods for our weiner roast. That was a 
big success, too. 
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"Our Junior year was especially noted for the Junior- enior Banquet. The 
mind of many an industriou student wa painstakingly racked for elaborate 
plans with which to enterta in th ose dignified S ni ors. But it was worth it, even 
th e Seniors admitted that. We had a lovely banquet in th e dining room of P em-
berton Hall , and th en we went clown to the decorated gym and danced. My! 
Those were the g reat days ! Oh. yes! I forgot to tell you that at the first of 
the year we had a weiner roa t at Hall' Ford. 
"Didn't you ha e any class day, grandmother?" a ked the lad first mentioned. 
" o," repli c1 the lady am u ecl ly. "The Juniors and Senior never could 
agree as to that. Th ere was always something to quarrel over. o we just 
let th e matter drop, and , conseq uently, had no class day. 
" Then came our great old enior year. We had the h nor of being looked 
up to as the highe t class in High chool. We gave something to athl eti cs, too. 
Football claimed Harry Dillard Eugene Reed and \ ayne Thrall a among our 
be t who helped u win from C. H. S., our ch ief rival. on Thanksgiving Day. 
Th n as usual we played C. H. ·. twice in basketball. The fir st game was 
played on our floor. They won. But when we played on their floor and all 
our first team was p resent, we teat them, yes, sir- 23 to 17. It was a great 
game. H a rrv Dillard was th e sta r. Th e basketball team as a whole had quite 
a O'Ood yea r and we were p roud of th em. 
"At the first of the year we enjoyed a Hamburger Fry at Rainbow Inn. 
Mr. \Vaffl e and 1iss J ohnson were our chaperones. \ Ve had more of a good 
time at this outing than at any other picnic. Then I had to quit school. That 
was the most memorable sacrifice I ever made. But mother was o ill most 
of the time. that I had to stay with her continually. When I left school, the 
cnio rs we:·e io.··fu ll y anticipating Class Day and the Junior- eni or Banquet) 
a well as a success ful season in basket] all and track. T. C. H. S. has been 
the setting for th e most enjoyabl year of my li fe. Those were the years that 
rea lly coun ted and I give to you Freshmen, my best wishes for a profitable 
four years of High School." 
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CLASS OFFICERS 
1925-1926 
President ___ ____ __________ __ ____ ____ ____ _______ Clara Florence Barnes 
Vice Presiden t ________ ___ ___ __ ___ _______ ____ ____ __ ___ __ __ Dorothy Hite 
S ecretary ____ __ _________________ __ __ __ _____ __ ----------- -- --------- Grace Tee! 
Treasurer ___ __ ____________ -------- -- ------- ________________ \ IV a !lace Cavins 
Sergeant-at-A r 111 s ___________ _______ _____ ___ _____ ___ E d wa rei Thomas 
S I ud cnt C ow1ciL ________________ __________ __ ______ ___ _ France Brown 
Slude11t Board of Coll lro/ ____ lncz wty Russell Kellam 
1926-1927 
P1·esid en I _________________ __________ _____ _______ ___ __ F ranees Hale 'vVeir 
Vice President ______ __________ __ __________ __ __________ Eclwarcl Thoma 
Secretary _______________________ ________________________ _ F ranees Reel man 
Trea::urer _________ _______________ ______ ______________________ Dorothy Giffin 
Sergeant-at-Arms __ _____________________ ___ ____ ___ _____ Ernest Craven 
Student C ouncil___ _____ __ ___ ___________________________ ____ __ Grace Teet 
Student Board of Control___ __ ___ l Elizabeth Rutherford 
l Donald Bacon 
1927-1928 
President·--- ------- --------------- --- --- --- --------- ------1 ames Reynolds 
Vice President ____ _________ __________________ _____ __ Wayne Zimmerly 
Secretary _______ __ ____ __ ____ _____________ _________ ___ p ranees Hale 'vVei r 
Treasurer ______________________________ _________________ ___ Russell Kel lam 
S ergeant-at-Arms __________________________ ___ _________ Wayne Thrall 
Student C mmcil ___________ ___ __________ ______________ _ .Russell Kellam 
Student Board of Control___ _____________ _____ {Grace Stanley 
Eugene Reed 
1928-1929 
Presidellt __________________________________ ~--- - -- - ----------Rus ell Kel lam 
Vice P1·eside nt __________ __________________________ ___ _____ \/11 ayne Th rail 
S ecretary __________________________________ _____ ____ _________________ Grace T ee! 
Treasurer _______ _____________________________________________ Donalcl Bacon 
Sergeant-at- A r ms _________ ___________________ ___ ___ Ed ward Thoma 
Student C ounci/ ___________ _______________________ ________ Betty Shaffer 
Student Bourd of CoutroL ____________ __ {Wilfred Rrandt 
Madge Moore 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
OFFICERS 
President ______________ ___ ______________________________ __ _ Dorothy Taylor 
Vice President ________________________________ ________ ________ J ohn \ yeth 
Treasur.;r _______ __ _____ , ____________ __ ____________________ _____ Susie Phipps 
S ecretar')'-------------------------------------------- -------- -- --J ean Moody 
S ergea n 1-a t-Ar 111 s _____ ____ ____ ____ ____________ ____ ___ ________ Glen Titus 
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Evelyn elkins 
Phyllis Adkins 
Charles Alberts 
Dessie Andres 
William Bails 
Dorothy Baird 
Marjorie Baker 
William Blake 
Hazel Burnes 
Mareese Carroll 
Verna Clark 
Maxine Cook 
Harold Cottingham 
Harold Craig 
Beulah Deverick 
Gerry Jane Dudley 
Gayle Freeland 
Helen Freeland 
John Ga iser 
I vel Gilbert 
Robert Gillespie 
Ruth Goodman 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Maro-aret Gwin 
Evelyn Hallowell 
Josephine Hampton 
Kenneth Hanley 
Robert Hanley 
Mahala Hoseney 
Howard Hutton 
James Iknayan 
Carlo Ingram 
Margaret Irwin 
Russell James 
Helen Johns 
Robert Myers 
Mary Jane Nichol 
Ervin Paszalek 
Irene Petty 
Lura Poll ard 
ngeline Rennels 
Donald Replogle 
Ronald Replogle 
Mary Frances chuetz 
Charles Scott 
Pauline Shafer 
Francis Sims 
Irma Johnson Ruth Smith 
Faye Jones E leanor Stallings 
Grace Livingston Thomas Stoddert 
Mary Loretta McCarthy Margarette Stump 
Jack McClelland Harriett Teel 
Richard Mcintyre Glenn Varner 
Raymond McMorris Beatrice Widger 
Maxine Michaels Irma \Vinkleblack 
James 1illage 
Harold Molenhoff 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS 
OFFICERS 
President ____ ___ _____ __ ____ ____ __ ____ ___ ___ _____________ ____ ____ _ Harriet T ee 1 
Vic e PresidenL.---------- ---- ------------------- -- -1 ack McClelland 
S ecretary ____ __ ___________ __ _______ ____ ___ ___ Ma ry Loretta McCarthy 
Treasurer ____ ___ _______ _____ ___ __ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ______ ___ _ Helen Freeland 
S ergea11 t-at-A rms __ _____ ---- ----- ---- --- -------____ _ .Howard Hutton 
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Evelyn Armstrong 
ema Bennett 
Lois Birch 
Pau l Birthisel 
Charles Burnes 
E lmer Cavins 
Ethel Cla rk 
Ruty Coleman 
M erie Cottingham 
Pau l Cutler 
Kenneth Davis 
Helen Devinney 
Marjorie Digby 
Dorothy Anne Dudley 
Lucille Ennis 
Kathryn Ferbrache 
Harriett Fergu on 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
1arjorie G:lllnaway 
Juanita Gillespie 
Florence Harlan 
Evelyn Harwood 
Gerald Hedges 
Carrol Herman 
John Huffman 
Frances Irwin 
X.. 
Gladys James 
Ernestine King 
Gertrude Lan~ 
\Vi lliam Level 
Harold Marker 
Ruth Markwell 
Gwendolyn McCallister 
Gene McCoy 
J hn McMullen 
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I denta 1oler 
Jean Moody 
u ie Phipps 
Max Pinnell 
Mary Retmels 
Ruth Rodgers 
Harold Sanders 
Claude Scott 
Louise Sti llions 
Dorothy Taylor 
Glen Titus 
Florence Walker 
Alberta Waters 
Dorothy Winkleblack 
Mary Jane \Vright 
John Wyeth 
v ayne Zimmerly 
NINTH GRADE 
OFFICERS 
Presidenf __ ______ ___ ___________________________ __ ______ ____ _ .Lucille Thomas 
Vice Presidenf ______________________________________________ Donald eal 
Secret ar)'- -- --- -------------- ----------- ----------- ---__________ J rma Dennis 
Treasurer _____ _______ ________ __ ____________________ Th omas Chamberlin 
S erg eant -al -/1 rms __ ___ _________ ________ _____ __________ George Wyeth 
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NINTH GRADE 
William Abernathy Mildred Gillespie Virginia Rennels 
Agnes Adams Ernest Goodman George Reynolds 
Orla Adams Crayton Heinlein Martha Roberts 
Robert Armstrong Velma Howard Esther Shuberts 
Mary Baker Eura Hutton Dorothy Smith 
Hazel Best Mae Ingram Robert Smith 
Arnold Brown Mary Inman Mary Sollars 
Helen Chamberlain Mary James Thelma Stoner 
Thomas Chamberlin Futh Johns Charlotte Teeple 
Juanita Cochran Jack Kincaid Mary Tefft 
Herschel Cole John King Lucille Thomas 
Evelyn Cox Iva Lovall Reta Tinsman 
Albert Dawson Nelson Lowry Bernice Waltrip 
Irma Dennis George Milliner Harvey Weaver 
Dorothy Dice Herman Monts Max White 
Arthur Dooly Donald Neal Jean Widger 
Daisy Dooly Morgan Pattison Harry Winkleblack 
Irma Edwards ellie Phipps Florence Wood 
Stanley Furry Richard Popham James Wright 
Aileen Gilbert John Rains George Wyeth 
!1Ulll£S ------
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THE TUDENT BOARD OF CONTROL 
This year mark the ending of the sixth year of active service by the High 
School Student Board of Control. During this time it has taken on several new 
and useful clutie . Besides continuing its work in discipline, this year, the rgan-
ization has sponsored several all - High School parties, given letters to T. C. 
ath letes, manage I a dan cing class , and promoted activities in the High School. 
The party of th l•all term was quite successful, having more High chool 
students pre ent than any oth er a ll - High chool party of the last few years. 
The dancing class , held at 3 :30 every Saturday afternoon , wa al o quit 
successful. ince the High ch ool wa badly in need of dancer at partie , thi 
came at an opportune tim . It was so popular that over seventy-five igned for it. 
FFICERS 
FIR T H ALF OF YEAR 
Presidc111 ...................................................................................... John Vvyeth 
Vice-Prcsidr11/ ............................ ................. ....................... Florence 'vValker 
S ecretary-Treasarcr .. .......................................... ............ ... }.Iargaret Gwin 
SECOND HALF OF YEAR 
1 residr11/ ................................................................. ............... Wal lace Cavins 
Vice-Prcsidl' lll ........................ .......................................... F lorence V\la lker 
S ecrelary-T rca.mrcr ............... ............................................. Florence W ood 
MEMBERS 
FIRST H LF OF YE R 
Prcshmeii-
Les li e Dawson 
Florence Wood 
So ph olll orcs-
}.[ argaret r rwin 
J ohn Gai ser 
fuHi ors-
Florence \ Valker 
J ohn 'Nyeth 
S clliors-
\Iaclge (oo rc 
\Vii fred Brandt 
Preslull en-
Louis Reynolds 
F lo1·cnce Wood 
SECO D HALF OF YEAR 
S oph o'lll o·rcs-
1\[ ary Schultz 
John Gai se r 
1-twiors-
Florcncc Walker 
V\lallace Cavins· 
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S clliors-
}.[ adge 1J oo rc 
Wi lfr <' d Brandt 
THE BOYS' THUMB TACK CLUB 
The Boys' 'l'humb Tack Club, in its first but highl y successful year, has 
accomplished a great deal. A ll of the club members, working with perfect 
harmony and co-operation, succee led not on ly in making life miserable for a ll 
and sundry, but also contributed largely toward impressing upon each and every 
member of the High School faculty and tudent body the highly desirable habi t 
of inspecting their eat before using them. Various persons have expressed 
the idea that the organization be continued. 
Mr. Coleman, faculty advisor, li ved up to his title and worked hard for the 
glory of the club. H e actually became so attached to several of the officers that 
he could not bear to have them out of his sight and gave them seats close to his 
desk, thus surrounding himself in an in piring atmosphere of culture and dignity. 
After the election of officers. at the club's fir t meeting, a committee was 
appointed to draw up th e constitution. t later mee tings various and new tortures 
were discussed and money appropriated for upplies. 
To become · a member of the club, one had to demonstrate at least pas ing 
ability in plac:ng weapons where they did the most good. The initiation consisted 
in placing eight penny nails in th facu lty ats without getting caught. Only a 
favored few su rvived thi ordeal. 
The club was responsible for a number of social fetes, among which were 
the Bent Pin Reception a nd th e Thumb Tack Christmas Formal. The great event 
of the social season was the Hob-Nai l Banquet. at which the club presented a 
h and-crocheted railr ad spike t o President CaYins for o utstanding talent and 
notoriety. 
OFFICERS 
Faculty ,. /dvisor-·-·-------------·----·-----------------·-Mr . Coleman 
President-·-- -- -- -·----- ·---------··----·-----·------ ----· _\A/ all ace Cavins 
Vic e-Pn:sidenL--··----------·-----------··--------.-James Reynolds 
Scc1'elm·y of Supplic.;-___________________ _____ ___ _ Russell Kellam 
First Assista11t Tacl~ Placcr ________ __ __ ________ Fred Foreman 
Publicity il l aHagcr _________ ____ ____ ______ __ _________________ Byron Best 
S e ntin c! --------------------------------------------------------Wayne Th rail 
Sprinting C oach _________ ___ ___________________________ ___ Eugene Reed 
Business M anager ________________________________ ______ ____ Paul Cutler 
Victims __ ____ : _____________________________________ R est of High Sr.hool 
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GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
'rhe Girls' Glee Club, under the direction of Miss Hanson, has been very 
successful this year. It started th year with on ly a few members, but these were 
so enthu ia tic that enough new members were brought in to make a total of 
twenty-three. Marjorie Digby was elected president and during her absence in 
tl1e Winter term Mildred Russell filled the position. Dorothy Winkleblack and 
Ruth Lippincott were secretary and treasurer, respectively. The club made its 
first appearance at the Christmas party given by the Footlights Club, and ha 
sung in public several times since then. A new custom was started of adding 
social activ iti es, uch as theater parties and matinee dances, to the regular work. 
This proved advantageous in all ways. As the Warbler went to pres the girls 
were working faithfully on "The Green Cathedral," the song th ey intend to 
sing in the Eastern Illinois H ig h School League meet. 
-IS! -
MEMBERS 
Marjorie Digby !Ietty Shaff ·r 
M il d red B ussell Mary Jane Nichols 
Ruth L ippincott Evelyn l larwood 
Dorothy Winkleblack L i Birch 
Mi ldred Philip (pianist) Ruth Smith 
Erne tine Yin largar ·t Gwin 
Velda Tittle F lorence ll arlan 
Marjorie Gannaway aylc Fn:e lantl 
GIRL ' E . TETTE 
Dorothy Anne Dudley 
Mabel Still ions 
E leanor Stall ings 
Mary L. McCarthy 
fi lch-ed Handley 
Iclenta Moler 
Evelyn Hallowell 
The sextette is a new orgar:i::alion in T. C. this year and it is 1 roving a big 
success. It is a sextette in nzme nly, as it now consists of eight members. The 
first public appearance was at a convention at the First Christian Church of 
Charle ton. Much prai se is clue this organization, as they have worked faithfu ll y 
and hard to represent the Hi h School and show it spirit . 
The members arc: Mi 1drecl l< usse! I, D rothy Winkleblack, Ruth Lippincott, 
Ernestine King, Flor nc Harlan, Mahala Hoseny , Velda Tittle, and Marjorie 
Ganaway, with Mi s Hans n director. 
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FOOTLIGHTS CLUB 
One ofT. C.'s pet chi ldren is the Footlights Club. It is a dramatic organiza-
tion which was organized arly in the school year '28-'29. High enthusiasm ha 
been shown from the first, and it is now the largest organization in the High 
School, having a member hip of sixty. The meetings have been interesting and 
for the most part wi lling co-op ration has made work easy and pleasant. The 
Christmas meeting was in the form of a High School party given jointly by the 
Fo0tlights Club and th Student Board of Control. The play "The Christmas 
Child Come In" was pre ented. As the Warbler went to press the club was 
planning another open meeting sometime in the Spring term. A class in make-up 
and one in public speaking were launched by the club. Miss Orcutt, faculty 
advisor, has been invaluable, and the players have been most generous with their 
assistance. 
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 
President _________ ........................................ . Ruth L ippincott 
Vice-President... .......................... . Dorothy Anne Dudley 
Treas1trer ...................................................... Eugene Reed 
S ecre tary .................................... .................... S usie Phipps 
S ergcant-at-Arms .................................. Wayne Zimmerly 
A bscntee C om111itt ee .......... .................... Frances Redman 
C ostnme C o111mittee ................................ Mildred Russell 
Stage Com mittec .......................................... Harold Craig 
Stage Pro pertics.. .............................. Gerry Jane Dudley 
Back Stage Boy ............................................ Jack Kincade 
{
Frances Hale Weir 
Assistant Directors.. ..................... - Velda Tittle 
R uth Lippincott 
Lights ltf mwger ........................ .................. Harry Dillard 
Historian __ _________ -------------------------------- .. ---------------Grace Teel 
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CLASS DAY OF 1928 
Afte r a rather healed argument as lo how lass Day should be conducted. 
the class of '29 politely gave way lo the Seniors and here is a play by play account 
of that momentous day. 
The Seniors started off with a 1 ang l make a clean sweep of the tiddledy-
wink contest and to score six points. Rus ell Biggs took first place, with Carlos 
Cutler a close second. ln spite of thi handicap, the class of '29 came back trong 
in the second event of the day. th · fifty-yard kicldy-car race, and Donald Bacon 
scooted in for fir t plac and everla ling fame. Immediately following this came 
the big baseball game, which was forfeited to the Seniors although it was only 
the first inning and the Junior were leading by 87 to 0. The game was given 
to the Seniors l· ecau lh Juni r lo t too many balls in their home run hitting. 
Maurice Moler was the turdy ~enior pitcher and the o::~ly reason he wasn't 
"knocked out of the box" was l';ecau e he wasn't in one. James Reynolds, \ ,Y ayne 
Thrall and Edward Thomas easily took the fifty-yard clash in the fast time of 
15 minutes, while Harland Baird , the only enior entry, hasn't shown up yet. The 
score was then tied at 0 to 0 and the victory went to the winner in the all -important 
crocheting contest . Rus ell Kellam pul up a gallant fight for '29, but was easi ly 
defeated and thoroughly outclassed by Ilarlancl Baird and Lyle Henderson, who 
hand-crocheted five railroad tie with one hand tiedl-ehind their backs whi le hold-
ing a fifty-pound cake of ice in the other. This gav the Seniors the victory which 
they well deserved and the anci nt and h no;·able right to wear red flannel B.V.D. 
on the Fourth of July. 
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SOCIAL EVENTS 
JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET, 1928 
The class of '29 entertained the cla s of '28 in a banquet Saturday evening, 
Apri l 22, 1928, that w ll deserved the title of an outstanding social event in the 
history of the High ch ol. delightful banquet, unusually good speeches, a 
clever one-act play after the banquet, dancing and card playing in the gymnasium, 
and a flash-light picture taken for the 1929 Warbler- these are some of the fea-
tures which erved to make the even ing one which will be long remembered by 
Juniors and Seniors. 
The banquet was held in Pemberton Hall, several under-grade girls serving. 
Russell Kellam, toastma ter, performed as a veteran in introducing th e speakers . 
James R eynolds leli vered the add ress of welcome, and Harland Baird responded 
for the Seniors. Mr. Coleman and Mr. Hughes, facu lty advisors of the Senior 
and Junior classes r sp ctively, made predictions concerning class day in their 
addresses. A one-act play was presented in the parlor by the Juniors, afterwards, 
with Harry Dillard playing hi s role in a way that delighted everyone. 
The scene of festivit ies moved to the gymnas ium, decorated for the occasion 
in a manner that ha truly seldom been equalled . The east section of the gym-
nasium was reserved fo r card p ~ ay ing, and was set off by a curtain of crepe paper. 
Sanders' Orchestra furnished the music for the many couples dancing. Juniors 
and Seniors alike voted it a most success ful evening. The chaperones were Mr. 
and Mrs. C. H. oleman, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Waffle, Mr. and Mrs. W . P. 
Hughes, Miss Ellington , Miss Danie's, and Mr. H. DeF. Widger. 
ALL-HIGH SCHOOL PARTY 
On Saturday, November 19, a large crowd was present at one of the most 
successful High chool parties in year . The gymnasium was tastefully decorated 
in the High School colors, blue and gold. Dancing and cards were th e main 
diversions, with music furni shed by High School students. Later in th e evening 
punch and Eskimo pies wer served, Mr. Coleman carrying off the honors in the 
Eskimo pi e eating contest. Faculty members present were Miss Orcutt, Miss 
E ll ington , Miss Regan, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman, and Mr. and Mrs. Waffle. 
SENIOR HAMBURGER FRY 
A lth ough only a few were present at the Senior Hamburger Fry on Wednes-
day evening, October 24, 1928, those attending had an enjoyable time. The pic-
nickers rode out to the Rainbow Inn about 6 o'clock A fire was soon tarted 
and th e hamburger fr i d. ther refreshments, served in large proportions, were 
marshmallows, doughnuts and pop. Mr. Waffle and Miss Johnson were the 
chaperones. 
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SOPHOM. RE CLA S PARTY 
Saturday evening, January 26, 1929, about o'clock, the gymnasiUm was 
well-fill ed with merry-makers, in lucling Miss rcutt and the faculty advisors , 
Miss Neal and Mr. Waffle. The gym was deco rated with blue and white crepe 
paper, a section being divided off for card 1 'ay ing. Dancing started immediately, 
with balloons given a fav rs. Punch wa served later. 
During the evening Robert Myer played tw piano selections, and Mis 
Orcutt gave a delightful reading. The party broke up at 11 o'clock, with the 
guests fee ling that the first ophomore activity of the year had ceen a great 
success. 
FRE l-IMA PARTY 
The peppy Freshman clas gave it first party in the ninth grade room 
Thursday evening, February 2R. The room was tastefully decorated in High 
School colors as an apJ ropriate setting for the fun that ensued. A program 
offering guitar music, a play and tunts was presented. Games and charade 
followed until 10 o'clock, when the refreshments were served. Sherbet and cake, 
also candy, were eaten to the tune of the uninvited ophomer pounding on the 
windows. Shortly after the party broke up with one and a ll voting it a success-
ful evening. The chaperones wer • Mi s Regan, fi Carman, and Mr. Cavin . 
MYSELF 
I have to li ve with myself and so 
I want to ee fit for myself to know. 
T want to be ab!e as th · days go by 
Always to look myse lf traight in the eye. 
I d n't want to stand with the setting sun 
And hate myself for the things I've done; 
I don't want t keep n a closet shelf 
A lot of ecret about myself, 
And foo l my elf , a I come and go 
Into thinking that cobocly else will know 
The kind of person l r ·ally am. 
I don't want to cover myself with sham, 
I want to go out with my head erect, 
I want to de erve the world's respect, 
nd in thi truggle for fame and pelf 
I want to be able t like my elf: 
For I can never hide myself from me. 
I see what oth r can never see; 
I know what oth ers can never know; 
I never can f ol myself - and so 
What ev r happens I want to be 
elf-resp cting and conscience free . 
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Most of the family were at the parlor window watching the school band go 
by. Suddenly the mother turned to her daughter. "vVhere is yom auntie?" 
"1.Jpstairs," came the reply, "waving het· hair." 
"Mercy," exclaimed the mother, "can't we afford a flag?" 
* * * 
"Most people would succeed 111 small things if they were not troubled with 
great ambitions." 
* * * 
Miss E llington: "Give me an historical example of inappropri ate action." 
Paul Brown: "When Rome was burning, ero played the fidd le when he 
should have been playing the hose." 
* * * 
A Pem Hall girl writes home to her parents: "I am sure having a busy time. 
I am going to Sunday school. dancing school, writing school and school." Surely 
she's well schooled. 
DISTINGUISHED HIGH SCHOOL MEMBERS 
Popular girl- Frances Hale Weir. 
Popular boy-Harold Craig. 
Prettiest girl-Betty Shaffer. 
Best looking boy-Wayne Zimmerly. 
Most bashful person-John vVyeth. 
Biggest flirt-Mary Jane ichols. 
Person with best " line"-Wayne Thrall. 
\Vitti est person-James R eynolds. 
_Most popular faculty member-Miss Orcutt. 
These members of th e High School were elected by popular vote in a general 
assembly period. More than two hundred votes were cast, which thus makes the 
choice a popular one. 
* * * 
Chicago Judge: "Going sixty miles an hour, huh?" 
Gangster: "Had to, Judge; it was a stolen car.' 
Chicago Judge: "Case dismissed." 
* * * 
Miss Brown: "\Vhy is English called the Mother Tongue?" 
Harry Di llard: 'Because father never gets a chance to use it." 
* * * 
Wayne Zimmerly: "Hey, Gene, got a thumb tack?" 
Reed: " o, but I've got a finger nail." 
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THE IDEAL HIGH SCHOOL GIRL 
Teeth li ke _________________________ ___________________________________________________ F ranees Hale VI/ ei r 
Eyes like ________________________________________________________________________________________ Betty Shaffer 
Hair like ____________________________________________________________________________ Marjorie Gannaway 
Lips like __________________________________________________________________________________________ Susie Phipps 
Complexion like ________ __________________ ______ ______________________ _________________ __ _ Gertrude Lane 
Smile like________________________ _______________ ____ _______ __________ ___________________ ngeline Rennels 
Figure like ______ ___ ___________________________ ______________ __ __________ ___________ __________ _ Betty Shaffer 
Legs I ike _______________________ --------- ______________________ __ __________________________________ v elda Tittle 
Disposition like _____ ___________________ __________________ ____ ____________ __ ______________ ________ Grace Tee! 
W a! k I ike ____ _____ _______ __________ __________ ------------ -- --------------------- _______________ Gladys James 
Pep like ........ -- ---------------------- --- -- ---------------------------------Ma ry Loretta McCarthy 
Dignity like _______ _____ __ ____________________ __ _________________________________ _________ Mildred Phillips 
Dances like ____ _____________ ________________ _______ ___ ____________________________ _________ Marjorie Digby 
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Left to right: 
Back row-Zimmerly (manager), Beu (coach), Milliner, Albert, Myers. M cCoy, Patter-
son, Level, D. Replogle, bernathy, Kellam, R. Replogle, Wyeth. 
Middle ro\\'-Gaiser, Stillion , Burnes. Marker. Stoddert, Rain . eal, Bails, Cole, Blake, 
Rogers. 
Front rO\Y-lngram, Reed. Cavins. McMorr is, Herman. Di ll ard. Craig (captain), Titus. 
Scott, Hedge , Hutton . 
FOOTBALL 
THE 1928 FOOTBALL SCORES 
T . C ......................... 0 Effingham ...................... 0 H ere 
T. C ......................... 6 T uscola ......................... .27 There 
T. C ......................... 6 Shelbyville .................... 0 Here 
T. C ......................... 0 Newton ......................... .21 T here 
T. C ........................ . 0 Paris .............................. 6 Here 
T. C ....... .................. 0 Casey .............................. 8 There 
T. C ........................ .26 Charleston ...................... 0 There 
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REVIEW OF GAMES 
After two weeks and a half of hard practice, the Teachers College High 
School football team played their first game at home Saturday Septembe1' 29, 
with th e hard-hitting Effingham eleven. T. C. looked goo:!, espec:a lly on defense. 
There were nul}lerous passe , some of whi ch were comp:eted, but Rogers, Titus 
and D illard were, on the ·whole, qu ite successfu l in breaking them up. Craig, 
center, and Scott and Herman , gian t tackle rs. ja rred Effingham ball -carri ers 
repeated ly and were la rgely resp1nsible fo r the 0-0 score. Titus a lso played a 
hang-up game both on defense and offense. 
On October 13 T eachers High journeyed to Tuscola , where a hard game was 
expected. It was. T. C. p layed a p or game, but made seven first downs to Tus-
cola's sixteen in doing so. Tuscola's end run ::; were almo t perfect and were very 
hard to top. The feature of the game came soon in the second half when Cavins, 
right end. scooped up a fumble and ran sixty-five ya rds forT. C.'s only touchdown. 
Titus, as usua l, played a consistent game. H is p ~mts saved T . C. several times and 
his passes were also accurate. The fina l score wa 27 to 6. 
Two weeks la ter, on October 27, T. C. went to helhyville a n I beat them 
(j to 0. T. C. was a t least three touchdowns tetter than Shelbyville. At no time 
did Shelbyv ill e threaten the T . C. goa l line. H edg s, R eplogle, and Cavi ns showed 
much improvement on their defense. Craig al so d id well at fullback , that being 
his first trial. Rogers tore off forty-t \\"0 yards in se en pla) s. Ingram, Herman 
and Scott also showed up well. 
On November 3, a very disagreeab le, wet, chilling day. Newton came to 
Charleston and took the bacon home with th em by th core of 21 to 0. H onors 
were divided evenl y the first half, but whi le T. C. weakened in the last half, after 
Craig' injury, Newton seemed to strengthen. Their repeated drives through our 
weakened line gave th em three touchdowns. 
O n Monday, ovember 12, whi le Charleston celebrated A rmisti ce Day, T. C. 
had another unlucky break. Paris came to our field and beat us 6 to 0. They got 
it on a pass on the fourth down. The two teams were evenly matched if T. C. 
didn't have a little the better of the argument. The fast T. C. backfield galloped 
through the Tigers' line for consi tent gains, although the ba ll was never within 
ten ya rds of the Pari goal line. s far as comparative playing went, the two 
teams should have fought to a scoreless tie. Herman, sta r tackle fo r the Blue and 
' Gold, made a heavy impress ion upon many playe rs in the Pari s outfi t. As Paris 
had a perfect season the feat of Coach Beu's men of holding her to six points 
gave us a great deal of encouragement for the big game Charleston two weeks off. 
For the second time the Beu-men were beaten by rain , falling to Casey on 
Saturday, November 17. The field stood in water two to four inches deep and as 
we had neither ducks nor fish on our team we were unable to score. The back-
field swam through the line for many good gain and on one occasion Rogers 
rowed swiftly around the end for fifty yards and could easi ly have had a touch-
down early in the game but his boat must have sprung a leak because he was 
said to have touched the line. The Casey navy won the game by blocking a punt 
with their oars for a safety and two points. Towat·d the end of the game the 
Casey dreadnaughts paddled through "shipping lanes" in the T. C. line for a 
touchdown. 
The big classic between the fighting Charleston teams took place on Turkey 
Day, November 29. It could not te called a slaughter, so we'll call it a massacre. 
In the second quarter Captain Craig rode his bicycle through the Charleston line 
for a touchdown and Dillard crawled between Charleston's legs for the extra point 
while the Crimson was confidently waiting to intercept a pass. A. few minutes later 
Titus got tired of holding the ball so he tossed it to Cavins, who galloped the re-
mainder of the journey to the Crimson's goal line. 
At this point the game developed into a track meet where Cavins carried off 
the honors with his sixty-five yard dash for a touchdown. To top this off Craig 
slipped through eleven Charleston tackles for the extra point. For some reason or 
other Charleston thought they could pass, so they did- and T. C. made another 
touchdown. Charleston was saved from further slaughter by the gun, which went 
off three minutes too soon with the ball in possession of T. C. with only a yard to 
another touchdown. 
Games won 
Games tied 
Games lost 
··· ······································· ····················· ··· ·· 2 
.......................................................... .......... 1 
4 
Total T. C. score ............. ... ................ ......................... . 3R 
Total opponents' score ......... ........ ........ ........... .......... .. 62 
Touchdowns ................ Cavins, 3; Rogers, 1 ; Craig, 2 
Points aftet· touchdown ................ Dillard, 1 ; Craig, 
PERSONNEL OF THE SQUAD 
Wyeth, a Junior, was a useful man for his fir t season out. He was a good 
man on the receiving end of a pass, could punt well, and developed into an end 
who was hard to get around. He should make Zimm.erly, a veteran end, work 
next year. 
Carroll Herman, also a Junior, was a tower of strength a tackle in the line; 
he opened huge holes for off-tackle smashes, and often did more than his share 
in topping oppo ing backfield men. He also was one of the two men on the third 
Central Illinois High School All-Star team. It is lucky he wi ll be back next year, 
for hi s loss would be keen ly felt. 
Ingram, another Junior, although an inconsi tent player, showed signs of foot-
ball intelligence at times. He could l::e a valuable guard if he would try harder and 
do as he was told . 
Hutton showed more improvement than any other player. He first wa shifted 
around in the li ne about any place until Craig was shifted to fu llback. He, Hutton, 
then proceeded to fill Craig' place at center very satisfactoril y. He should make a 
great man next yea r. 
Scotty, finally getting eligibl e last yea r, got hard about it and the opponents 
suffered. For so large a player , he was surprisingly fast and a tackler who oppos-
ing ball-carriers avoided once he had tackled them. He was a hard, con istent, 
fighting guard. 
Raymond McMoriss tried to fill his brother's position at right tackle. He was 
not the player Rex was, but he will undoubted ly develop. He improved a lot this 
year and in certain games distinguished himself by throwing the opposing offense 
for several losses. 
Gerald Hedges, another one of those Juniors, came out for the first time and 
showed people he meant business from the beginning to the end of the season. He 
was a hard-hitting end and should be an important factor in next year's champion-
ship team. 
Harry Knight Di llard, despite his many broken bones because of his pluck-
iness and his unluckiness at getting hurt so much , came out and made a good back-
field man. He was better at half than at quarter, where he played at the start of 
the season. He passed, ran with the ball , and was a good tackler. He was not a 
sensational p layer, we' ll admit, but he tried hard and wi ll be missed more next year 
than we are apt to judge now. 
Mr. Titus, captai n-elect, was the best a ll round man on the team; he has al-
most an ideal build, which enable him to take a lot of punishment. A bad knee 
bothered him some, but it got alright later in the season. He was a good open 
field runner, a line-plunger, a ood forward-pa er, and he was not excelled all 
season in punting, averaging forty-five yards. 
Harold Craig, the captain and center for the first part of the season, was as 
hard a worker as a coach could want. A lways fighting to win the ol' game, encour-
aging hi s team on, he made almost an ideal captain. 
Left to right : 
Back row- R ogers. Marker . McMorris, Myers . K ellam. 
Front row-Meurlot (coach), Wyeth, Dill a rd , Thrall (cap ta:n), Titus, P inn ell . 
BASKETBALL 
THE 1928-29 BASKETBALL RECORD 
T C. ___________ __ .. ________ _! 5 Kansas ..... ........ ......... .20 Here 
T. C . .................... .... 9 H umbolclt .................... 7 H ere 
T.C. .......... .......... .. .. 17 Lerna ... ........................ l3 There 
T . C ........................ .13 eoga .... .................... 39 There 
T. C ............... ...... ... .20 Humboldt .............. .... .. 12 There 
T . C ......................... 13 Redmon ........................ 24 There 
T. C . ........................ 10 C. H. S ......................... 15 H ere 
T. C. (2 overtimes) 22 Kansas ........................ 21 There 
T. C . ..................... ... 23 eoga (forfeited) .... 27 Here 
T. C . ........................ 30 Lerna ....... ........ ........... 17 Here 
T . C ........... .. .... ........ 21 Pari s ............................ 17 E. I. League 
T.C ......................... 2 Westfield .................... 19 E. I. League 
T . C ............... ... ..... .. 29 Paris ......................... ... 1 5 Here 
T. C ............... .......... 23 C.H ....................... ... 17 There 
T. C ........... .............. 19 Redmon ..... ..... ............ 17 Here 
T. C ....................... . .1 3 Pa ri s ............................ 17 T here 
1'. c ....... ................. .25 C. H . S ......................... 19 District Tournament 
T. C ......................... 14 Mar hall ................... .. . 24 District Tournament 
Games Field Free Personal Total 
Names of Pla·yers- Played Goals Throws Fouls Points 
Dilla rd 
------ ---·------------------------
17 32 35 29 99 
Rog-ers 
------- -------- ---------- ---------
11 7 1 11 15 
Wyeth 
--- ------------------ -------------
17 23 3 29 49 
Marker 
----------------------------------
17 11 s 23 
Titus 
------------------------------- -------
17 29 17 45 75 
T hrall 
-------------------- ----------------
18 18 13 31 49 
Blake 
----- --- --- -------------------------
8 0 2 16 2 
P in nell 
--------------------------- -------
11 7 0 8 14 
McMorris 7 0 0 " 0 
------------ ----- -- ---------
J 
Kellam 
------····------- -----·-----------
2 0 0 3 
Total T. C. Poin ts, 328; Total Opponents' Points, 330. 
Games Won, 11 ; Games Lost, 7. 
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REVIEW OF GAMES 
With only four clays' practice behind them, because of the late football sched-
ule, T. C. surprised local fans by holding last year's league and district champio.ns, 
Kansas, to 20 points while we were collecting 15. Vve get still more consolation 
in the fact that T. C. led most of the game, th e half score being 9 to 7, and that 
we made more field goa ls than Kansas. The game was lost, of course, merely on 
fouls. It is also interesting to note that this was Kansas' sixth game this year. 
Wyeth was high point man with four baskets, and Dillard was a close second with 
three field goals and a free throw. 
The next game, with Humboldt here, was won by the score of 9 to 6 in a slow, 
uninteresting sort of way. T. C. leI practica11y a11 the time, the half score being 
3 to 2. Dillard was high point man, assembling five points. \!Vyeth and Titus each 
made a basket , bringing the total score up to nine, wh ile Humboldt heard the gun 
go off while they were sti ll three points behind. 
The next morning, the team journeyed to Lerna for what it apoarently thought 
a practice game until the second half. Lerna leaked through the T. C. defense for 
ten points the first half while Pinne11 stood back of center and sunk two raskets for 
T. C.'s only counters. At this time Beu. who was coaching us for Andy Meurlot. 
favored the team with a gentle address in which he mentioned the weather- and 
other things. At any rate, T. C. came back the last half and scored thirteen points 
while Lerna co 11 ected three. Pinne11 proved his other two long shots were not luck 
by sinking another peauty. Final score 17 to 13 in favor ofT. C. 
Fighting hard luck in all directions, with \Vyeth and Pinne11 out on account of 
sickness and Di11ard seriously injured in the second quarter, the disheartened Blue 
and Gold quintet fell before the sharp shooting _ '!' eoga attack and emerged on 
th e unlucky end of a 39-13 scdre. T. C. played rather poor basketball, while 
Neoga cou ldn't "miss 'em," and to make matters worse Titus and Thrall went 
out on personals in the second half and left the second team to fight it out 
a lone. Marker, Titus, Ke11am and 'rhrall each made a basket. 
On January 11 the T. C. basketeers plavecl a second game with Humboldt at 
Humboldt and easily walked away with a 20-12 win. Although the Blue missed 
innumerable shots that should have been made, the bcon was always safely held 
in our grasp. Rogers was high point man with four goals to his credit. 
On January 14 Andy MeUJ·lot's men trave11 ed to Redmon to tangle with Car-
roll Dunn's net-men. Althoug-h 1'. C. held Redmon to a 10-10 tie at the half , the 
last two quarters were a walkaway and we were left on the very sma11 end of a 
24-13 core. The absence of three T. C. regulars was keenly felt and was to a 
great extent responsible for the difference in the scores. The Redmon game was 
regarded as a bad sign toward success forT. C. in the game with Charleston High 
School only three days off. 
January 17 brought Coach Warner and hi C. H. S. cagers out to our floor in 
fu ll strength. Alth ough T. C. was exoectecl to win, clue to the return of the two 
regulars from the sick li st, the C. H . S. squad won 15-10. T. C. outscored Charles-
ton in actual feld goals , making four to three for Charleston High. On the other 
hand we were able to make good only two out of fourteen free throws, while 
Charleston connected for nine out of sixteen free throws. This unexpected defeat 
threw the squad into the blues, but the next night was going to be a different story. 
January 18 saw a complete reversal of form as with a magn:ficent last half 
rally the Blue and Gold quintet gained revenge on the highly touted Kansas team 
22-21 after two overtime periods. As Kansas was the district champion team and 
had beaten both T. C. and C. H. S. the victory more than made up for the C. H. S. 
defeat. Although Kansas led 16-9 at the half, the score was tied by Marker at 19 
all in the last minute of play. In the first overtime period we went into the lead 
with a field goal but two free throws by Moore tied the count until a free throw 
gave us the decision in the second period. 
After clearly deserving the victory and maintaining a 21-d lead up to the last 
few minutes of play, T. C. suffered a " relapse" wh il e Neoga got busy and tied the 
score just as the whistle blew. In the overtime period two Neoga field goals spelled 
defeat forT. C. However, because the Neoga coach accidentally used a player who 
had not only been subst ituted twice but had four personal fou ls on him, the game 
was forfeited to T. C. 
Playing in beautiful form, the Teachers High rode rough shod over the Lerna 
five , establishing a 13-4 lead at half time and maintaining it easi ly throughout the 
game to a final score of 30- 18. Titus played a beautiful game and made most of 
his shots good for a total of thirteen points. Dillard also had cleaclly aim and 
amassed ten points. Pinnell was back for the first time since his ill ness and played 
a good game. 
On February 8 T. C. journeyed to Effingham, where they were scheduled to 
meet Paris in the Eastern Ill inois League tournament at Effingham. Terre Haute 
and other towns had Paris "doped out" to win the game easi ly, but T. C. gained 
an early lead and maintained it to the final gun. T. C. pla_yd one of its best games 
of the season and easi ly deserved the victory. Titus' sharp-shooting featured the 
~?am e. 
L Playing a slow, breaking, stalling game which earned the tournament 
championship, Vol estfield held the Teachers High to two points, one point in 
the first and one in the last half, both scored by Titus, which of course made 
him high point man for T. C. Utterly exhausted from the hard Paris game 
in the morning, Andy Mew-lot's fi, -e were a lmost "dead on their feet". Nei-
ther offense nor defense would function. It is some consolation, however, 
to recall the fact that the team that beat us won the tournament. 
The Paris Tigers came to T. C. roaring for revenge, but all they got was a 
headache. Things looked bad for the T. C. five during the first half, the score 
reading 11 -5 in favor of Paris. Between halves, however, Mr. Beu told the boys 
some funny stories and got · them in a good humor. The moment the whistle 
sounded to announce the beginning of the second half things began to happen. 
The T. C. lefense strengthened , while Titus, Dillard , \Vyeth, and Thrall began 
to rack up counters. The final score was 29-lS. It is interesting to note that 
T. C. made twenty-fow· points the last half to th1·ee for Paris. The result of 
this game rather prm·ed that our winning from Paris at Effingham was not 
clue to luck after all . 
Burning with a desire for revenge, the January defeat sti ll ringing in their 
ears, the T. C. basketball squad went up to visit C. H. S. February 21, and got 
their revenge in its sweetest form in a fast, strenuous game. When the gun ended 
the fray, Dillard and Co. had amassed twenty-three points whi le their opponents 
could claim but seventeen. Charleston was more or less happy to know that Dillard 
scored more than their whole team. T. C. might have gone even better if Titus 
had not had a badly infected knee. He got loose for several set-ups as it was. 
T. C., although playing rather poor basketball , got revenge for a previous 
defeat by defeating Carol! Dunn's Redmon cagers. Marker played a heauti fuJ 
game, making three fast, hard, fo llow-in shots in the last half, helping to tie the 
score the last minute of play. It was an exciting game, especiall y in the last few 
minutes when T. C., was trai ling a few points and the end of the game was draw-
ing near. Titus made the basket that tied it at 17. In the overtime Thrall slapped 
the winning basket in after receiving a beautiful pass from Dillard. 
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On February 26 we invaded the Paris Tigers' den, but were tossed out on the 
unpleasant end of a 17-1 3 score. !though we had walloped Paris decisively twice, 
they caught us on an off night when we were playing rotten basketball and made 
their chance good . Even as it was the score was tied at 13-13 until the final two 
minutes, when Paris made two qu ick baskets to put the game on ice. The game 
was very rough and a total of twenty-six personal fouls was called, T. C. losing 
two stars via the pe~onal route. After two overwhelming victories we couldn't 
deny Paris at least one win out of three games. 
By some freak of fate we drew Charleston Hig-h fo r our first game in the 
district tournament at Paris on March 7, 8 and 9. As T. C. and C. H . S. had di-
vided on the two regul ar scheduled games it was expected to be a "battle 
royal" and it was- so fa r as we were concern ed. The entire story of the game 
can be told by the following- fig·ures. Score: T. C., 25; C. H. S., 19; Score by 
Quarters: T. C. , 2, 11 , 18, 25; C. H. S. , 1, 3, 12, 19. The uperiority of the 
Blue and Gold was clearly shown by the fact that we scored eleven field goals 
to fi ve fo r Charleston . The accu.racy of C. H. S. at the fou11ine accounts for 
the comparatiYe closeness of the score. This game was momentous in the 
fact that the twentv-five points P"arnered by T. C. is th e highest number of 
points scored by the winner in the history of the games between the two 
schools. The previous record of twenty-four markers was held by C. H. S. 
Marsha ll High closed our basketball season by eliminating us, 24-14, in 
our second tournament game. As usual we made practically all our points on 
field goals, scoring six to nine for the winner. The game was close during the 
entire first half, but in the last half the Marshall crew was uncannily accurate 
in its shots from out on the court. Although T. C. played far from its best 
hasketball. the game was fast and thri lling. Many fans considered Marsha ll and 
T. C. as the two trongest teams, and when Marshall won the championship by 
beating Martinsville, 24-12, this theory was given a good foundation. 
PERSONNEL OF TEAM 
Outstanding in the galaxy of stars on the B lue and Gold squad was Di ll ard , 
star forward and high -point man for the season. He could always be counted 
on "for a field goal when we needed it most. The crowning- feat of his career 
was the amassing of eighteen points in the second C. H. S. _game. He was also 
a sensible man about pass ing the ball. It was a pleasure to work with him, 
cecause he could be colintecl on to pass when he should . That can't be said of 
any of the other players. 
v\ yeth held the other forwa rd berth easily. Hi lightning speed made it 
almost impossible to guard him and although he did not do any sensational 
playing he made good many of the side shots which were his specialty. 
Titus developed into a sensational center and althoug-h he was handi capped 
hy his size he made up for it with his flashy dribbling through for set-ups and 
don't think he didn't do it. 
Beyond any doubt the real star of the season was Captain Thrall. His 
floor work was perfect, his guarding was perfection itself, and his speed com-
bined with aggressiveness made him the cog upon which the success of the team 
rested. Captain Thrall had the great honor of being picked for the district tour-
nament all -star team. His position wi ll be hard to fill in the T . C. machine 
next season. May he continue hi brilliant work in college. 
A big eli covery of the season was Pinnell , at guard, whose eye for the 
basket from the center of the Aoor mad him a potent factor in the offensive 
as well as in the defensive. Although he was at· home sick during- a la rge part 
of the season, he made a fast finish and can be counted on next year. 
to right: 
Back row-Penn:ngto n. Titus, Baird (captain ). Beu (coach ), Craig, McKee, Dillard. 
Front row-~ Replogle, Myers Iknaya n, Stodd ert, Ingram, ' R eplogle. 
TRACK 
EASON'S RECORD 
On April 19 an exciting tria ngular meet between Kansas, T. C. High and 
Charleston High took place. Kansas won it with 60 points; and T. C. and 
C. H. S. were second and third with 49 and 41 points respectively. T. C. led 
most of the time, but fell down in the last two thri ll ing events, bro:1d jump 
and pole vault. Baird was star of the day , winning four firsts and one second 
in the five events he entered. 
On April 28, T . C. went to Paris where they were entered in the Eastern 
Illinoi Interscholastic League track meet which wa barely won by Robinson. 
T. C. tied with \ iVestfield for ~eventh p~ace . Baird made five points. Craig 
placed second in the century, and McKee copped third in the discus. 
In the oratorical and musical contests of Eastern Illinois Hig h Sc!:ool 
League which were also held a t P ari s on Saturday , pril 28, T. C. tied with 
Iartinsville for fifth place. Louis Edward Thomas. one of the best Hi.g-h 
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School violinists in the state e<>.sily took first place in that event. Others placing 
in events are as fo ll ows: Dorothy Anne Dudley, fourth in oration; Dorothy 
Taylor, third in humorous selections, and Anna Katherine Ferbrache, second in 
composition contest. 
By piling up eight firsts in fifteen events and achieving a numerous sprink-
ling of seconds, thirds and fourths , T. C. stepped out to an easy victory in the 
quadrangular meet May 8th on chahrer Field. The runners totalled 720 
points while the next closest, Effingham, could gather but 42. Westfield and 
C. H. S. got 30 and 190 points respectively. As usual. Baird starred, pull ing 
clown 25 points for high scoring honors. 
On May the 12th the district meet was held at Mattoon. which Mattoon 
won with 43 points. T . C. and Shelbyville t ied for twentieth place with one 
point apiece. McKee got it by plac;ng fifth in discus . 
The T. C. junior high track squad gave a good account of itself at 
toon May 19, pull ing clown 18 points, most of which were made in track events, 
to take third place. R. Replogle accounted for seven of the total by winning 
the low hurdles and placing third on the broad jump. Myers copped fourth 
in the 440 to ri ng up four more markers. D. Replogle got secon~ in the hunclrtd 
and Dawson fin ished third in the 880. Mattoon won the meet with 27 points 
and East St. Lou is was second with 25 points. Urbana and C. H. S. were also 
entered 
PERSONNEL OF THE SQUAD 
Harlan Baird was the outstanding man on the team. He specialized in the 
50 and 100 yard dashes, the 220 low hurdles, and 110 high hurd les; but he ::tlso 
high jumped, put the shot, and ran in the relays. 
Harold Craig was especially good in the dashes. He placed in all three, 
that is, the 50, 100 and 220, at Paris against the best in the Eastern Illinois 
League. He was a lso on the relay team. His loss will be keenly felt next year. 
The Replogles, both only Freshmen , did well in the dashes. Ronald took 
fifth in the low hurdles in the district meet, and he was also a good broad 
jumper. Donald did the 100 and 220 yard clashes, and was on the relay team. 
Dillard was a good man in the hundred yard clash. He also broad jumped 
and pole vaulted. 
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Pennington after being out the first part of the e.ason did well m the 44D. 
Bob Myers, another promising Freshman, was a good q:..tarter-miler. 
Dick Taylor was a plucky little half-miler. He also broad jumped. 
O tto McK e did pretty good in the hot. Rex McMorris was hi mate in 
the same event. Both were Seniors. 
Titus, a ophomore, was a good man 111 javelin. high jump and broad 
jump. He did exceptionally well consider ing the time he spent on baseball. 
Other men who came out but fai led to win letters ' ere Stodclerl', Bak~r , 
1\easo r, Ingram, Foreman and Dawson (grade school) . 
If Zimmerly had continued school, he would eas il y have made a letter, 
hecause he was th e best pole vaulter en th e team. 
aiel to tl1e squad, tut he's el igible for next year too . 
. chool then. 
H :! wou ld have teen great 
Ffe'll proeably be back in 
Men back to carry on for T. C. thi s year are Craig, Di lla rd , Foreman, Titus, 
, anclers, Dawson, Myers Raymond icMorri , to ldert, Patterson and se ·era! 
new men. 
Harold Sander wa a very good dash man. Next to Baird. he wa. th 
fastest on the squad. He was unable to continue the \\'Ork. however, hould 
he be able to go out next year, he would make a peach of a runner. 
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Left to r ight : 
Back row-Sloan. Wyeth. Reed (coach). Thrall , Render on (captain). 
F ront ro·w-Ingram, Burnes. Hutton, Marker. Kellam. Titus. 
BASEBALL 
THE 1928 BASEBALL SCORES 
T. C. --- --·---------------------------- .. ·--------------- 8 Brocton .................................. 7 There 
T. C ................................................ .. ... 9 Brocton .................................. 7 Here 
T .. C .................................................... 5 Marshall ................................ 31 Here 
T . C .......................... .. ......................... o Marshall ................................ 8 There 
T. C ............................................... ...... 12 Redmon .............................. .. 0 Here 
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REVIEW OF GAMES 
\Vith acout two months idleness in the way of athletic contests, Coach 
Dwight Reed whipped a baseball team into shap -into hape enough at lea t 
so that when on April 30 we went to Brocton, ,,-e took their number by the core 
of 8 to 7. The high wind ca~tsed the pitchers several bad moment . but that 
was all there was to mar the day. T. C. got five hits. Brocton go: seven while 
Ingram struck out nine men. Thrall got lucky and hit the pill when the winJ 
was strong and got a home run ou~ of it. 
On May 5, Brocton came here for revenge, I ut instead got the short end 
of the 9-7 score. Ingram starred in this game. After starting the game rather 
poo:·Jy, giving Brocton five scores to our none, he retired the Brocton batters 
in order in the last two innings, accomplishing the feat with six strike uuts. 
He whiffed fifteen in the entire game. The three Brocton pitchers ran up a 
total of 12 strike outs, but at the same time allowed twelve hits . 
On May 9, Marshall came here and gav T. C. their first baseball defeat 
111 three seasons, score 31-5. Ingram blew up the third inning, and Henderson 
cou ld not stop Marshall once they were tarted. Titu , our third pitcher, did 
better than any of them, allowing in two inning but three hits out of a total 
of seventeen. Hutton was given a real workout in left field and proved incap-
able of the job. McComas in center field was jerked in favor of Rex McMorri , 
who proved eq ually bad. The infield " ·as no better. Mat·ker at short stop 
made five error and let in everal runs. Kellam at third missed the easie t 
chance he had and Thrall aw several runners cross the plate on his errors. 
O ur next game, another with Marshall on fay 21, was more evenly played. 
Marshall won, 8-6. Ingram didn't last long in thi game, either. H e let seven 
runs get in before Titus was hustled out to the box, where he proceeded to 
demonstrate some good pitching ability, allowing one run. 
Our final game, with Redmon here on May 25, was easily won with a 
score of 12-0. Titus again 1·elieved Ingram, in the fifth inning and did well as 
usual, allowing two hits and whiffing twelve. Hutton g-ot a home run and two 
singles, while the rest of the te:im was getting ten hits. 
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PERSONNEL OF THE TEAM 
Captain Lyle Henderson, second base, wa a consistent hitter, g-etting a 
hit several times when it was most needed. His fielding- was also dependable, 
and he was utility pitcher. "Hendy" was always fig-hting it up, encouraging 
the rest of the team, and I think he made a good captain. He made a good 
man to knock Thrall's wild, low pegs down, a lso. 
Rex McMorris, center fielder, is capable of being a good baseball player. 
He did not show up so well iast year, perhaps because he was out the yea r 
before and because he couldn' t attend practice very regularly. He was a hard-
hitting batter two years ago, howewr. Rex also made a g-ood catcher. 
McComas was a better player than one would think. and was better than 
most people thought. I believe he had the highest batting average on the team. 
Of course his base-running was only fa ir, and his peg wasn't perfect; but he 
was a nice fielder and his position wi ll be hard to fill next vear. 
Howard Hutton, also a fielder, from the Sophomore class, had, except 
Titus, the best aim on the squad. His fielding, most of the time, was very good; 
and he ranked up near the top among the best hitters. 
Thrall timidly emerged from the class of few boys, Juniors; 1eached right 
in and pulled himself out the position of catcher. Thrall had a good arm 
when it wasn't sore, but his pegs were, many times, wild. If he can learn to 
hang onto the ball, and to judge batters' weaknesses. he should make a good 
man next year. Thrall was lucky and hit the old pill once in a while, but he 
was not consistent. 
Marker, Sophomore, made a neat little shortstop. He had an average arm 
for first base pegs, but he was a littl e too careless in lett ing- easy grounders by 
him. With more practice and experience, he will make a g-ood man in the field. 
His hitting could also be improved. 
Titus was one of the best men on the team. His bie- help came when he 
picked low pegs right off the ground like nobody's business. He jumped, stooped, 
stretched, and even laid down for them, and that's a kind of man we needed. 
Next year will probably find him in the pitchet-' berth, because of his good 
showing when he relieved Ingram, regular pitcher. Titus was a nice, heady, 
all-around good player. His hitting last year was not as good as he is capable of. 
Kellam looked good to me. He was an infielder also from the T unior class. 
He had a pretty peg, and was a nice man to give the infield the snap and pep 
that it should have, but lacked most of the time. His weakness. however, 
hitting, is an important part of baseball, so he didn't play regularly. He easily 
won his letter, though, which he surely deserved. He'll make every regular 
infielder perspire with hard work and worry next year to keep their positions. 
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The right pos1t1on was held down most of the time by Gerald Hedges, 
Sophomore. He was an avera re player in the field, and was a little better than 
the average batter. He is also a possible pitcher. 
The pitcher, Carlos Ingram, pitched several brilliant games, but Mar hall 
certainly "got his goat." If he would allow himself to be coached. he might 
be a lot more useful. 
The team was handicapped by not having Francis McTaggart, Senior, with 
them. McTaggart was a veteran star outfielder, and he would have been of 
great value to the team; but he had to quit during the season. 
James Springer, Senior, also a veteran, and snappy, neat little player, was 
not able to come out. He could be a good player if he would develop an interest 
in the game. 
Charles Scott was a good uti li ty pitcher, and he also played in the field a 
few games. He should be a good man next yea r. 
Max Pinnell wou ld easily have won his letter if he could have kept coming 
out. He is a better player than several of the reg-u lars. Any position on the 
diamond, except pitcher, would feel like home to him. but he spe\: ializes in 
catching. He is only a ophomore, and should he be able to come out next year, 
the team would be greatly strengthened. 
* * * 
Mis Johnson (in Fr nch clas ) :"You needn't tran late the words in square 
parenthesis." 
* * * 
James Reynolds :"Anybody going to town?" 
Frances Hale: "Yea! \ Vait just a minute and I'll ride with you." 
James: " o, I just wanted somebody to do an errand for me." 
* * * 
Wayne Thrall (in Physics): "The force would he twice as less." 
* * * 
Miss Johnson (to Donald Bacon): "Dona ld, you can't go through the world 
on infinitives." 
* * * 
Replogle: "Phyll is, give me an example of wasted energy." 
Phyll is: "Tell ing a hair-raising story to a bald-headed man ." 
* * * 
Teacher: "Charles, why did you put the hyphen in bird cage?'' 
Charles: "For the bird to it on." 
* * * 
A fond mother wa telling about her son, who played football. A friend 
asked her what position her on played. She replied, "I don't know, but I think 
they call him the hind quarter." 
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TRUE P R'rlNG PIRIT 
The sad-looking man at the corner table had been waitine- a very long time 
for his order. At last a waiter approached him and said: 
"Your fish will be coming any minute, now, sir." 
"Oh, yes." said the sad man, l0oking interested. "And what bait are you 
using?" 
* * * 
PAT' REVENGE 
An Englishman and an Iri hman lived in a coast town. and both owned 
boats. One day the Englishman decided to christen his and on the stern painted, 
"Henry the Eighth." 
"An' wot will I name mine?" mused the Irishman. Rejecting the sugges-
tion of the others that he call hi "George the Fifth," he became suddenly 
inspired, got out brush and paint, and in cribed the legend. "March th' Seven-
teenth." 
* * * 
"There is really no danger," a!d the doctor, trying to be encouraging. "I 
have had the same illness myself." 
"Yes," answered the gloomy patient, "but you didn't have the same doctor." 
* * * 
Many truths are spoken through false teeth. 
* * * 
Mary had a little lamb 
Given her to keep. 
It followed h r around until. 
It died from lack of Jeep. 
* * * 
Carolyn Brown: "Have you graded my paper yet?" 
Mr. Crowe: " o, why?" 
Carolyn: "Well, when you come to mine, it's not justice I want; it's mercy." 
* * * 
Betty: "I take aspirins to clear my hea 1." 
Sanders: "Oh, I ee- a sort of vacuum cleaner." 
* * * 
Kind Old Lady: "You bad boy, why lid you tie a can to that dog's tail?" 
Bad Boy: "That's where I always ti them, if you know of a better place, 
I would be glad if you'd tell me." 
Cross and hort- ight d ld Lady ( in antique shop) : "And here, I up-
pose, is another of the horribl e portraits you call 'art'." 
"Excuse me, rna lam," said the shopkeeper, quietly, "but that's a mirror ." 
* * * 
When Betty tells her parents that her boy friend is goi ng home "any mm-
ute," Ma and Pa li cover that . 1\II. stand for "any minute." 
* * * 
Mr. Kellam : "Every time you a re bad I get another gray hair." 
Russell: "Well , you mu t ha ve been a corker. Look at g- randpa." 
* * * 
Wallace: " ne of our little pigs was sick, so I gave him some sugar." 
Harold M.: "Sugar, what for?" 
Wallace: "For med icine, of course. Haven't you heard of sugar cured 
hams ?" 
* * * 
Teacher: "Tommy, what i a whirlpool?" 
Tommy: " whirlpool i a merry-go-round for fish es." 
* * * 
Gerald Hedges: "Why. I thought you took chemistry last seme ter." 
Howard Hutton: " I did, but the faculty encored me." 
* * * 
Miss Johnson: "Write all the simple tenses." 
Wallace: "Th y aren't very simpl e." 
Mi s J ohn son : "No, but some of tho e who try to write th em are." 
* * * 
Mr. Criag: "Harold , what do you expect to be when you get out of 
coll ege?" 
Harold: "An old man ." 
* * * 
G VERNME T DEFINED 
A young English woman wa inquiring of her old nurse, the widow of a 
superannuated governm nt rvant, how she was g-etting- along. 
"Raci ly en ugh, darlint only the aover'mint intends to do something- for us." 
"And what's government, ora ?" 
" Is it jokin' ye are, Miss? Sure iviry child knows what's the gover'mint. 
It's a half-a-dozen gintlemin and th e loikes, maybe, that meets an' think what's 
best for thimselves, an' then says that's best for us- an' that's the g-over'mint." 
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Betty (on hip): "And captain , what are thee?" 
Gene : "Those are li fe avers-" 
Betty : "Be your age, no one could put on of th ose things in their mouth ." 
* * * 
W ilf red : "Daddy, can you ign your name without looking?" 
Mr. Brandt: "Ye ." 
\ Vilfred: "W II , th en, ign my report ca rd." 
* * * 
Miss Ellington: "Wayne, did I hear you ta lk during my lecture?" 
W ayne Thrall : " o, M iss E lli ngton, I neve r ta lk in my sleep." 
* * * 
"Do you make life- ize enla rgements of photos?" 
"Yes, sir; it's our sp cialty." 
"\Veil , do thi on ' for me. Tt's a snap3hot of a whale I caught." 
* * * 
John \ i\fyeth : "Gen rall y speaking, girls arc--" 
Glen Titu : "Yes, they are." 
John: "Are what?" 
Glen: "G nerally peaking .. , 
* * * 
Ru'ssell K ellam : "T hea r I you singing thi s morning." 
Mildred R u ell : "I do that to kill ti me." 
R ussell : "You have a very good weapon." 
* * * 
Miss Brown ( in E ngli sh class) : "For tomorrow take the life of Dr. 
Johnston." 
Paul Birthi el : "H ow?" 
* * * 
Harry Dillard (getting a shave) : "Ouch! Wh y th at towel is scalding hot." 
Barber : " I'm sorry, sir, but I couldn ' t hold it any longer." 
* * * 
" o, Grace, if a P r fessor marri es a lady professo r, you would not ca ll 
their children proph et ." 
* * * 
IMPOSSIBLE 
Miss Orcutt : "Thi s examination will be condu cte I on the honor system. 
Please take seats three apart and in alternate row ." 
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Lucille: "It's very nice oi you to ask me to this dance." 
\Vayne: "Don't mention it, it' a charity affair." 
"Where are you going?' 
" hemistry exam." 
* * * 
"Going to take the acid te t, eh ?" 
* * * 
James: "What is play?" 
V/allace: "Very important hu iness that chool interru1Jts." 
* * * 
Blake: "What's a trust?" 
Craig: "A large group of men banded tog-ether to make money." 
Charle cott: " w, that's a crap game." 
* * * 
S RE OF I'l' 
"Here is a letter for you with a black border." 
" las! My poor brother is dead!" 
"How do you know? You haven't r ad it yet?" 
" o, but I recognize his handwriting." 
* * * 
Fre hman: "I've made a great eli covery." 
Senior: "Well , what's that?" 
Fre hman: "I'Ye found that the heavy end of a match i the light encl." 
* * * 
(Ob rvin" Mr. Coleman walking in the hall whi le his class was writing- a 
test in g vernment) : "Why, Mr. Col man, i your class alone?" 
Mr. Coleman: "Yes, they are, but 1'm not uneasy-they can't tell ach other 
anything." 
* * * 
Rus ell Kellam: "How many places do you want us to carry this problem?" 
Mr. Crowe: "Just out in the hall.' 
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Miss Rrown (i n English class) : " Is this line a rti stic? And how?" 
* * * 
First Senior: "Tl'e class of '30 is g-oing- to print the ~Warbler on thinne1· 
paper than ours." 
Second Senior: "Why is that?" 
First Senior: " o we ran see throug-h their jokes." 
* * ,.. 
Dentist (ex tracting- nai l from a tire of his ca r): "Quiet now. You won't 
feel this. 
* * * 
A motorist wa held up by a traffic policeman. 
" \ i\!hat' s your name?" demand d the cop. 
"Abraham O'Brien Goldberg," replied the man . 
" \\That's the O'Brien f r ?" a ked the officer. 
"For protection," return d braham. 
* * * 
Harry : "H eard of the latest in poisons?" 
Fred: "No, what i it ?" 
Harry: "Airplan poisoning. O ne drop IS u ually sufficient. " 
* * * 
\\ ' ilfred Brandt : "Will you hol I the e book for me?" 
Prof: "Sir, I am president of this college." 
\ i\! ilfred: "Oh, th at' alright. You look like an honest fellow." 
* * * 
The car was crowded and the conductor was irritable. 
"Where's the fare for the boy?" he snapped as Mr. Cohen handed him 
one far. · 
"De boy is only three yea rs old," aid Mr. Cohen. placidly. 
"Three yea rs old!" sneer c1 the conductor, "three years ! v\ihy, look at him . 
He's seven year old if he' a clay." 
Mr. Cohen leaned over and gazed ea rnestl y at the boy's face. Th en he 
turned to the conductor. 
"Can 1 help it if he worries?" he asked . 
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Frosh: " I'm a Democrat." 
Soph : "Why?" 
"Because my father was a Democrat and my grandfather was a Demo -rat." 
"\Veil , if your father was a thief and your gra:1dfather wa a thief, would 
you be a thief?" 
"Oh, then I 'd be a R epublican. " 
* * * 
It's not cl ing the things we l"ke to do. h1t likng- the things we have to 
do, that makes life blesse I. 
* * * 
Egotism 1s the glue which enable" a person to get stuck on himself. 
* * * 
An old darky got up o:1e night at a rev[ va I meetin~ and said: "B ruuder 
an' sisters, you knows an' f knows dat I aint been what I oug-hter 1-e ·n . l'se 
robbed hen r o t and tole hawgs, an' told lies, an' got drunk, an' Ia heel 
folks with mah razor, an ' shot craps, an' cussed and swore; but I thank the 
Lord dere's one thing I ain't nebr er done - T ain't nebber lost mah rcl:gion ." 
* * * 
Freshman : "What was the football game score?" 
Junior: "Twelve to twelve." 
Freshman ( innocently) : " \Vho won ?" 
* * * 
T eacher: "Us· th • word 'bo_vcott' in a sentence." 
Student: " It ra ined, and the boy caught cold ." 
* * * 
Mr. Rail back: "If I have a quantity of gas and heat it, how 
from what it ' a before?" 
Harry Dillard: "It's wa rmer." 
* * * 
it different 
For Sale: J\ bu ll cl og. Wi ll ea t anything. Especiall y fond o f children. 
Vllanted: Two room by a g ntl man with folding- doors. 
* * * 
L ost : An umbrella with a bent rib and a 1 one handle. 
* * * 
\ Vanted: 'ome old French books. More will be paid if wri tten 111 Latin. 
* * * 
pedestrian is a man whose wi fc ha gone with th e car. 
* * * 
Miss O rcutt : " a n ·oll , give me a sentence with Lh e word 'gruesome'." 
Caroll H ermann : " Wh en my pa had hi s mustache shaved off, he grew 
some." 
U ncle Ezra ays: " D e depl ma h a m m ighty pretty, but hit a in t a meal 
ti cket." 
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